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ABSTRACT 

Complexes of the first row transition metals are a promising class of tunable and inexpensive 

catalysts for electrochemical energy applications. Although considerable efforts have been 

devoted to the structure-activity relationships, little attention has been paid to the effects of 

immobilisation mode on their performance. This thesis shows that covalent grafting of 

porphyrin-based catalysts to the surface of carbon electrodes could be used as an efficient and 

simple method that allows to significantly improve rates and selectivities of electrochemical 

reactions relevant for electrochemical energy applications. 

In the first part of this dissertation a reliable procedure for covalent immobilisation of 

metalloporphyrins onto the surface of carbon electrodes was established. To achieve this, 

electroreduction of corresponding diazonium salts was chosen as it allows to create an 

extremely durable C-C bond of a complex with the supporting electrode. Indeed, the reduction 

of tetraphenylporphyrin diazonium salt under mild conditions on carbon electrodes followed 

by treatment with hot solution of Mn(OAc)2 in DMF/CH3COOH proved to be a reliable tool 

for immobilisation of MnTPP on carbon cloth. The resulting hybrid materials were studied 

using CV and Raman spectroscopy and the resulting layer of complex was found to possess all 

signature CV and spectral features characteristic for MnTPP while showing complete lack of 

solubility signifying the success of covalent immobilisation. Variation of electrodeposition 

time was found to be a convenient tool to control the density of organometallic layer which in 

turn allows to shorten the Mn‧‧‧Mn distance and thus increase the probability of two Mn atoms 

taking part in a concerted electrochemical process. The use of covalent immobilisation proved 

to be highly beneficial for ORR in which we achieved significantly higher reduction current 

density and nearly 100 % selectivity towards 4e- pathway under low overpotentials after 5 min-

long TPP electrodeposition. This feature could be explained by the stepwise reduction of O2 to 

H2O2 and then to H2O. At the same time the rate of OER appears to be independent of the 

immobilisation mode and proportional to the amount of electrochemically active complex on 

the surface. The study of MnTPP-modified electrodes in CO2ERR did not result in a significant 

CO2 reduction current due to inherently low activity of the catalyst itself. At the same time, 

significant suppression of the hydrogen evolution upon covalent immobilisation of MnTPP was 

observed. This phenomenon was ascribed to the blocking effect of well-formed organic layer 

and much better surface coverage compared to analogous electrode prepared via drop-casting. 
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Following the assessment of MnTPP-based design the electrodeposition technique was used 

for the synthesis of covalently immobilised CoTPP which is known for its excellent activity in 

electrocatalytic reduction reactions. This material showed 2.4 times higher density of 

electrochemically active species compared to the noncovalently immobilised analogue and the 

activity of the resulting electrodes shows dramatic improvement of CO formation rate during 

CO2ERR in neutral electrolyte under an overpotential of 500 mV. Indeed, a TOF of 8.3 s-1 was 

achieved contrary to the drop-cast analogue which exhibited TOF of 4.5 s-1 only. Furthermore, 

in full agreement with the previous results, the maximum average FE(CO) increased from 50 

% to 67 % upon introduction of a covalent link with the surface. Also, the optimum potential 

corresponding to the highest FE(CO) was achieved under 50 mV less negative potential 

compared to noncovalent immobilisation. The catalyst exhibited excellent cumulative TON of 

3.9‧105 in a 24 h long electrolysis surpassing performance of the drop-cast counterpart by the 

factor of 3. We must note here that the TON and TOF values measured in our study are among 

the highest to date surpassing those reported for Fe hydroxyporphyrins and Co porphyrin-based 

covalent organic frameworks. Apparently, the kinetics of CO2ERR under low overpotentials is 

highly dependent on the rate of the electron transfer between the electrode surface and the 

complex while the resulting phenylene linker is playing the role of a “molecular wire” within 

the catalytic layer. 

Further, the activity of covalently immobilised Co tetraphenylporphyrin in ORR was evaluated. 

The assessment showed that the observations made for covalently immobilised MnTPP are 

applicable to CoTPP as covalent ligation improves selectivity to 4e- reduction pathway from  

0 % for drop-cast complex to 55 % for a material after 10 min-long electrodeposition. Also, 

covalent immobilisation significantly increases the rate of H2O2 reduction, and the effect is 

more pronounced with the electrochemical immobilisation times longer than 5 min. This 

change is also believed to take place due to the participation of multicentred reduction reaction. 

Considering its outmost importance, in the final part of this dissertation the problem of catalyst 

stability in CO2ERR in aqueous electrolyte was studied. For this work CoTPP was chosen as 

one of the most active catalysts available. In strong contrast to earlier reports, the results show 

that the leaching, demetallation, poisoning by CO and reduction to chlorins are not responsible 

for the deactivation process. Moreover, recyclability was found to be independent of the 

heterogenisation mode. Surprisingly, it is uptake of two oxygen atoms from the CO2 molecule 

that renders the porphyrin catalytically inactive. Based on the insight into the degradation 

mechanism a strategy for the development of more stable porphyrin-based catalysts was 
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established. The most successful approach is based on kinetic suppression of unwanted oxygen 

insertion reaction. Indeed, introduction of steric protection in the form of eight bulky -OMe 

groups into the porphyrin core furnished 100 % recyclable heterogeneous molecular catalyst. 

Furthermore, lateral proton donors also significantly improve catalyst longevity due to 

favourable proton delivery to the CO2-complex adduct and thus lower probability of oxygen 

uptake by the macrocyclic core. In strong contrast to Fe analogues, thermodynamic 

stabilisation of CoI active form by electronegative substituents or additional axial ligands such 

as pyridine renders the catalyst almost inactive. Thus, it was proven that the careful analysis of 

degradation pathway is a crucial step in the rational development of industrially viable 

electrocatalysts. 

In summary, covalent immobilisation of molecular catalysts on conductive electrodes provides 

higher amount of the catalytically active complex, better rate of interfacial electron transfer 

and shortened M‧‧‧M distance. These effects are quite general and provide numerous 

advantages for energy-related applications. In turn, the longevity of molecular catalysts is 

defined by their structure rather than heterogenisation technique. Hence, careful design of a 

ligand can be used to significantly enhance the lifetime of an electrocatalyst. The results 

described below provide solid background for the future development of not only highly active, 

but also more durable molecular electrocatalysts which is of paramount significance for the 

field of electrocatalysis. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Fossil fuels depletion and greenhouse emissions have long been recognised as one of the key 

problems the humanity is facing.[1-4]  The mean concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere has 

been rising since the start of systematic measurements and exceeded by far the pre-industrial 

and prehistoric levels of 180-300 ppm.[5-7]  Based on this, it is expected that the major climate 

changes will take place by 2050 due to the departure of air and ocean temperatures from the 

historic variability with the tropical regions being affected the most.[8]  These factors underpin 

the development of sustainable emission-free energy economy which will allow to mitigate the 

impact of humankind on the environment and help to resolve major issues of economic and 

national security.[9-11]  A wide range of power sources such as photovoltaics and wind 

turbines are already commercially available, however, inherent intermittent nature of these 

generators undermines their widespread utilisation.[12-13]  Hence, efficient conversion of 

electrical energy into storable fuels and vice versa would allow to fully exploit the benefits of 

sustainable power generation. In this regard, electrochemistry provides an excellent 

opportunity to convert electricity into energy-rich chemicals and later utilise them to release 

the accumulated potential with zero net emissions through a cascade of redox reactions under 

near ambient conditions (Figure 1.1).[3, 10, 14]  

 

Figure 1.1 The model of sustainable energy economy.[14]  
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The model described above implies two successive steps. First, renewable electrical energy 

must be supplied to power an electrolyser where fuel generation on a cathode and oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER) on an anode take place (Figure 1.2a).[11, 15]  Cathodic CO2 

electrochemical reduction reaction (CO2ERR) to CO is an extremely useful process which 

could serve as entry point for the synthesis of long-chain hydrocarbons using well-developed 

Fischer-Tropsch process.[15-19]  The resulting organic products could be directly used as fuels 

in modern transportation or as raw materials in the production of polymers and construction 

materials. Moreover, carbonylation reactions open numerous opportunities to utilize CO2ERR 

in preparation of fine chemicals for pharmaceutical industry.[20]  Stoichiometrically the 

overall process is the equivalent of CO2 splitting into CO and O2. 

The second part of the infrastructure includes energy production via controlled oxidation of 

fuels. In this regard proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are excellent generators 

where a controlled low-temperature anodic oxidation of hydrogen, methanol or formic acid and 

cathodic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occur (Figure 1.2b).[21-24]  PEM fuel cells provide 

chemical-to-electrical energy conversion efficiency of up to 65 % thus allowing to complete 

the model of an emission-free system.[25]  

 

Figure 1.2 (a) Scheme of CO2 electrolyser and (b) hydrogen fuel cell. 

Although the prospects of the economic model described above are great, there are several 

major challenges to overcome. First, CO2ERR, ORR and OER as multielectron proton coupled 

electrode reactions are characterised by sluggish kinetics and thus require significant 

(a) (b) 
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overpotentials to achieve practical current densities.[10, 26-28]  Second, they often could lead 

to a multitude of different products such as CO, HCOOH, CH3OH etc. in case of CO2ERR or 

H2O and H2O2 for ORR.[26, 29-30]  More than that, the water discharge reaction might 

exacerbate the selectivity problem due to competing hydrogen evolution reaction taking place 

under negative potentials in aqueous media.[31]  The problems of low reaction rate and 

selectivity could be resolved by careful design of electrocatalysts that bind favorably to the 

reactants and intermediates thus lowering the overpotentials and improving the process 

selectivity.[32-34]  However, the development of effective catalysts requires significant 

advancement in understanding of the reaction mechanisms and factors affecting the 

performance of electrochemical devices. 

The engineering and economic aspects impose stringent requirements on the choice of a 

reaction medium and the catalyst physical state. Clearly, CO2ERR, ORR and OER could be 

performed both in organic solvents by means of homogeneous catalysis and in aqueous medium 

where catalysts are usually not readily soluble thus forming heterogeneous systems.[35-36]  

Use of homogeneous catalysts in non-aqueous electrolytes such as N,N-dimethylformamide 

(DMF) or acetonitrile (ACN) provides certain advantages for fundamental studies such as good 

solubility of CO2 and O2, the lack of competing solvent discharge reaction and simplified 

analysis of solutions using NMR, FTIR or HRMS.[37-38]  However, high cost and toxicity of 

organic solvents necessitate the employment of heterogeneous water-based systems.[35, 39]  

Moreover, heterogeneous catalysis provides great advantage of simplified catalyst reuse thus 

lowering the overall cost of the process. 

1.2 Introduction 

There are several classes of heterogeneous electrocatalysts for CO2ERR, ORR and OER 

available. Purely inorganic materials are quite a popular choice due to their accessibility and 

good theoretical understanding of the reaction mechanisms. As such, CO2 could be reduced to 

CO with high selectivity on Ag electrodes while Cu is a unique electrode material that can 

produce more complex products, though not selectively.[40-41]  Regarding ORR, pure Pt is an 

excellent benchmark catalyst which is extremely close to the top of the theoretical Sabatier 

volcano curve and drives this process almost exclusively through the desirable 4e- reduction 

pathway.[42]  OER is generally quite difficult to catalyse at low overpotentials and such 

materials as IrO2 and RuO2 are the most active candidates.[43]  However, inorganic catalysts 

do not provide sufficient structural flexibility of the active sites thus making it difficult to 
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achieve simultaneously high selectivities and current densities due to so-called scaling 

relationships. Further, noble metal-based catalysts for ORR or OER are extremely expensive 

which renders them unfeasible for widespread use. 

At the same time, the emergent class of molecular catalysts based on organometallic complexes 

of first row transition metals (Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) comprise unsurpassed tunability by means 

of organic synthesis, excellent activity in the transformations described above and relatively 

low price.[44-45]  Across numerous classes of organometallics, porphyrins are among the most 

promising candidates thanks to simplicity of their synthesis and stability under ambient 

conditions.[46-48]  Furthermore, some of them possess exceptionally high activity due to the 

simultaneous presence of redox-noninnocent aromatic ligand and metal atom (Scheme 

1.1).[49-50]  

 
Scheme 1.1 Structure of metalloporphyrins. 

Though macrocyclic complexes are excellent catalysts, two major drawbacks are holding up 

their industrial utilisation. First, these materials are dielectrics and most of them are not soluble 

in water. Thus, they must be either used as solutions in organic solvents or immobilised on the 

conductive electrodes. As we noted above, nonaqueous electrolytes are hardly suitable for 

widespread use and the practical applications require CO2ERR, ORR and OER to be performed 

in aqueous medium.[32, 47]  Hence, the only viable option is heterogenisation which generally 

could be achieved by covalent and noncovalent methods (Scheme 1.2).[32]  The fundamental 

difference between these techniques is the presence of a direct covalent link between the 

conductive surface and the molecule of the catalyst in the first case while simple physisorption 

is used to immobilise molecular catalyst on the electrode in the latter method.[32, 51]  

Generally, noncovalent heterogenisation is synthetically simpler while covalent ligation to the 

electrode surface could provide ideal protection against leaching and enhance the rate of 

electron transfer. Though great examples of both strategies have been published, their 

advantages and disadvantages have not been formally elucidated until recently.[52-53]  
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Scheme 1.2. Covalent and noncovalent immobilisation modes of porphyrin-based catalysts. 

Second, the stability of molecular catalysts is usually quite low, and this problem has only 

recently started to draw attention.[32, 54]  This major impediment, though usually not 

explicitly emphasised in the literature, largely negates the great progress achieved in the 

direction of catalyst activity. The degradation pathways have often been assumed rather than 

experimentally verified which led to the limited amount of controversial information being 

scattered across a big number of reports.  

A general pathway for the development of a molecular catalyst could be described as a 

succession of the following steps (Scheme 1.3): 

1. Proof of concept. At this stage a catalyst’s suitability for a target reaction is assessed. This 

step could be performed both in homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. As a rule of thumb, 

CV is used to observe the increase of faradic current in the presence of a substrate while a 

following CPE study confirms the formation of desirable products. 

2. A study of the reaction mechanism and the design of the most active catalyst within the class 

structurally similar complexes. This is usually done in homogeneous solutions to allow 

detection of reaction intermediates with advanced spectroscopic techniques such as NMR, 

FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, UV/Vis or EPR. Also, kinetics of the reaction could be 

conveniently studied using CV. 

3. Heterogenisation of the catalyst. At this stage the catalytic activity is transferred into aqueous 

solution. Optimisation of the catalyst loading and heterogenisation methods usually follow. 

Finally, troubleshooting of stability and activity issues furnishes desirable hybrid 

electrocatalyst.  
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Scheme 1.3. A typical workflow of the catalyst development. The focus of current research is 

shown in green. 

As the number of active porphyrin-based catalysts reported to date for CO2ERR, ORR and 

OER is already significant, the research described below is dedicated to the third stage of the 

catalyst development (Scheme 1.3). Of special interest here is the influence of heterogenisation 

methods on the activity, stability and selectivity of molecular electrocatalysts. 

1.3 Aims and thesis outline 

This thesis is focused on the synthesis and electrocatalytic behaviour of covalently and 

noncovalently heterogenized Co and Mn metalloporphyrins in CO2ERR, ORR and OER. The 

major research question it answers could be formulated as follows: “Is it possible to influence 

the activity, selectivity and stability of porphyrin-based catalysts in electrocatalytic reactions 

using various immobilisation strategies?” 

To answer this question the following specific objectives were put forth: 

1) Develop a reliable procedure for covalent and noncovalent immobilisation of Mn and Co 

porphyrins onto the surface of carbon cloth electrodes. 

CV CPE 

Homogeneous or heterogeneous 

Mechanistic studies (stage 2) 

Homogeneous solution 

EPR 

Catalyst discovery (stage 1) 

FTIR Raman NMR UV/Vis 

Catalyst immobilisation (stage 3) 

Heterogeneous system 

Covalent Noncovalent  

Troubleshooting 

Stability studies 

CV 
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2) Perform the in-depth analysis of the resulting materials, compare their structural 

characteristics and confirm the validity of the comparison between covalent and noncovalent 

immobilisation modes. 

3) Study the activity of the complexes in CO2ERR, ORR and OER in aqueous medium and 

make the conclusions regarding the influence of immobilisation mode on electrocatalytic 

properties. 

4) Thoroughly analyse the decomposition pathway for Co porphyrin upon repetitive reuse in 

CO2ERR and deduce the mechanism of this process.  

5) Based on the deactivation mechanism, devise and test the strategic framework for the 

development of more stable molecular catalysts. 

This thesis consists of the following chapters: introduction, literature review, methods, three 

results and discussion chapters followed by conclusions and outlook. The findings of the 

research described above have been presented as three first author manuscripts listed at the 

beginning of the dissertation. Chapter 1 gives the background information on the place of 

electrochemical energy storage and conversion technologies in the modern economy followed 

by general overview the key problems in the field. Chapter 2 is a literature review which 

describes synthesis of porphyrins and the reported achievements in the field of porphyrin 

catalysed CO2ERR, ORR and OER. Chapter 3 provides thorough description of experimental 

techniques used in this research. Chapter 4 deals with synthesis, characterisation and activity 

of covalently and noncovalently immobilised Mn tetraphenylporphyrin in ORR and OER. 

Activity of Mn porphyrin in CO2ERR was evaluated as well. Chapter 5 describes the influence 

of immobilisation mode on the activity and selectivity of CoTPP in CO2ERR and ORR. Chapter 

6 is focused on the problem of stability of heterogeneous Co porphyrin-based catalysts in 

CO2ERR in aqueous medium. Chapter 7 covers the key research outcomes of this project and 

features discussion on the prospects and challenges of heterogeneous molecular catalysts for 

electrochemical industry. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Fundamentals of electrocatalysis 

Any electrochemical process is characterised by its intrinsic redox potential. The equilibrium 

cell potential could be calculated based on Gibbs energies of the starting materials and products 

using Equation 2.1 where ∆G0 stands for the change of free energy in the redox reaction, n is 

the number of electrons transferred and F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mol):[1]  

𝐸0 = − 
∆𝐺0

𝑛𝐹
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟏)  

Also, since the Gibbs energy is the maximum possible value of useful work produced under 

reversible conditions, thermodynamics could be employed to express the maximum theoretical 

efficiency of a system ζtheoretical using the Equation 2.2 where ∆H0 and ∆S0 are changes of 

enthalpy and entropy in the reaction and T is thermodynamic temperature.[2]  It must be noted 

that the Equation 2.2 could be applied to both electrolysers and fuel cells since it describes an 

ideally reversible system and the only difference between these two is the direction of the 

reaction. Clearly, the T∆S term has a considerable contribution and under standard conditions 

ζtheoretical for a hydrogen fuel cell is 83 % (referenced to the heat of hydrogen combustion) and 

82 % for an electrolyser transforming CO2 into CO and O2 (compared to the heat of reversed 

reaction of CO with O2).[2-3]  

𝜁𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =  
∆𝐺0

∆𝐻0
=  1 − 

𝑇∆𝑆0

∆𝐻0
(𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟐) 

The potential derived from the equation 2.1 is applicable to a process under standard 

conditions, which implies gas pressure of 1 bar and the activity of solutes in the electrolyte of 

1 M.  However, in reality conditions often differ to those imposed by the Equation 2.1 and for 

non-standard cases it is possible to estimate redox potentials using the Nernst equation 

(Equation 2.3) based on concentrations of reduced [Red] and oxidised [Ox] species in the 

solution, temperature and the universal gas constant R.[4]  Further, the Nernst relationship 

optimised for pH-dependant redox reactions could be applied for CO2ERR, ORR and OER 

which generally depend on the activity of protons only (equation 2.4).[1]  

𝐸 = 𝐸0 −  
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
𝑙𝑛

[𝑅𝑒𝑑]

[𝑂𝑥]
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟑) 
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𝐸 = 𝐸0 −  0.059𝑝𝐻 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟒) 

Thermodynamic considerations described above are valid only in equilibrium state meaning 

that there is no current flowing through the cell and the reaction rate is infinitely small. This 

scenario corresponds to an open circuit while energy applications are based on non-equilibrium 

systems with significant current densities. As a result of the departure from the equilibrium 

state, additional potential must be applied to drive the required reaction with a desirable rate. 

The difference between equilibrium potential E0 and the actual bias applied to the electrode by 

external power supply or delivered to the lead of a fuel cell Eelectrode is called overpotential η 

and is defined by the Equation 2.5. 

𝜂 = 𝐸0 − 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟓) 

It must be noted here that although the overpotential is required to drive a process, the amount 

of useful energy stored in the form of chemical bonds or released by the fuel cell is still 

determined by the change of intrinsic Gibbs energy during the transformation in question while 

the excess is dissipated as heat. An additional source of energy losses is the ohmic resistance 

of the electrochemical cell, however this is usually a minor factor compared to the limitations 

imposed by the redox chemistry.[5]  Generally, the practical energy effectiveness of 

electrolyser ζelectrolyser could be calculated using the Equation 2.6 while the efficiency of fuel 

cell ζfuel cell is defined by the Equation 2.7 where iR is the ohmic voltage drop.[5-6]   

𝜁𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑟  = 1 −  
𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝜂𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝑖𝑅

𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟔) 

𝜁𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙  = 1 −  
𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝜂𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝑖𝑅

𝐸0
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟕) 

Kinetic relationship between the current density and overpotential for an irreversible electrode 

reaction is described by Butler-Volmer Equation 2.8 where j is the current density, n is the 

number of electrons transferred in the process, F is the Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mol), k0 

is the reaction rate constant, Ci is the concentration of the species i, N is the total number of 

species in the rate law, α is the transfer coefficient, R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/(mol‧K)), 

T is the absolute temperature and η is the applied overpotential. This relationship is applicable 

to the reaction if the overpotential is big enough for the reverse reaction to be neglected (η > 

118 mV; negative sign corresponds to the cathodic process and positive – to the anodic one).[7]   
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𝑗 =  ±𝑛𝐹𝑘0 (∏ 𝐶𝑖
𝜈𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
{1 − 𝛼}𝐹

𝑅𝑇
𝜂) (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟖) 

However, the potential dependence of the reaction rate is often studied and reported using 

simpler Tafel Equation 2.9 where n is the number of electrons transferred before rate-

determining step, β is the symmetry factor (routinely assumed to be 0.5) and q is the number 

of electrons transferred during the rate-determining step.[7]  This relationship allows to gain 

insight into the reaction mechanism and the nature of the rate-determining step from the values 

of the Tafel slope mTafel. Clearly, the electrode reactions show logarithmic dependence on the 

applied potential, in strong contrast to the linear Ohm’s law and the higher the number of 

electrons transferred, the more sensitive the reaction to the changes in potential. The minimum 

theoretical slope derived from the Equation 2.9 is 118 mV/dec and in case of mTafel  >> 118 

mV/dec other factors than the charge transfer from the electrode to the reactant contribute to 

the reaction rate.[7-8]  

𝑚𝑇𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑙 =  [
𝜕(±𝜂)

𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔(±𝑗)
]

𝐶𝑖,𝑇

=  
59 𝑚𝑉/𝑑𝑒𝑐

𝑛 + (1 − 𝛽)𝑞
 (𝑇 = 25 ℃) (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟐. 𝟗) 

Thus, it is the kinetics of electrode reactions that define the overall efficiency of the energy 

system and one would desire to perform electrochemical transformations with as little 

overpotential as possible to assure that the significant portion of renewable electricity is stored 

within the fuel.[5-6, 9]  In this regard, CO2ERR, ORR and OER are characterised by sluggish 

kinetics and thus need significant overpotentials to proceed with practically viable rates. As 

such, for CO2ERR the overpotential of 510 mV at the current density of ⁓ 0.35 mA/cm2 is 

considered to be a good result and a recently published number of 180 mV (at the current 

density of 0.25 mA/cm2) was reported as unprecedented.[9-10]  For ORR and OER typical η 

values lie between 300 and 700 mV at the current densities below 10 mA/cm2 depending on 

the catalyst.[6, 11-13]  Notably, these numbers are in stark contrast to those characteristic for 

simpler electrode reactions such as hydrogen oxidation where anodic η can be as little as 20-

50 mV at the current densities  of up to 5 mA/cm2 (as measured on a flat rotating Pt 

electrode).[6, 14]  All the limitations described above lead to the fact that the realistic ζfuel cell is 

around 45-60 % and CO2 electrolysers rarely boast more than 50 % transformation 

efficiency.[5-6, 15-16]   

This behaviour comes from the fact that all these processes require stepwise rather than 

simultaneous transfer of at least 2 protons and 2 electrons as simultaneous transfer of 2 
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electrons would require 4 times higher activation energy compared to a single-electron 

mechanism.[17]  Therefore, a redox reaction proceeds through a multitude of intermediates all 

of which are characterised by their respective redox potentials.[17-18]  One could fully 

comprehend the complexity of multielectron reactions by the analysis of even a relatively 

simple generic 2e-/2H+ process described by the equation A + 2H+ + 2e- → AH2. As shown in 

the Figure 2.1, the transformation proceeds through either concerted or decoupled proton and 

electron transfer (i.e. through successive PT and ET). In this case the potential barriers of each 

reaction step could be roughly estimated using Marcus theory based on the free energy of 

solvent rearrangement around reacting species.[19-21]  As the solvation effects play dominant 

role in thermodynamics of redox reactions, the formation and annihilation of ions in the 

solution incurs high energy penalty and unless the reactants have a strong tendency to lose or 

gain protons and electrons, their transfer will more likely take place in a concerted manner as 

this transformation has the lowest potential barrier.[22]  This condition applied to the proton-

coupled reaction such as CO2ERR, ORR and OER means that from the kinetic point of view, 

there is an optimum pH at which the reaction is bound to proceed via the most favourable 

concerted mechanism and this value is close to the pKa of the reactant.[22]  

 

Figure 2.1. Scheme of possible transformations taking place in a generic 2e-/2H+ redox 

reaction. ET - electron transfer; PT - proton transfer, CPET – concerted proton and electron 

transfer.[22]  

As the rate of a reaction on an inert electrode is limited due to the weak interaction between 

the surface of an electrode and the reactant, active centres on its surface binding to CO2, O2 or 

H2O are required to drive the electrochemical process.[17-18]  Consequently, these electrodes 

must take part in the electrochemical process and not be expended. Such materials are called 

catalysts by definition or, in case of electrochemistry, electrocatalysts. Well-designed 

electrocatalysts are necessary to diminish energy losses, boost the reaction rates and improve 
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selectivity of a desirable process if several reactions could take place simultaneously. 

Moreover, from the engineering point of view, electrode materials are expected to be highly 

active, indefinitely stable and as cheap as possible. These requirements resulted in extensive 

research effort being devoted to the rational design of electrocatalysts that could satisfy these 

requirements.[23-24]  

The underlying role of an electrocatalyst is illustrated in the Figure 2.2.[25-26]  Depending on 

the reaction mechanism several types of electrocatalytic processes are possible: (i) reactions 

where a redox catalyst simply shuttles electrons from an inert electrode to a molecule via outer-

sphere electron transfer (pathway 1) and (ii) chemically catalysed reactions with inner-sphere 

electron transfer where a catalyst actively participates in the reaction by binding to the substrate 

(pathways 2 and 3). Generally, a poorly catalysed reaction following a pathway 1 requires high 

overpotential to force the formation of energy-rich unstable transition state with the activation 

energy ∆G1
≠. However, if the transition state is stabilised by chemical bonds in the pathway 2, 

this may considerably decrease the potential barrier to ∆G2
≠ thus making its formation less 

unfavourable. At last, if there are unstable adducts formed along the reaction coordinate 

(pathway 3), it is possible to further lower the overpotential to ∆G3
≠.  

  

Figure 2.2. Potential barriers for: (1) uncatalysed or redox-catalysed reaction; (2) one-step 

chemical catalysis and (3) two-step chemical catalysis. Reaction barriers ∆G≠ and overall 

change of Gibbs free energy ∆G0 are shown.[25-26]  

Basic thermodynamic requirements for the electrocatalyst design could be based on the 

Sabatier principle which states that intermediates must bind to the catalyst neither too weakly 
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nor too strongly. If the first condition is not satisfied, the catalyst would not function at all 

while in the second case the catalytically active centres would be poisoned by the intermediate. 

Also, for an ideal catalyst with zero overpotential the Sabatier principle requires the formation 

of each intermediate to proceed with zero or negative change of free energy along the reaction 

coordinate.[18, 27-28]  

Since the role of a catalyst is to lower the energy of the transition state, it would be desirable 

to adjust the binding energy of the key intermediate while keeping the other parameters 

constant and thus arriving to the point where all steps show ∆G ≤ 0 (and hence overpotential is 

zero). However, as it was found recently, additional limitations apply to multielectron 

reactions. The energies of intermediates adsorbed on a catalyst are not independent and linked 

by linear scaling relationships.[23, 29]  In other words, an attempt to enhance the affinity of an 

intermediate that binds too weakly to a catalytically active centre would instead induce the 

proportional change in other intermediates and may even modify the nature of the rate 

determining step. As a result, the overpotential will never decrease to zero but rather approach 

closer to the theoretical limit (apex of the Sabatier curve). The existence of these relationships 

leads to the fact that a multistep process is bound to have intrinsic overpotential due to 

unfavourable energy relationships between intermediates if the catalytically active site itself 

does not change in the course of the reaction.[29-31]  For CO2ERR, ORR and OER the 

existence of scaling relationships between some of the intermediates have been proven in a 

series of brilliant works by Nørskov who showed that any conventional catalyst will be a trade-

off between binding energies of intermediates to the same catalytically active centre.[18]  

Essentially, this fact gives rise to the famous volcano-type graphs derived from Sabatier 

principle.[18, 23]   

At the same time, the notion of a sole catalytically active site being unsuitable for multielectron 

multiphoton process provides another insight: if not one, but several catalytically active centres 

could participate in a reaction, it is possible to circumvent costly steps by avoiding altogether 

points on the reaction coordinate incurring high energy penalty. This approach could be 

illustrated by the example of enzymes which are excellent Nature’s multicentred catalysts.[6, 

32-33]  Thus, in the quest for effective electrocatalysts structural tunability is vital both from 

fundamental and practical points of view. 
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2.2 Thermodynamics and kinetics of electrode reactions 

2.2.1 CO2 electrochemical reduction (CO2ERR) 

CO2 is a very stable linear molecule with two double bonds and high Gibbs free energy of 

formation of 𝛥𝐺298
0  = - 394.384 kJ/mol. Hence, any reductive CO2 transformation requires 

bending of the molecule which involves an extremely high energy penalty. As a result, CO2 

has a huge electrochemical potential for one-electron reduction to corresponding anion radical 

‧CO2
- with estimated 𝐸𝐶𝑂2 ·𝐶𝑂2

−⁄
0 = -1.90 V vs NHE in water. This massive activation barrier is 

the main reason of overpotential needed to drive the reaction on a catalyst with low specific 

affinity to CO2.[25-26, 34-36]  However, as discussed earlier, it is possible to circumvent 

formation of anion radical and thus significantly lower overpotential if the reduction is directed 

through a proton-coupled multielectron pathway.[36]  The thermodynamics of this process is 

much more favorable compared to the uncatalysed process and the corresponding redox 

potentials are summarised in the Table 2.1.[37]  Clearly, even the formation of simplest 

products such as CO and HCOOH (entries 1 and 2) decreases the equilibrium redox potential 

by the factor of 3.6 while involvement of higher number of electrons and protons would 

decrease the redox potential even further (entries 3-6). 

Table 2.1. Standard redox potentials of proton-coupled multielectron CO2ERR (pH = 7).[34]  
Entry Redox reaction E0(V) vs NHE 

1 CO2 + e- → ‧CO2
- -1.90 

2 CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- → CO + H2O -0.53 

3 CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- → HCOOH -0.61 

4 CO2 + 4H+ + 4e- → HCHO + H2O -0.48 

5 CO2 + 6H+ + 6e- → CH3OH + H2O -0.38 

6 CO2 + 8H+ + 8e- → CH4 + 2H2O -0.24 

7 2H+ + 2e- → H2
 -0.41 

However, from the kinetic point of view electrosynthesis of deeply reduced products is the 

game of diminishing returns due to scaling relationships between adsorbed CO and CHO 

intermediates. As shown in a series of brilliant works by Nørskov at al., conventional metallic 

catalysts show volcano-type plot with little room for improvement and even Cu, which is 

closest to the apex of the Sabatier curve for the synthesis of CH4 and CH3OH still requires at 

least ⁓ 0.8 V overpotential (Figure 2.3).[18, 28, 38-39]  The scarcity of materials capable of 

overcoming this scaling relationships led to ever increasing number of reports on 
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nanostructured Cu-based electrodes with the aim of tuning the adsorption energies of 

intermediates using the size effects.[40-42]  

 
Figure 2.3. (a) Volcano plot for CO2ERR current density and (b) onset potentials for overall 

CO2ERR and CH4/CH3OH synthesis vs CO binding energy as measured for 7 metals.[39]  

Table 2.1 also provides a clue to the second major complication, namely hydrogen evolution 

reaction, which is not only thermodynamically more favorable compared to CO2ERR across 

all the pH range, but also has simpler kinetics.[6, 17, 39]  Therefore, the most suitable pH of 

CO2ERR is around 7 which directly corresponds to the maximum ratio of [CO2]/[H+] in 

aqueous solution and thus the solution of CO2 in water containing 0.1 M - 0.5 M KHCO3 or 

NaHCO3 as a background electrolyte is one of the most popular choices for practical 

applications.[43]  The competing hydrogen evolution reaction limits the choice of supporting 

electrode to the conductive materials that have high overpotential of water discharge and highly 

stable in the reductive environment. Based on these considerations, carbon in the form of 

carbon fabric, carbon paper or carbon nanotubes is one of the most appropriate materials 

available.[44-46]  Some metals such as Pb and Hg also show high water discharge overpotential 

and thus gained some attention, however Pb itself is an active catalyst capable of producing 

HCOO-, while Hg is suitable only for homogeneous catalysis due to its liquid state.[16, 47-48]  

(a) 

(b) 
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These implications define the fact that CO or HCOOH accompanied by H2 evolution is the 

most probable outcome of CO2 reduction in the aqueous medium. Though one might argue that 

these simple products are of no economic value, this is not the case as the mixture of CO and 

H2 is a perfect raw material for a well-developed Fischer-Tropsch process which leads directly 

to long-chain linear alkanes while HCOOH could be used in fuel cells and, in fact, might be 

even more feasible for this purpose than methanol due to lower crossover rate.[49]  

2.2.2 Oxygen reduction (ORR) and oxygen evolution (OER) reactions 

Since ORR and OER are mutually complimentary from thermodynamic point of view, it is 

possible to consider both processes together. However, due to high overpotentials required they 

are not microscopically reversible.[18, 50]  As a result, the catalysts that are excellent for one 

process are not going to perform as well for the reversed reaction. 

Reduction of molecular oxygen could proceed in two directions (Table 2.2). The first pathway 

is the direct reduction to water through the 4e- process while the second one is a 2e- reduction 

leading to the formation of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The 2e- reduction mechanism is highly 

undesirable for fuel cells and air-breathing batteries as hydrogen peroxide is the strong liquid 

oxidant which degrades membranes, electrodes and the catalysts thus leading to irreversible 

damage of the electrochemical system.[25]  Conversely, selective 2e- pathway would be 

suitable for the sustainable production of H2O2 directly from O2.[51]  

Table 2.2. Redox potentials of oxygen reduction reaction.[25, 51]  
Entry Redox reaction E0(V) vs NHE 

1 O2 + 4H+ + 4e- → 2H2O +1.23 

2 O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → H2O2 +0.70 

3 H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → 2H2O +1.76 

As one could clearly see from the entries 1 and 2 of the Table 2.2, reduction of O2 to H2O is 

more favourable in terms of thermodynamics. However, as in case of CO2ERR, 2e- pathway 

leading to H2O2 is kinetically preferable on the most of electrode materials.[25, 52]  This 

behaviour is also determined by the fact that simultaneous transfer of 4 electrons is highly 

unlikely and a cascade of intermediates is required to achieve the formation of H2O via 

associative or dissociative mechanisms (Table 2.3). It is believed that the breaking of the O-O 

bond is a very slow process and thus, even though H2O2 is the thermodynamically less stable 

product in the reaction chain, its reduction is much slower than that of O2.[25]  Based on this, 
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research effort is highly focused on the development of catalysts that can not only boost the 

reaction rates, but also shift ORR selectivity towards 4e- reduction process. 

Table 2.3. Mechanisms of 4e- ORR.[18]  
Associative a Dissociative 
O2 + * → O2* O2 + 2* → 2O* 

O2* + H+ + e- → HOO* 2O* + 2H+ + 2e- → 2HO* 
HOO* + H+ + e- → O* + H2O 2HO* + 2H+ + 2e- → 2H2O + 2* 

O* + H+ + e- → HO*  
HO* + H+ + e- → H2O + *  

a symbol * represents a catalytically active site. 

As with other catalytic reactions, the Sabatier principle is applicable to the ORR as well (Figure 

2.3a). For ORR and OER the scaling relationship between adsorbed species HO* and HOO* 

was found (Figure 2.3b) which gives rise to the inherent ORR overpotential of at least 0.25-

0.35 V depending on the electrode material.[18, 27, 53-54]  Regarding activity of an ORR 

catalyst, if an active site binds too strongly to O2, the reaction rate is limited by the electron 

transfer onto O* or HO* while if the adsorption energy is too small, the reduction of O2* or 

O=O splitting become the slowest steps of the reaction. In an excellent agreement with 

theoretical predictions, Pt is the best ORR catalyst to date.[18]   

 
Figure 2.3. (a) Volcano plot for metal-catalysed ORR and (b) theoretical limiting potential for 

ORR on (111) and (100) facets of metals and alloys.[18]  

In turn, OER takes place on the anode of electrolyser and supplies electrons to the cathode via 

an external circuit thus keeping the whole system neutral. As OER is the reversed ORR, 

standard electrode potential of this reaction is +1.23 V vs NHE as well. Thermodynamically, 

oxidation of water to O2 (Table 2.2, entry 1) is more favourable compared to the formation of 

H2O2 (Table 2.2, entry 3) and in this case kinetics generally falls in line with thermodynamic 

(a) (b) 
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considerations and the formation of peroxide does not take place. The process yields O2 

molecules via H2O‧+ or ‧OH, depending on the pH and these radicals recombine to form the 

double bond of the final product.[25]  

Nevertheless, one of the major OER constraints is highly oxidative potential applied to the 

electrode. These conditions render any metal electrodes, including Pt, unstable and this leads 

to the formation of surface oxide layers.[18, 55]  This observation translated into volcano-plot 

derived for water oxidation on oxide surfaces which shows that IrOx to be the most active OER 

catalyst in great agreement with experimental results (Figure 2.4). Thus, the research is 

currently focused on the study of earth-abundant metal oxides and molecular catalysts that are 

not only capable of binding with H2O and form O2, but also survive in highly oxidative 

environment.[18, 53]  While in case of metals stability hardly could be changed, for 

organometallics this can be achieved via introduction of oxidation-resistant substituents to the 

ligands or modification of immobilisation methods. Also, fine tuning of the electronic structure 

and the special arrangement around the active centre may lead to unprecedented activities. 

 
Figure 2.4. Volcano plot for metal oxide catalysed OER.[18]  

2.3 Overview of electrocatalysts 

The catalysts that can efficiently drive the CO2ERR, ORR and OER may be classified into two 

major types according to the nature of the catalytically active site. The first class is represented 

by purely inorganic materials with loosely defined active centres containing a surface metal 

atom or metal/heteroatom cluster binding to the substrate. As one could clearly see from the 

theoretical discussion above, metals are among the most popular and well-studied 

electrocatalysts for CO2ERR and ORR. Metal-based catalysts are normally employed in the 
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form of nanoparticles or nanowires to maximise the available surface area with large research 

effort devoted to the study of effects of crystal shape and the role of size effects, grain 

boundaries and facets.[6, 18, 28]  Metal oxide nanoparticles have been extensively explored as 

electrocatalysts for reduction reactions as well with SnO2 being a remarkable example as shown 

in the Table 2.4. Hybrid materials, such as heteroatom-doped carbon, are quickly gaining 

recognition due to their good activity and generally low cost (Tables 2.4 and 2.5). On the other 

hand, the OER catalysts (Table 2.6) are overwhelmingly dominated by the metal oxides since 

even noble metals form surface oxides under highly positive potentials required to drive water 

oxidation and hence the oxide layers are normally expected to be the active catalysts. For all 

the of materials mentioned above it is hard to define the intrinsic TOF values as the nature of 

catalytically active sites and the number of atoms in them are usually unknown. Hence, most 

of the mechanistic information is obtained in the form of current densities, faradic efficiencies 

and selectivities of catalytic processes. Also, since the options for the variation of electronic 

structure of an atom in the bulk metal are limited, the best way to enhance the overall rate of a 

reaction is simply to improve the surface area of the catalyst by dispersing it into nanoparticles. 

Based on this information, one could argue that the maximum utilisation of a catalytically 

active metal may be achieved by dispersing it to single atoms. This conclusion leads directly 

to the idea of molecular catalysts where a metal is represented by a sole atom surrounded with 

a ligand. As opposed to inorganic materials, organometallics provide a unique opportunity to 

tune the intrinsic activity of the catalytically active centre through the variation of the ligand 

structure.[25]  Indeed, introduction of an electron-deficient substituent will decrease the charge 

on the metal (desirable for oxidations) while the use of a donating group will create a centre 

with high electron density (generally more active is reductions). In strong contrast to 

nanoparticles, the TOF values and detailed kinetic information could be obtained for the 

molecular catalysts and the cumulative current density could be additionally improved by the 

increase of the surface area of a supporting electrode. 

Several notable examples of CO2ERR catalysts are shown in the Table 2.4. Clearly, the highest 

current densities reported for CO2ERR (> 50 mA/cm2) have been obtained for the metal-based 

electrodes or metal oxides (entries 1,3, 4 in the Table 2.4). Also, Cu was found to be the only 

metal supporting the deep reduction of CO2 to alcohols and hydrocarbons (entry 1, Table 2.4). 

However, it does not mean that the molecular catalysts deliver low reaction rates as a very 

recent report showed that the CO2ERR current densities of more than 150 mA/cm2 could be 

achieved in a flow cell using Co phthalocyanine catalysts (entry 10, Table 2.4).[56] Moreover, 
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it appears that the molecular catalysts deliver higher current densities under low overpotentials 

(<500 mV) thus providing generally better performance in terms of ζelectrolyser (entries 6-7 and 

9, Table 2.4). Also, a recent discovery of Co-based molecular catalyst reducing CO2 beyond 

CO is truly remarkable (entry 9, Table 2.4).[57]  

Table 2.4. Heterogeneous CO2ERR catalysts operating in aqueous medium. 
Entry Catalyst j CO2ERR (mA/cm2)  E (V vs NHE)a Products Ref. 

1 
Cu nanocubes on Cu 

foil 
⁓ 56 -1.38 

CO, C2H4, CH4, 

EtOH 
[42]  

2 Ag nanowires 3.5 -1.46 CO [58]  

3 
Ag nanoparticles on 

carbon foam 
120 -1.851.21 CO [59]  

4 SnO2 nanoparticles  145 -2.00 HCOO-, CO [60]  

5 N-doped CNTsb ⁓ 0.8 -1.19 CO [9]  

6 CoTPP-based COFc 5 -1.08 CO [45]  

7 CoTPP/CNTs 2.9 -1.09 CO [8]  

8 
drop-cast Fe 

porphyrin on CNTs 
⁓ 0.5 -1.03 CO [46]  

9 
Co phthalocyanine / 

CNTs 
⁓17 -1.11 CO, CH3OH [57]  

10 
Co phthalocyanine / 

CNTs 
176 N/Ad CO [56]  

a Potentials were converted to the NHE scale from the potential scale given in literature references. 
b Carbon nanotubes. 
c Covalent organic frameworks. 
d Not applicable. The cited study was performed in a flow-cell (no reference electrode) with the cell voltage 

of 2.52 V under the total current density of 200 mA/cm2 and a FE (CO) of 88%. 

Due to low solubility of oxygen in water the maximum ORR reaction rate is usually determined 

by the diffusion limitations. Thus, the Table 2.5 describing the ORR catalysts is focused on the 

onset potentials, selectivity to 4e- reduction and electrolyte employed in the studies, the latter 

being due to pH impact on the thermodynamic reduction potential E0
ORR. In case or ORR, the 

carbon-supported Pt is undeniably the most active catalyst showing nearly 100 % selectivity 

towards 4e- mechanism and has already been commercialised (entry 1, Table 2.5).[61]  At the 

same time, its prohibitively high cost galvanised the research effort towards the development 

of the core-shell structures and alloys (entries 2-4, Table 2.5).[62]  Another approach is based 

on the development of the catalysts based only on the first-row transition metals.[6] This often 

includes the use of nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes as a support for the metal atoms with the 
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catalytically active centres presumed to be MNx (entries 5-6, Table 2.5). Interestingly, 

electrodes based on nitrogen-doped carbon showed almost exclusive formation of H2O2 and 

hence most of these materials are positioned as promising catalysts for the H2O2 synthesis 

(entry 7, Table 2.5). Compared to inorganic materials, some of the organometallics show the 

onset potentials close to that of Pt and similar or only slightly lower selectivities (entries 8-10, 

Table 2.5). Indeed, the Fe porphyrins have been found to be among the best ORR catalysts 

comparable to Pt in performance (entry 9, Table 2.5). Moreover, the stability tests  showed 

their excellent durability and good resistance and methanol crossover which is highly relevant 

for the direct methanol fuel cell development.[63]  

Table 2.5. Heterogeneous ORR catalysts operating in aqueous medium. 
Entry 

 

Entry 

Catalyst  Onset E (V vs NHE) H2O selectivity, % Electrolyte Ref. 

1 Pt/Ca 1.00 ⁓ 100 0.1 M HClO4 [61]  

2 Pt3Co/C  1.05 ⁓ 100 0.1 M HClO4 [64]  

3 Pd@Pto.7-4.3L/Cb 1.00 ⁓ 100 0.1 M HClO4 [65]  

4 Pt3Y/C 1.00 ⁓ 100 0.1 M HClO4 [62]  

5 Fe-N-carbon hybrid 0.81 ⁓ 100 0.5 M H2SO4 [66]  

6 Fe-N-carbon hybrid 0.25 ⁓ 100 0.1 M KOH [66]  

7 N-doped carbon 0.55 < 10 0.5 M H2SO4 [52]  

8 Co corrole/MWCNTc 0.75 95.6 0.5 M H2SO4 [67]  

9 Fe porphyrin/CNTs 1.00 99 0.1 M HClO4 [63]  

10 
Co porphyrin 

polymer 
0.10 95 0.1M KOH [68]  

a Pt/C corresponds to a composite consisting of Pt nanoparticles on the surface of carbon support. 
b Pd@PtxL corresponds to Pd core with the X number of Pt layers on the surface. 
c Multi-walled carbon nanotubes. 

In strong contrast to CO2ERR and ORR, water oxidation always leads to the formation of 

oxygen only and hence the question of selectivity is usually not considered. Instead, the onset 

potential and the Tafel slope are the most important parameters. Examples of some good OER 

catalysts are illustrated in the Table 2.6. Clearly, the oxides of precious metals are by far the 

most active catalysts not only in terms of the reaction onset potential, but also because of 

extremely steep Tafel slope (entries 1-3, Table 2.6). However, as Ir and Ru are among the 

scarcest metals in the Earth crust, significant effort has been devoted to the development of 

more cost-effective alternatives. In this regard, the MnOx derivatives exhibit good performance 

and stability while being widely accessible (entries 4-5, Table 2.6). Comparable performance 

could be achieved by the alternative inorganic materials comprising other first-row transition 
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metals such as Ni and Fe (entry 6, Table 2.6). However, the class of organometallics is poorly 

represented in the field of OER. Even though they show similar onset potentials, the 

characteristic Tafel plots are shallow which implies the lacklustre kinetics and need for high 

overpotential to drive the oxygen formation with reasonable rate (entry 9, Table 2.6). Also, 

organic ligands appear to be prone to degradation under positive potentials.[55]  

Table 2.6. Heterogeneous OER catalysts operating in aqueous medium. 

Entry Catalyst Onset E (V vs NHE) 
Tafel slope 

(mV/dec) 
Electrolyte Ref. 

1 IrOx nanoparticles ⁓ 1.35 34.8 0.5 M H2SO4 [69]  

2  Amorphous α-IrOx 1.30 ⁓ 30 1 M H2SO4 [70]  

3 
RuO2 nanoparticles 

supported on carbon cloth 
1.35 36.9 0.5 M H2SO4 [71]  

4 
Mn3O4 supported on  

Si3N4-Ag membrane 
⁓ 0.83 - c 0.1 M KOH [72]  

5 β-MnO2 nanofilm 0.76 90 0.1 M NaOH [73]  

6 Ag NWs@Ni0.95Fe0.05 LDHa 0.67 89 1 M KOH [74]  

7 Co corrole/MWCNT b 1.15 - c 
0.1 M pH 7 

phosphate buffer 
[67]  

8 Carbon-grafted Ir complex ⁓1.0 - c 
0.1 M pH 5 acetate 

buffer 
[75]  

9 
MnTPP grafted on carbon 

cloth 
1.32 234-267 0.5 M H2SO4 [76]  

a Ag nanowires (NWs) coated (@) with a layered double hydroxide (LDH) containing 95 mol. % of Ni(OH)x 

and 5 % of Fe(OH)x. 
b Complex contains 2 pentafluorophenyl substituents to enhance its activity in the oxidation reaction.  
c Not given. 

In conclusion, the molecular catalysts appear to be especially efficient for CO2ERR under low 

overpotentials and their inherent tunability could be used to change both activity and selectivity 

to a much greater extent than in case of metals or metal oxides. Organometallics also perform 

well in ORR and could compete even with Pt in terms of activity while being significantly 

cheaper. However, the catalysis of OER requires very high positive potentials and the 

molecular catalysts may not last for long. Finally, it must be noted that the nature of 

catalytically active centres in inorganic and molecular catalysts is vastly different and a more 

detailed comparative literature survey of various types of catalysts with their pros and cons 

exceeds the scope of this dissertation by far. 
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2.4 Structure, redox behaviour and synthesis of porphyrins 

As we noted above, the structural tunability is extremely beneficial for the development of 

efficient electrocatalysts as it allows to circumvent the restrictions imposed by scaling 

relationships and thus – to achieve the reaction rates and selectivities unattainable on 

conventional inorganic catalysts. In this regard organometallic complexes, especially those 

containing aromatic ligands may act as “reservoirs” for electrons due to extended molecular 

orbitals. Among numerous classes of complexes porphyrins and phthalocyanines are especially 

attractive due to their unique structural motif comprising a metal atom and a big conjugated 

ligand. 

Structurally, porphyrins are flat macrocyclic compounds consisting of 4 pyrrole moieties 

interspaced by meso-carbons. Experimental evidence shows that the porphyrins exhibit clear 

aromatic behaviour due to 18e- system which follows Hückel's (4n + 2) rule of aromaticity 

(Scheme 2.1a).[77]  Furthermore, the porphyrin structure features four-dentate ligand which 

easily accommodates metal ions and metalloporphyrins also show aromatic character with all 

26 π-electrons participating in delocalised electron system.[78]  Oxidation state of the central 

atom depends on the metal involved. As such, with Fe and Mn porphyrins normally exist as 

[FeIIIPor]X and [MnIIIPor]X with the pentacoordinate metal centre where X is a monodentate 

ligand such as Cl or OAc. At the same time, Co, Ni and Cu analogues present as MIIPor with 

four-coordinate central ion under normal conditions. It must be noted here that with the uptake 

of additional electrons Fe and Mn complexes tend to lose the axial ligand and form four-

coordinate complexes as well.[25, 79]  Also, the prominent Soret and Q-bands in UV/Vis 

spectra of porphyrins made them a unique subject for catalytic and coordination studies as any 

change in HOMO and LUMO leads to immediate change in adsorption.[80-82]  

 

Scheme 2.1. (a) Electronic structure of free-base and (b) metalated porphyrin core. 
(a) (b) 
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Since the essential role of any electrocatalyst is to shuttle electrons between the electrode and 

a substrate, the organometallic catalysts must be able to participate in redox transformations. 

In this regard porphyrins feature a wide range of reversible single-electron transformations.[25]  

As such, upon reduction all these complexes exhibit two or three redox couples with the 

formation of products characterised by the formal oxidation states of metal atom [MIIPor]; 

[MIPor]- and [M0Por]2-. However, the real distribution of electron density in these reduced 

species is far from the one implied by these simple formulas as the molecular orbitals extend 

across all conjugated π-system and involve both metal and ligand. Indeed, for a reduced 

porphyrin derivative [M0Por]2- the resonance structures described by the equation 2.7 could be 

devised where [MI(Por‧)]2- is a species with one electron located on the metal and the second – 

on the ligand while [MII(Por:)]2- is the complex with both electrons centred on the 

macrocycle.[83-84]  

[M0TPP]2- ↔ [MI(TPP‧)]2- ↔ [MII(TPP:)]2- (Equation 2.7) 

To elucidate the distribution of electron density within these unstable intermediates extensive 

research was performed by C. R�melt et al. using Mössbauer and Raman spectroscopy 

supported by quantum calculations on the example of Fe tetraphenylporphyrin. It was 

established that the prevailing form is [MII(TPP:)]2- while the formation of FeI and Fe0 

structures incurs high energy penalty (Figure 2.5).[84-85]  Similar conclusions were drawn for 

the Co derivatives. Indeed, the reduced form of porphyrin-like Cob(I)alamin features resonance 

of multiple electronic states with only 67 % contribution from the d8 Co(I) species while the 

rest is represented by the wide variety of open-shell structures.[86]  

Based on large-scale involvement of ligand orbitals in redox transformations one would expect 

preferable irreversible transformations of porphyrin core under reductive conditions. However, 

this is clearly not the case as the build-up of charge on the macrocycle does not necessarily 

mean that any given reaction will completely avoid the metal centre. In this case plenty of data 

is available showing that reactivity of reduced porphyrins depends heavily on the nature of 

metal. For example, [FeII(TPP:)]2-, though having 2 additional electrons on the aromatic 

molecular orbitals, does not participate in ligand reduction in the presence of proton donors 

and this feature makes it an excellent hydrogen evolution catalyst with no detectable 

hydrogenation of the macrocyclic ring.[87]  Moreover, the reaction of this reduced complex 

with n-BuBr yielded exclusively Fe-alkylated product which additionally supports the theory 

of the ligand being rather an “electron reservoir” than a reactive centre.[88]  At the same time, 
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Cu analogue shows opposite behaviour as during the reduction in the presence of Brønsted 

acids the complex undergoes 3H+, 3e- reduction of the porphyrin ring.[87]  

 

 
Figure 2.5. Molecular orbitals of [FeII(TPP:)]2-.[84]  

Further, the mechanisms of electrocatalysis vary significantly from one complex to another. 

Clear distinction could be made between porphyrins playing the role of pure redox catalysts 

(outer-sphere transfer of electron onto a substrate) and chemical catalysts (inner-sphere 

electron transfer). In a series of works on catalytic dehalogenation of trans-1,2-

dibromocyclohexane a clear correlation between the nature of porphyrin complex and the 

catalytic mechanism was uncovered (Figure 2.6a).[89-90]  It was found that Zn, Cu and free-

base porphyrins behave as pure redox catalysts with exclusive outer-sphere electron transfer 

between the catalyst and the substrate (Figure 2.6b,c). In turn, Co, Fe and Ni complexes behave 

as chemical catalysts and outperform in terms of TOF by far the class of redox catalysts due to 

the formation of intermediates along the reaction coordinate (Figure 2.6b,c).[83, 89-90]  

Considering the dependence of MnII porphyrin catalysed ORR selectivity on the presence of 

proton donors, Mn complexes also play the role of chemical rather than redox catalysts.[79]  

Furthermore, this trend holds true for CO2ERR as well where Fe porphyrins also show 

significant improvement of the reaction rate in the presence of proton donors in electrolyte.[91-

92]  
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Thus, reduced porphyrins are excellent nucleophiles and readily transfer electrons onto O2 and 

CO2, however the exact oxidation state that is catalytically active depends on the substrate and 

the reaction conditions. For example, [MIIPor] is already reactive enough to interact with 

oxygen which was clearly presented for Fe and Mn porphyrins both in aqueous and nonaqueous 

media.[76, 79, 93]  At the same time, the onset of CO2ERR in nonaqueous medium usually 

happens only upon reduction of the porphyrin to the extremely reactive [M0Por]2- state.[8, 25]  

At the same time, CO2ERR in aqueous electrolyte catalysed by Co porphyrin takes place 

around the potential of CoII/CoI redox couple.[8, 43]  At last, as the exact distribution of 

electrons in the reduced porphyrins is not always well-studied we will use widely accepted 

abbreviations [M0(Por)]2-, [MI(Por)]-, MII(Por) for the reduced forms of complexes. 

 

Figure 2.6. Distinction between chemical and pure redox catalysts studied on the example of 

porphyrin-catalysed dehalogenation of trans-1,2-dibromocyclohexane.[83]  

Regarding the synthesis, construction of porphyrin core is generally based on acid-catalysed 

condensation of pyrroles and aldehydes (Scheme 2.2). Two sets of optimum conditions for this 

reaction have been established. A very convenient and cheap method developed by Adler and 

Longo is based on the reflux of pyrrole and aldehyde in propionic acid in the presence of air or 

oxygen.[94]  This approach is generally used to prepare simple porphyrins and is extremely 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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versatile due to simplicity of porphyrin isolation from the reaction mixture as the target product 

is usually insoluble in propionic acid. However, the reaction mixture is kept at 141℃ in the 

presence of oxidant and this might cause considerable degradation of heat- or oxygen-sensitive 

groups. Another method developed by Lindsey et al. is based on BF3-catalysed condensation 

in CH2Cl2 at near room temperature with the following oxidation of porphyrinogen by chloranil 

or DDQ.[95]  Thanks to the mild conditions employed, yields are generally higher than those 

in Adler-Longo procedure and the structures that could otherwise be damaged by prolonged 

exposure to O2-saturated propionic acid also could be prepared. The only downside of this 

method is higher cost of quinone-based oxidants used in the sequence. The following insertion 

of the metal atom is a straightforward procedure and is usually achieved by the reflux of 

porphyrin solution with the excess of metal acetate in DMF  or chloroform/methanol 

mixture.[96-97]  

 
Scheme 2.2. General scheme of metalloporphyrin synthesis. 

As one could clearly see form the Scheme 2.3, these methods yield a central porphyrin core 

with the symmetric configuration of the substituents while target uses might require more 

elaborate structures with more than one type of meso-substituent group present. In this scenario 

the synthesis becomes much more challenging as the molecule with D4h symmetry yields a 

complex mixture of products in any transformation involving peripheral positions. Hence, 

preparation of unsymmetrical porphyrins typically includes combination one-step statistical 

synthesis and derivatisation of more simple compounds such as tetraphenylporphyrin via a 

series of secondary transformations.[98]  As an example, synthesis of free base pyrene-

appended porphyrin 1 (Scheme 2.3a) was achieved through the statistical acid-catalysed 

synthesis from 2,6-dimethoxybenzaldehyde 2, respective pyrene-derived aldehyde 3 and 

pyrrole.[46]  In turn, preparation of nitroporphyrin 3 was achieved using the latter approach 

via mononitration of tetraphenylporphyrin 4 (Scheme 2.3b).[97, 99]  Nevertheless, the exact 

choice of the synthetic pathway is always based on the availability of starting materials, scale 

and simplicity of product isolation. 
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Scheme 2.3. Examples of unsymmetrical porphyrin syntheses: (a) assembly of macrocyclic 

core from the 1:3 mixture of aldehydes and (b) step-by step transformations starting with easily 

accessible tetraphenylporphyrin 4.[46, 99]  

2.5 Porphyrin-catalysed CO2ERR 

2.5.1 Homogeneous catalysts 

Metalloporphyrins have been extensively studied as catalysts for electro- and photoreduction 

of carbon dioxide. Homogeneous systems have been widely utilised in mechanistic studies 

which allowed to elucidate factors affecting activity and selectivity of these complexes. Among 

all available non-noble metals, structures based on Fe received the most attention due to their 

unsurpassed activity in non-aqueous solutions. CO2ERR activity of simple [FeIIITPP]Cl 5 

(Scheme 2.4a) in DMF was studied in depth back in 1991.[100]  The complex shows three 

successive single-electron reduction waves with the eventual formation of [Fe0TPP]2- 6 

(Scheme 2.4b). The first transformation was found to be accompanied by the loss of axial Cl- 

ligand while the potential equal or greater than that of third redox couple is prerequisite for the 

appearance of catalytic current. Upon reaction with CO2 intermediate undergoes loss of oxygen 

atom in the form of carbonate and [FeITPP-CO] releases the final product due to weak 

coordination of CO. Notably, in these conditions the complex quickly degrades, and only slight 

improvement of stability was achieved by introduction of various lateral substituents. In turn, 

significant enhancement of CO2ERR rate in the presence of Mg2+ was discovered which acts 

as a Lewis acid that binds to CO2 moiety in the FeII-CO2 adduct. Thus, it became apparent that 

the presence of acids has a considerable stabilisation effect on the transition state of the 

catalytic reaction.[100]  In further works it was found that the presence of weak Brønsted acids 

(a) 

(b) 
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such as trifluoroethanol, phenol or water has an even stronger effect compared to Mg2+ 

ions.[92]  

   

Scheme 2.4. (a) Formation of CO2ERR-active form of catalyst [Fe0TPP]2-; (b) CV response 

observed for the sequential formation of [FeIITPP] (1), [FeITPP]- (2) and [Fe0TPP]2- (3).[92]  

The underlying reason of this rate enhancement in the presence of acids is binding of a proton 

donor to the oxygen atom in [FeTPP-CO2]2- which in turn stabilises the transition state leading 

to this adduct and assists in C-O bond cleavage. This effect was further explored by 

incorporation of eight proximal -OH groups into the structure of Fe porphyrin 6 (Scheme 

2.5a).[101]  In this case, the local concentration of proton donors within the solvation shell 

around the catalytically active centre reaches as high as 150 M which is unattainable by any 

other method. As a result, stabilisation of [FeII-CO2] species 8 takes place via a net of hydrogen 

bonds (Scheme 2.5b). For this catalyst FE(CO) of 94 % and logTOF of 3.8 under an 

overpotential of 466 mV in the presence of 3 M PhOH was reported. What is more impressive, 

authors compared CO2ERR performance of Fe octahydroxyporphyrin 7 with that of the well-

known Ni(cyclam), Mn(bipy)(CO)3Br and two Ru(terpy) catalysts and the result clearly shows 

that this non-noble metal-based complex has considerably higher TOF values than even Ru 

derivatives.  

 

Scheme 2.5. (a) Structure of Fe octahydroxyporphyrin and (b) stabilisation of FeII-CO2 by the 

network of intramolecular hydrogen bonds; (c) structure of a catalyst incorporating 

electronegative substituents and proton relays in one molecule.[101-102]  

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Further work showed that the activity could be improved even further by the introduction of 

electronegative substituents as in the case of Fe 5,15-di(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenyl)-10,20-

di(2,6-dihydroxphneyl)porphyrin 9 (Scheme 2.5c).[102]  For this complex the effect of 

intermediate stabilisation by proximal proton relays is coupled with the reduction of the 

cathodic potential required to drive the FeI/Fe0 transformation. This strategy furnished an even 

more active catalyst compared to the porphyrin 7 with logTOF of 4.0 under similar conditions. 

Additionally, the introduction of a pentafluorophenyl substituent in the catalyst 9 increased the 

stability of the catalyst with maximum TON of 600 against 210 for the complex 6. Finally, the 

strategy of intermediate stabilisation was employed to prepare the most active homogeneous 

CO2ERR catalyst to date by the replacement of ortho -OH moieties with positively charged -

NMe3
+ groups in the complex 10 (Scheme 2.6a).[103]  In this case the estimated TOF even at 

zero CO2ERR overpotential is more than 300 s-1 with its maximum value as high as 106 s-1. Fe 

porphyrin 9 bearing four positively charged -NMe3
+ groups was tested as a homogeneous 

catalyst for CO2ERR in aqueous media as well (Scheme 2.6b).[104]  In this case the use of 

pendant charged moieties is required to solubilise the complexes in water. The mechanism of 

CO formation was found to be the same as in organic electrolytes and an impressive 72 h long 

electrolysis at -0.86 V vs NHE was performed with FE(CO) of 98-100 %. Notably, excellent 

selectivity of Fe porphyrins towards CO2 in non-aqueous electrolytes was recently showcased 

in a report by Mondal et al. who proved that even in the presence of O2 the CO2ERR on Fe0 

centre is at least 500 times faster than ORR.[105]  

 

Scheme 2.6. Structures of (a) the most efficient homogeneous CO2ERR electrocatalyst to date 

and (b) water-soluble Fe porphyrin-based catalyst.[103-104]  

Homogeneous catalysis by CoTPP in non-aqueous electrolytes was reported as well.[81]  As 

in case of Fe complexes, CO2ERR is driven by Co0 complex forming at the potentials as 

negative as -2.02 V vs SCE. The reaction was shown to proceed through a mechanism similar 

(a) (b) 
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to that exhibited by Fe complexes where [Co0TPP]2- binds to CO2 and the resulting 

intermediate [CoIITPP-CO2]2- after protonation releases H2O, CO and starting CoTPP. 

However, in strong contrast to Fe counterparts the presence of electronegative substituents 

decreases the reaction rate despite the less negative potential of the CoI/Co0 redox couple. Also, 

an extremely low stability of the complex was observed, however the exact nature of the 

deactivation products was not studied. CO2ERR selectivity in DMF and the influence of proton 

donors on the reaction rate were also evaluated in a recent publication by Hu et al.[8]  The 

reaction appears to be less selective compared to Fe analogues as HCOO- (4 %), CH3COO- (2 

%) and oxalate (0.4 %) along with 2 % of H2 were produced. Also, the rate of CO2ERR 

catalysed by CoTPP in homogeneous solution does not depend on the presence and 

concentration of Brønsted acids. FE(CO) was found to be only 50 % as the rest of the current 

was wasted on severe decomposition of CoTPP. These observations clearly show that the Co 

porphyrins are inferior to their Fe counterparts in homogeneous CO2ERR catalysis. 

Zn complexes comprise an interesting and unusual phenomenon in the field of homogeneous 

CO2 reduction catalysts where it is the metal rather than the ligand that acts as a “redox-

innocent” centre. As such, a study on Zn bacteriochlorin-catalysed CO2ERR was recently 

reported where authors attempted to improve the resistance of the Zn complex to reductive 

decomposition by the replacement of the porphyrin core with that of chlorine where one of the 

vulnerable C=C positions is fully saturated and thus could not participate in the reduction 

reaction.[106]  This structure, though structurally similar to the porphyrin core, showed much 

higher resistance to reductive decomposition. Indeed, CO2ERR with FE(CO) of 92 % and a 

current density of 2.3 mA/cm2 was sustained for 5 h for chlorin (product of 2e-, 2 H+ porphyrin 

reduction) while a fully aromatic porphyrin analogue completely bleached under the same 

conditions. 

It is necessary to note that the stability and poisoning patterns of the molecular catalysts are 

undeniably one of the key aspects in the catalyst development, however they received 

surprisingly little attention. As such, it was shown that the Fe porphyrins, though being 

extremely active in CO2ERR, could be poisoned by the evolving CO.[92] Also, 

electroreduction of the macrocyclic ligand could be responsible for the loss of activity and 

although the respective Zn chlorin showed excellent stability, in the control experiment with 

Zn porphyrin the reduction products were not detected.[106] The reductive demetallation could 

also occur under the reaction conditions, however these were detected only in case of Cu 
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porphyrins and phthalocyanines.[107-108] Moreover, the forming nanoparticles of Cu were 

found to be a true catalyst while the complex itself plays role of a precatalyst.[107]  

Finally, an interesting comparative study on CO2ERR activity of noble- and non-noble metal 

based molecular catalysts was performed.[101]  Clearly, Mn(bipy)(CO)3, Pd(biphos) and 

Re(bipy) complexes show excellent TOFs, however their activity clearly pales in comparison 

with that of macrocyclic derivatives such as porphyrins. Thus, considering their excellent 

activity and the well-developed theoretical understanding, it makes great sense to use 

porphyrins as benchmark structure for the development of heterogeneous catalysts for aqueous-

based systems. 

2.5.2 Heterogeneous catalysts 

Compared to the activity of metalloporphyrins in homogeneous solutions, mechanisms of 

heterogeneous catalysis are comparatively less developed, mostly because such a study must 

consider the interference of the support and solid nature of the material both of which pose 

formidable challenges for spectral characterisation using NMR, UV/Vis and EPR. 

Additionally, aggregation and CO2 diffusion problems make it difficult to standardise the 

surface concentrations of electrochemically active complexes. 

Although a great number of studies deal with the activity of Fe porphyrins in homogeneous 

solutions, it appears that the transfer of their activity into aqueous electrolytes is extremely 

challenging due to highly negative potentials required to drive the formation of catalytically 

active Fe0 species. Nevertheless, complex 9 (Scheme 2.5c) was immobilised in a Nafion layer 

on the surface of carbon powder and used as a heterogeneous electrocatalyst.[5]  Superb 

activity of Fe hydroxyporphyrins developed in organic electrolytes was also successfully 

transferred to aqueous medium by immobilisation onto the surface of carbon nanotubes. 

Noncovalently immobilised complex showed FE(CO) of 97 % and TOF of 144 h-1 (0.04 s-1) 

under potential of -1.03 V vs NHE.[46]  Covalently grafted complex with a similar structure 

shows FE (CO) of 95 % and TOF of 178 h-1 (0.05 s-1) at -1.06 V vs NHE.[10]  However, one 

can see that the TOF values estimated from CV in DMF are by five orders of magnitude higher 

compared to those observed in long-run electrolysis in aqueous heterogeneous systems. 

Moreover, in two latter cases during CV study a gradual decrease of the peak current was 

observed upon repetitive scans which in case of noncovalent immobilisation was assigned to 

the catalyst leaching.[46]   
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In contrast to aprotic solvents, carbon-supported Co macrocyclic complexes perform 

considerably better in aqueous electrolytes. As such, a comparative study showed that although 

[Co0TPP]2- is a catalytically active species in DMF, immobilisation on CNTs and use of 

aqueous electrolyte changes the reaction mechanism rendering [CoITPP]- to be catalytically 

active. This resulted in CO2ERR proceeding with FE(CO) of 91 % on CoTPP/CNT hybrid 

material.[8]  This feature allows to achieve the formation of catalytically active species without 

use of extremely negative potentials thus largely eliminating the problem of competing 

hydrogen evolution reaction. Additionally, comparison of CoTPP and FeTPP was performed 

and Fe analogue showed FE(CO) of only 64 % with 3.6 times lower current density. An 

additional advantage of Co porphyrins in heterogeneous systems is the exceptionally high 

stability, which again stems from lower reactivity of CoI complexes compared to both Co0 and 

Fe0 counterparts. Indeed, heterogeneous Co complexes could survive as much as 3.0-3.9‧105 

turnovers which amounts to at least three orders of magnitude higher operational lifetime 

compared to the homogeneous system.[43, 45, 102]  

 

Scheme 2.7. Mechanism of CO2ERR catalysed by Co porphyrins (meso-substituents are 

omitted for clarity).[91, 109-111]  

Because of these mechanistic considerations, it is not surprising that Co macrocyclic complexes 

immobilised on the surface of carbon scaffolds are some of the most well studied CO2ERR 

catalysts available to date, and the reaction mechanisms leading to this excellent activity have 

been a subject of rigorous scrutiny.[81, 110]  It appears that the reaction follows the pathway 

shown in Scheme 2.7. However, some details are still debated such as the exact step where 

protonation takes place. For example, it was proposed that the formation of the protonated Co 

porphyrin ring may precede the nucleophilic attack on CO2.[91]  Also, the influence of 
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substituents on CO2ERR activity of Co porphyrins was found to fall in line with that observed 

in homogeneous solutions, i.e. the electronegative groups decrease the activity of the 

catalysts.[112]  Interestingly, Co protoporphyrin has been reported to be uniquely capable of 

CO2 reduction to CH4 in acidic electrolyte thus essentially overcoming the prohibitive scaling 

relationships discussed above.[109]  

It should be noted here that CO2ERR is often performed in an electrolyte containing 0.1 - 0.5 

M KHCO3 or NaHCO3 and thus CO might arise from the reduction of both CO2 and the 

supporting electrolyte itself. However, this question has been resolved in recent study of 

CO2ERR catalysed by Co phthalocyanine where the influence of CO2 partial pressure and 

HCO3
- concentration was studied.[113]  The reaction rate shows clear first-order dependence 

on [CO2] and zero-order dependence on the concentration of supporting electrolyte. This 

observation unambiguously shows that it is CO2 that is reduced to CO rather than HCO3
- ions 

of the supporting electrolyte. However, even in the degassed bicarbonate solutions CO might 

be formed due to the equilibrium that produces a minor amount of free CO2 in the 

solution.[114]  

Finally, a heterogeneous catalyst based on Zn porphyrin was reported.[115]  This remarkable 

example of redox innocent metal centre allows to produce CO in DMF/water mixture with 

excellent FE(CO) of 95 % and TOF of 14.4 s-1 at -1.7 V vs NHE. However, it appears the use 

of mixed electrolyte is unavoidable due to competing hydrogen evolution. 

2.5.3 Concluding remarks 

Porphyrins are excellent catalysts for homogeneous and heterogeneous CO2ERR. Among 

different metals, Fe complexes exhibit excellent TOFs and FE(CO). However, their 

heterogenisation and transfer of CO2ERR activity into aqueous medium proved to be quite 

difficult as the change of the reaction medium induces significant drop of TOF. In turn, Co 

derivatives show several orders of magnitude higher CO production rate and stability in water 

compared to Fe counterparts. Another interesting property of Co porphyrins is their increased 

stability in heterogeneous aqueous-based systems compared to what was observed in organic 

electrolytes. Several reports show isolated examples of either covalent and noncovalent 

immobilisation techniques, however until recently it was not clear which method is more 

advantageous in terms of activity and selectivity.  
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2.6 Porphyrin-catalysed ORR and OER 

2.6.1 Homogeneous catalysts 

As for CO2ERR, Fe macrocyclic complexes are among the most studied molecular catalysts 

for ORR with well-established reaction mechanisms. Wasylenko et al. reported the study of 

[FeIIITPP]Cl activity in ORR in DMF solution where the catalysis by FeIITPP complex forming 

upon single electron reduction was clearly observed. The electron transfer number (ETN) of 

3.7 was measured using spectrochemical and electrochemical methods with excellent 

agreement between both methods.[116]  The ORR activity was also studied in aqueous 

homogeneous solutions for porphyrins 12 and 13 soluble in dilute aqueous HClO4 (Scheme 

2.8a).[117]  Similar to the activity of FeTPP, these complexes clearly promote 4e- ORR with 

the 4-pyridil analogue 13 being more active and producing 15 % of H2O2 while the 2-pyridil 

analogue, though less efficient in terms of TOF, shows an ETN of 4.0. It is remarkable to 

compare the ORR selectivity of complex 13 and its methylated analogue 14 as the latter 

produces 95 % H2O2 which was assigned to the differences in proton delivery mechanism.[118]  

The authors suggested that the different proton delivery pathways play a crucial role in ORR 

as the 4-pyridil complex supports protonation of proximal O in the FeIII-O-OH intermediate 

while the methylated pyridyl substituent does not support this pathway. Similar to the example 

of CO2ERR, the O-O bond activation rate (and thus the contribution of the 4e- pathway) could 

be significantly enhanced via introduction of groups that stabilise the reaction intermediates 

through the intramolecular hydrogen bonds. As such, catalytic activity in a series of hangman 

Fe porphyrin complexes 15-20 was studied for disproportionation of H2O2 (Scheme 2.8b).[119]  

Interestingly, higher pKa values of pendant proton donors disfavour O-O bond cleavage, which 

was explained by deprotonation of strongly acidic groups (such as phosphonic acid) and hence 

their low stabilisation efficiency. 

 

Scheme 2.8. Examples of Fe porphyrins used in homogeneous ORR catalysis. 
(a) (b) 
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The ORR activity of Mn macrocyclic complexes in homogeneous systems is still relatively 

underdeveloped compared to Fe and Co analogues though it is clear that their behaviour 

resembles the one of Fe analogues. The [MnIIITPP]Cl ORR activity was studied by Passard et 

al. in acetonitrile solution with the detailed analysis of the relationship between ORR selectivity 

and pKa of the acids involved in the catalysis. Much like with Fe complexes, it was shown that 

the MnII oxidation state is catalytically active. Also, the presence of acid in the reaction medium 

promoted a 4e- reduction pathway with strong correlation between pKa and ETN. In this study 

H2O formation reached 98 % (ETN ≈ 4) in the presence of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA).[79]  

Interestingly, the porphyrin core is essential for 4e- reduction as in a kinetic study of 

noncatalytic O2 reduction MnIII tris-pentafluorophenyl corrole in acetonitrile was shown to 

promote preferential formation of H2O2 via the MnIII/MnVI redox cycle.[120]   

Co porphyrins are also excellent catalysts for ORR, however, in strong contrast to Mn and Fe 

analogues, tend to catalyse ORR via the 2e- reduction pathway in homogeneous systems. 

CoTPP-catalysed ORR in 1,2-dichloroethane was reported to proceed via the 2e- pathway 

leading to the formation of H2O2 through the HO2‧ radical. Remarkably, the kinetic constant 

drops considerably in the presence of water which acts as a ligand competing for coordination 

with the Co centre.[121]  Also, CoIITPP and its “picket fence” analogues were shown to be 

active ORR catalysts at the potential of CoIII/CoII redox transformation and acidification of the 

solvent appears to increase the contribution of 4e- reduction.[122]   

Noteworthy, not only proton donors can decrease the activation barrier of O-O bond activation. 

As such, H2O2 activation by dimeric Mn complexes was studied and the rate of O-O bond 

splitting was found to be dependent on the Mn‧‧‧Mn distance with TOF reaching a maximum 

around 4 Å.[123]  This example illustrates the ability of a second metal atom to bind to the 

distal oxygen atom and thus to speed up the O-O cleavage as well. Cofacial macrocyclic Co 

complexes show the same pattern where both metal atoms bind to O2 with the formation of μ-

superoxo intermediates (Scheme 2.9). As such, the ORR activity of a series of dimeric Co 

porphyrins 21-24 (Scheme 2.9) were studied in acidic benzonitrile and their performance was 

compared to that of Co octaethylporphyrin.[124]  It was discovered that the complex 23 with 

optimum Co‧‧‧Co separation of 4.58 Å is capable of driving 4e- ORR to H2O. In contrast, if a 

mononuclear complex or the binuclear catalysts 21, 22 and 24 with non-optimum Co‧‧‧Co 

separation are used, 2e- transformation to H2O2 becomes predominant.  
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Scheme 2.9. Structures of Co cofacial binuclear porphyrin complexes.[124]  

In turn, the OER catalysis by porphyrin complexes is relatively less studied compared to ORR 

due to the higher probability of their oxidative decomposition. Nevertheless, a water-soluble 

Mn tetrakis-(4-N-methylpyridil)-porphyrin 25 (Scheme 2.10) was shown to catalyse the OER 

at pH 7 and 10.[125]  Catalysis of OER in neutral aqueous electrolyte was also achieved by a 

series of Co porphyrins 26-28 which were found to promote the reaction with the current onset 

at 1.41 V vs NHE (Scheme 2.10). The following study confirmed that the rate-determining step 

has chemical, rather than electrochemical nature and most probably corresponds to slow 

formation of the O-O bond.[126]  Among the structures studied in this work, the diazole-

substituted complex was found the most effective with the reaction rate constant of 1.4‧103 s-1. 

The role of buffer ions was assessed as well, and it was discovered that they can play two roles: 

as proton acceptors facilitating the reaction rate at low concentrations and as catalyst poisons 

in more concentrated solutions. 

 

Scheme 2.10. Structures of water-soluble porphyrin-based OER catalysts.[125-126]  
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These observations show that the tuning of the complex structure can potentially be extremely 

beneficial for the reaction rate and selectivity due to favourable binding to the reaction 

intermediates. However, in case of homogeneous catalysis this can only be achieved by means 

of a tedious multistep synthesis. Also, inherent problems of homogeneous catalysts led to 

extensive research of heterogeneous molecular catalysts and potential benefits which this 

transition to the surface-based catalysis might offer. 

 2.6.2 Heterogeneous catalysts 

The ORR and OER activity of porphyrin complexes was successfully extended to heterogenous 

systems as well. Moreover, even in homogeneous systems one cannot exclude participation of 

heterogeneous catalysis. This was shown in a brilliant report by Costentin et al. who found that 

even for a water-soluble Fe porphyrin in what appears to be a homogeneous system a 

microscopic amount of complex adsorbed on the surface of carbon electrode accounts for ⁓ 40 

% of catalytic current as TOF on the surface is 780 s-1 which is 26 times higher than in the bulk 

solution (30 s-1).[127]  

As in case of the CO2ERR discussed above, the activity of the complexes established in 

homogeneous solutions could be transferred into the aqueous heterogeneous systems as shown 

by in the study of asymmetric porphyrins immobilised on the surface of carbon electrodes. In 

this case unsymmetrical Fe porphyrins 29-31 were immobilised on the basal- and edge-plane 

graphite electrodes (Scheme 2.11).[128]  The study of ORR in 1 M H2SO4 catalysed by these 

complexes showed that in the presence of 2-pyridine moiety the current density was the highest 

due to high pKa of the lateral substituent (protonated pyridine moiety). 

 

Scheme 2.11. Structures of unsymmetrical porphyrins used for the ORR catalysis in 

heterogeneous ORR.[128]  

However, not only TOF values, but selectivity of molecular catalysts can be affected by the 

change of physical phase of the catalyst operation. One of the interesting examples is the study 

of the simplest Co porphin immobilised on the surface of a graphite electrode. In this work 
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authors reported unusual for Co complexes ORR selectivity for 4e- reduction. This behaviour 

stems from the ability of the complex to form bridging structures Co-O-O-Co with metal atoms 

belonging to two different molecules due to the small size of the porphin core.[129]  Similar 

behaviour was observed for Mn complexes covalently immobilised on the surface of carbon 

cloth electrodes. In this work it was shown that covalent immobilisation via a lateral phenyl 

substituent could be used to tune the average Mn-Mn distance and this change could trigger 4e- 

ORR instead of predominant 2e- pathway under low potentials.[76]  

2.6.3 Concluding remarks 

Porphyrins and related heterocycles such as corroles and phthalocyanines have been 

extensively studied as catalysts for ORR and, to the lesser extent, for OER. Examination of 

literature shows that the trends observed for CO2ERR and other reactions described in the 

sections 2.3 and 2.4 are generally applicable to these processes as well. As such, Mn and Fe 

complexes show characteristic for inner-sphere electron transfer dependence of the reaction 

rate and selectivity on the presence of proton donors and poisoning experiments prove that the 

ORR takes place on the metal centre rather than on the ligand. It is noteworthy that the 

arrangement of ligands and proton donors around the metal centre are crucial for the catalytic 

activity of molecular complexes which brilliantly illustrates the principle of avoidance of high-

energy intermediates. Moreover, another catalytically active centre located in close proximity 

could serve the same function as proton donor thus significantly improving the contribution of 

4e- mechanism.[130]  Thus, for ORR the development of a method that would allow to tune 

the average M-M distance conveniently is of paramount importance. This method can allow to 

avoid tedious synthesis of porphyrins with intramolecular proton relays generally making a 

catalyst more cost-effective. 

2.7 Immobilisation of molecular catalysts 

As most molecular catalysts are not soluble in water they must be immobilised on an electrode 

in order to transfer their activity into the aqueous electrolyte. It should be noted that under no 

circumstances the electrocatalyst assembly can be considered as just a simple sum of a 

molecular catalyst and the conductive scaffold bearing it on the surface. The factors such as 

rate of interfacial charge transfer, stability of the bond, aggregation and diffusion of the reactant 

to the catalytically active sites must be considered. In general, the structure the electrocatalyst 

generally includes three parts: (i) a supporting electrode, (ii) an anchoring group connecting 
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the electrode and the catalyst molecule and (iii) a catalytically active centre itself. 

Heterogenisation of organometallics on the surface of conductive electrodes could be achieved 

by means of covalent and noncovalent immobilisation methods distinguished by the presence 

or absence of covalent bond with the surface.[10, 32]  

Supports used for heterogenisation must be highly conductive to assure fast transfer of 

electrons between the organometallic catalyst and the external power supply of the electrolyser 

or the leads of the fuel cell and it must be non-reactive to survive the conditions of the 

electrocatalytic reaction. Also, if several reactions are thermodynamically possible, as in case 

of CO2ERR or ORR in water, the supporting electrode must not promote the competing 

unwanted process. These requirements are satisfied by a range of materials such as carbon, 

metals and some of the metal oxides. Among them carbon in the form of fabric, paper, glassy 

carbon, pyrolytic graphite or carbon nanotubes are characterised by high overpotential for 

hydrogen discharge, excellent stability and competitive price. These properties make these 

forms of carbon a material of choice for supporting electrodes and thus further discussion will 

mostly focus on carbon-based hybrid structures. 

Metals offer even better conductivity compared to carbon; however, they might also be reactive 

towards reactants and generally have lower hydrogen evolution overpotential except mercury. 

Oxides in the form of FTO glass are extremely useful for spectroscopic studies notwithstanding 

higher intrinsic resistance compared to metals and carbon. Also, a significant body of works 

has been published on organometallic complexes supported on semiconductors. However, they 

normally do not feature electronic conductivity in the dark due to lack of electrons in the 

conduction band and are mainly employed in photo- and photoelectrochemical processes as 

light harvesters. For this reason, semiconductor-based designs will not be considered in this 

thesis. 

2.7.1 Noncovalent immobilisation 

Noncovalent immobilisation is quite a popular choice as the procedure is usually quite 

straightforward. Also, the amount of the catalyst immobilised on the surface could be varied 

arbitrarily. However, noncovalently immobilised catalysts suffer from the aggregation issues, 

possible leaching and slow cross-interface charge transfer. Additionally, if the layer of a 

catalyst is too thick, the diffusion rate of a reactant to the catalytically active centre could be 

limited. 
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In general, noncovalent connection between the electrode surface and the catalyst is achieved 

solely by physisorption. Quite often no special measures are taken to assist the adsorption and 

the catalyst is simply drop-cast on the surface of electrode. In this case the stable electrode 

assembly is assured by extremely low solubility of the organometallic catalyst in the aqueous 

medium. As such, the CO2ERR in aqueous medium was performed on Cu 

octahydroxyporphyrin with the formation of CO, CH4 and C2H4.[131]  To increase the 

electrochemically active surface of electrode, CNTs or carbon black are often mixed with the 

catalyst. As such, Fe porphyrin and Co phthalocyanine derivatives were immobilised on the 

surface of carbon powder and CNTs respectively both showing excellent activity in 

CO2ERR.[5, 44]  A comparative study was performed for Co porphyrin mixed with carbon 

black and CNTs and the latter material exhibited a superior CO2ERR rate due to higher surface 

area of CNTs.[8]  

Also, immobilisation of organometallics is readily achieved by embedding of the complexes 

into a layer of polymers that could simultaneously serve as a “glue” holding together a 

catalytically active layer and promote an electrochemical reaction. In this regard a prominent 

work has been performed by the group of McCrory who proved that the polypyridine 

surrounding Co phthalocyanine promotes proton transfer to CO2ERR taking place on the Co 

centre.[132-133]  Another polymer often used for heterogenisation of CO2ERR and especially 

for ORR electrocatalysts is Nafion which is essentially a perfluorinated polyethylene backbone 

with a large number of acidic -SO3H groups. In this case, a Mn bipyridine complex 

encapsulated in the layer of Nafion showed good TON in CO2 reduction to CO.[134]  

Furthermore, the absolute majority of heterogeneous ORR-active molecular electrocatalysts 

are also embedded into the layer of Nafion.[135-136]  

It should be noted that the simple drop-casting offers little control over the diffusion of the 

reactants and aggregation. It is well known that the reaction rate exhibits characteristic volcano-

shaped dependence on the loading where above a certain limit the reaction proceeds slower 

because of the increasing blocking effect of the organometallic layer.[8, 114]  Thus, these 

problems received considerable attention and several approaches have been investigated. As 

such, Choi et al. employed long aliphatic chains attached to Co phtalocyanine that make the 

structure of the catalytically active layer more porous and thus more accessible to the small 

molecules of CO2 during CO2ERR.[137]  Another method is based on the creation of a rigid 

mesoporous structure 32 with nano channels through which the reactants could easily diffuse 

to the catalytically active sites (Scheme 2.12a). COFs comprising Co and Fe porphyrins were 
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successfully utilised both in CO2ERR and ORR.[45]  As the linkers could bear donating or 

electronegative substituents, the activity of the COF-based catalyst could be additionally tuned 

to achieve better activity and selectivity which was explored on the example of CO2ERR.[138-

139]  Various MOFs with organometallics incorporated into the structure were investigated for 

CO2ERR and ORR as well.[93, 140-142]  It must be noted here that COF- and MOF-based 

materials are classified in this discussion as noncovalently immobilised since there is no direct 

connection between the electrode and catalytically active material which is usually present in 

the form of powder or thin layer deposited on the surface of electrode. 

  
Scheme 2.12. (a) Co porphyrin -based COF structure[45]  and (b) π-π interaction between 

CNTs and pyrene-appended Fe porphyrin.[46]  

The problem of charge transfer and catalyst leaching could be solved using side groups that 

strongly interact with the surface of the supporting electrode. One of most effective approaches 

to noncovalent immobilisation is based upon creating strong π-π and hydrophobic interactions 

between organometallic catalysts and the surface of carbonaceous supports. This could be 

readily achieved by introducing conjugated substituents with an extended aromatic system. 

Among numerous possible groups the pyrene unit was found to be the most suitable for 

heterogenisation.[32]  This approach was successfully utilised to transfer excellent CO2ERR 

activity of Fe hydroxyporphyrin 33 (Scheme 2.12b) to the aqueous medium.[46]  Pyrene-

appended Co corrole immobilised on MWCNTs was employed for the catalysis of OER and 

ORR.[67]  In ORR the current onset overpotential was only 330 mV in neutral electrolyte while 

in OER it showed exclusive 4e- reduction at 0.75 V vs NHE in 0.5 M H2SO4. This approach 

was also employed for heterogenisation of non-macrocyclic complexes and as an example Co 

salophen OER catalyst was adsorbed on MWCNTs showing O2 evolution with 330 mV 

overpotential as well.[49]  

(a) (b) 
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It should be noted that the elaboration of noncovalent heterogenisation techniques largely 

negates the advantage of its simplicity as more and more sophisticated syntheses must be 

performed to prepare COFs, MOFs or the catalysts with appended anchoring groups. 

2.7.2 Covalent immobilisation 

Covalent immobilisation of molecular catalysts provides excellent protection against leaching 

due to an extremely strong link with the electrode surface and at the same time assures fast 

electron transfer as the length of the chemical link is usually quite short. Compared to 

noncovalent technique this approach could be synthetically more challenging as pre-treatment 

of a support or preparation of the complexes bearing an anchoring group must be performed 

beforehand. Additionally, special attention must be paid to the compatibility of the resulting 

covalent link with the conditions of catalytic reaction. Hence, the choice of methods for 

grafting of organics to the conductive surfaces is quite limited due to the unreactive nature of 

carbon and quick hydrolysis of organometallic structures in case of metals and metal oxides. 

Creation of a covalent bond with the carbon surface could be accomplished using several 

methods. One of the most widespread techniques relies on electroreduction of diazonium salts. 

It is believed that upon single-electron reduction the molecule loses N2 with the formation of a 

transient radical that further attacks the sp2 atom on the carbon plane in a mechanism 

resembling the Meerwein reaction.[143]  This is an extremely useful technique that was 

employed for the grafting of aromatic groups to the surface of CNTs, carbon paper and 

graphite.[144-145]  Importantly, this reaction furnishes C-C bond between the organic moiety 

and the carbon support which is one of the most stable anchors available. The method was 

developed initially on the example of various phenyl-substituted derivatives and later was 

extended to more complex molecules such as porphyrins and peptides.[143, 146]  Interestingly, 

electroreduction of diazonium salts can be easily monitored using cyclic voltammetry as the 

curves show a very characteristic pattern where the current during the first cycle is considerably 

higher compared to that observed over the second and the following voltage sweeps due to 

formation of an insulating organic layer blocking the electrode.[146-147]  1,3-dipolar 

cycloaddition of azomethine ylides to C=C bonds within the carbon backbone is another 

approach that could be used to achieve immobilisation on carbon and at the same time introduce 

two new groups on the surface simultaneously.[32]  However, this method requires preparation 

of specific secondary amines bearing an electron withdrawing group and thus is less popular 

compared to the diazonium chemistry. 
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In turn, covalent immobilisation on metal oxide surfaces requires different approaches as the 

stability of the M-O-R bonds in the presence of water becomes a major concern. It is well-

known that the alkoxides readily hydrolyse in aqueous solutions and thus the methods suitable 

for grafting on carbon are not applicable to MOx surfaces. Instead, carboxylate, phosphonate 

and siloxane bridges between the organic part and the support are to be used to preserve the 

structural integrity of the materials. Most of the methods rely on the presence of  

-OH moieties on the oxide surface which can bind to the anchoring group on the catalyst. As 

such, carbonates are believed to form an ester-like connection with the -OH group. Even 

stronger connection could be achieved using phosphonates as in this case three instead of one 

site could be involved in the formation of the chemical bonds. Also, chlorosilanes and siloxanes 

are extensively used for this purpose as the M-O-Si-R bridge is stable across a wide pH 

range.[7, 32]  

Anchoring points within the structure of organometallic catalysts available for covalent ligation 

to the surface of electrode can be divided into two major groups: the central metal atoms and 

the lateral substituents. Clearly, the presence of a coordinating group on the electrode is 

required to connect a molecular catalyst via the metal centre. One of the earliest examples 

showcasing this strategy was reported as early as in 1991 where Co tetraphenylporphyrin was 

attached via 4-aminopyridine connected to glassy carbon via carboxy group (Scheme 2.13a). 

The resulting electrode showed excellent CO2ERR activity with TON as high as 105.[148]   A 

similar approach was used to immobilise Co phthalocyanine, but instead of a carboxy group, 

the pyridine moiety was immobilised via reduction of the corresponding diazonium salt 

(Scheme 2.13b). The catalyst was also used for CO2ERR with TOF of 34.5 s-1 under the 

potential of -0.63 V vs RHE and outstanding total TON of 1.4‧106.[113]  A comparative study 

of pyridine- and imidazole-based bridges showed that the CO2 reduction efficiency of the 

resulting material is similar regardless of the anchoring group, however in all cases both the 

FE(CO) and the current density were higher compared to simple drop-casting (Figure 

2.13c).[149]  A similar strategy was employed to immobilise Fe porphyrin on CNTs via a long 

imidazole bridge (Scheme 2.13d). The resulting material shows activity in ORR comparable to 

that of commercial Pt-based catalysts.[63]  Furthermore, this immobilisation strategy is not 

restricted to heterocycles bearing pyridinic nitrogen as showcased by the example of a more 

simple approach not involving pre-grafting of anchoring groups where a covalent 

immobilisation of Co protoporphyrin IX on the surface of hydroxylated CNTs was achieved 
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(Scheme 2.13e). The resulting hybrid material was employed in CO2ERR and exhibited TOF 

reaching 2.1 s-1 at -0.65 V vs RHE.[114]  

 

Scheme 2.13. Covalent immobilisation of macrocyclic electrocatalysts on the surface of carbon 

via metal centre: (a) – (c) – via pyridine anchoring group;[113, 148-149]  (c) and (d) – via 

imidazole linker;[63, 149]  and (e) binding to the hydroxylated CNTs.[114]  

Covalent ligation of the complexes via a lateral moiety is another heterogenisation strategy 

which was successfully employed for the preparation of effective electrocatalysts. As such, it 

was used to immobilise Fe hydroxyporphyrin on the surface of carbon nanotubes (Scheme 

2.14a).[10]  Interestingly, the TOF achieved for this complex in CO2ERR was very close to the 

one obtained for structurally similar complex in noncovalent immobilisation mode with pyrene 

anchoring moiety.[10, 46]  Grafting of the porphyrin core via reduction of the corresponding 

diazonium salt was employed in another work (Scheme 2.14b) and the TOF in CO2ERR 

achieved for covalently heterogenised complex was 8.3 s-1 under the potential of -1.05 V vs 

NHE and exceeded that of the noncovalent analogue by the factor of 1.9.[43]  Apparently, the 

activity was bolstered by the rate of the charge transfer from the electrode onto the catalytically 

active centre. Further, the Co alkenyl porphyrin core was immobilised on the surface of 

conductive diamond via a long triazole-terminated alkyl chain (Scheme 2.14c). The activity 

and stability of this material in CO2ERR were studied using CV, and the CO2 reduction current 

was maintained over 103 scans, thus proving evidence of good catalyst durability.[150]  

Further, versatile grafting of the terpyridine Co complex on glassy carbon was reported, 

however the TON in CO2ERR was only 70 (Scheme 2.14d).[151]  The Mn porphyrin was 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 
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grafted on the surface of carbon cloth and the variation of the catalyst electrodeposition time 

was found to be a viable tool to control the ORR selectivity (Scheme 2.14e).[76]  

  

Scheme 2.14. Covalent ligation of molecular catalysts on the surface of carbon via a lateral 

substituent.[10, 43, 75-76, 150-152]  

Grafting via a lateral substituent was employed for electrocatalysts operating under highly 

oxidative potentials as well. An interesting example showcasing stability that could be impaired 

by the ligation via a C-C bond was reported for Re(terpy)2
3+ complex tethered to the conductive 

diamond (Scheme 2.14f). In this case the total number of redox cycles at the potential of up to 

1.5 V vs NHE was as high as 106 without any noticeable changes in CV.[152]  Similarly, the 

Ir(bipy) complex was grafted onto the carbon electrodes and efficient OER at 1.6 V vs NHE 

was achieved with TOF of 3.31 s-1 (Scheme 2.14g).[75]   

Both strategies may be successfully used depending on the application of a material and the 

design of a catalyst. However, connection via a metal atom might be less preferable as one of 

the available reactant approach pathways is blocked by the ligand. Also, as the energy of the 

metal-ligand coordination is lower compared to that of the C-C bond, grafting through a lateral 

substituent might be able to preserve better the structural integrity of the material during 

continuous operation. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) (g) 
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2.8 Summary 

Molecular catalysts provide numerous advantages over purely inorganic materials in terms of 

activity and selectivity, and a significant progress has been made towards their development. 

Most of the research effort spanning the last four decades has been focused on homogeneous 

solutions with the aim of a comprehensive understanding of the reaction mechanisms. This 

approach is entirely justified as a wide variety of techniques is readily available for these 

studies including CV, NMR, FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, EPR and their combinations. 

At the same time, heterogeneous catalysts provide significant advantages in terms of material 

reuse and employment of water as a reaction medium. Although one could assume that the 

heterogenisation of predeveloped electrocatalysts is just as simple as making sure the 

organometallics are not soluble in water, analysis of the literature shows that the transfer of 

their activity into the aqueous medium is not straightforward. Indeed, care must be taken as the 

choice of the supporting electrode, the complex itself and the anchoring strategy play a vital 

role in the overall performance of the electrochemical device. Possible issues include the rate 

of charge transfer, catalyst aggregation, reactant diffusion limitations and the stability of the 

hybrid electrode materials. 

Among numerous classes of organometallic structures porphyrins immobilised on carbon 

supports are among the most active and selective catalysts for CO2ERR. Their activity in ORR 

and OER has been shown to be comparable to some of the best commercial noble metal based 

electrocatalysts. Regarding the metals incorporated into the macrocyclic core, Co derivatives 

are excellent candidates for the catalysis of CO2ERR and ORR. At the same time, the diversity 

of high oxidation states of Mn porphyrins and their propensity to participate in multicentred 

catalysis make them promising candidates for the catalysis of ORR and OER. Recent reports 

show that a wise choice of the immobilisation technique (either covalent or noncovalent) could 

pave the way to more active, selective, stable and affordable heterogeneous molecular catalysts 

which has essentially motivated the research described in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

3.1 Chemicals and materials  

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and Alfa Aesar. Benzaldehyde and pyrrole 

were distilled under reduced pressure before use. Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 

(TBAP) was recrystallized from ethanol and dried at 110 ºC. Anhydrous N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) over molecular sieves was obtained from Ajax Finechem (purity > 

99.9%; moisture content  < 100 ppm). Carbon cloth was received from Fuel Cell Store. Flash 

column chromatography was performed on silica gel 70-230 mesh. Chloroform-d was stored 

over K2CO3 freshly dried at 300℃ overnight. Other chemicals including cobalt (II) acetate 

Co(OAc)2, manganese (II) acetate Mn(OAc)2, propionic acid, dichloromethane (DCM), 

methanol, sodium nitrite NaNO2, n-butanol, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), tin (II) chloride SnCl2, 

potassium bicarbonate KHCO3, hydrochloric acid, ammonia solution, substituted 

benzaldehydes, boron trifluoride etherate BF3‧Et2O and boron tribromide BBr3 were used as 

received. 

3.2 Syntheses of porphyrins 

Meso-tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) 

Synthesis was based on the modified procedure reported by Adler et al.[1]   

 
Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of meso-tetraphenylporphyrin 

Benzaldehyde (3.184 g, 30 mmol) and pyrrole (2.013 g, 30 mmol) were dissolved in 300 mL 

of propionic acid. The solution was refluxed under mild flow of oxygen for 30 min. 250 mL of 

acid were distilled off and 80 mL of methanol were added after cooling to room temperature. 

The mixture was kept in the fridge overnight, the precipitate was filtered off, washed with 

ethanol and dried. Reflux of the product in n-BuOH for 1 h, filtration and drying furnished the 

pure, chlorin-free porphyrin in the form of violet crystalline substance (1.337 g, 29 %). 
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Note: purging the system with oxygen increased the yield from 21 % to 29 % and 

simultaneously allowed to eliminate the formation of undesirable chlorin.  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.88 (s, 8H), 8.28 – 8.25 (m, 8H), 7.80 – 7.75 (m, 12H),  

-2.77 (s, 2H) ppm 

13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 142.3, 140.0, 134.7, 131.2, 127.9, 126.8, 120.3 ppm 

Spectral data are in accordance with reported literature values (Figures A1 and A2).[2]   

5-(4-aminophenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (TPP-NH2) 

Synthesis was based on the modified procedure reported by Luguya et al.[3]   

 
Scheme 3.2. Synthesis of 5-(4-aminophenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin TPP-NH2 

a) Nitration. 

Tetraphenylporphyrin TPP (615 mg; 1 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL of trifluoroacetic acid. 

Dark green solution was cooled to -10 ºC on an ice-salt bath and sodium nitrite (104 mg; 1.5 

mmol) was added in one portion. Solution quickly turned reddish-brown. Stirring was kept for 

40 min, then the mixture was poured into 150 mL of water and carefully neutralized with 

K2CO3. Organic materials were extracted with dichloromethane (3 x 40 mL). Extracts were 

combined and dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. Solution was filtered, and its volume was reduced 

to ⁓ 10 mL on the rotary evaporator. Liquid was transferred onto the pad of silica and 

porphyrins were separated with flash column chromatography. A fraction, containing 

unreacted TPP and 5-(4-nitrophenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin 3 was eluted with 

CH2Cl2:PE (1:2). 

b) Reduction.  

The mixture of compounds TPP and 3 produced in the previous step was placed into a 100 ml 

round-bottom flask with a gas inlet, mixed with 50 mL of concentrated HCl and stirred for 30 

min under mild flow of argon. Then SnCl2·2H2O (814 mg, 3.6 mmol) was added in one portion 
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and the temperature was increased to 65 ºC. Heating and stirring were kept for 1.5 h. Then the 

reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature and neutralized with NH3 (30 % in 

water) until pH reached ⁓ 8. The resulting suspension was filtered under vacuum through a 0.5 

cm pad of SiO2. Organics were washed down from the filter with CH2Cl2 directly into 

separatory funnel until washings turned colorless. The organic phase was washed with brine, 

dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. 

Individual components of the mixture were isolated using flash column chromatography 

(CH2Cl2:PE 1:3 → neat CH2Cl2). 124 mg of unreacted TPP was recovered along with 

aminoporphyrin TPP-NH2 (308 mg, 49 %). 

Note 1: Nitration at low temperature significantly improved its selectivity compared with the 

published procedure.[3]  

Note 2: isolation of aminoderivative TPP-NH2 at the end of sequence is more feasible than 

separation of porphyrins TPP and 3 due to bigger Rf difference. 

Note 3: reduction of porphyrin 3 with SnCl2 produces thick gunky precipitate of tin compounds 

floating at the interface of water and CH2Cl2 thus making simple extraction extremely 

cumbersome. Thus, filtration through a thin layer of silica or celite is recommended.  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.98 (d, 2H), 8.88 – 8.87 (m, 6H), 8.28 – 8.24 (m, 6H),  

8.03 – 8.00 (m, 2H), 7.82 – 7.74 (m, 9H), 7.05 – 7.01 (m, 2H), 3.95 (s, 2H), -2.69 (s, 2H) ppm 

13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 146.2, 142.4, 142.4, 135.8, 134.7, 132.5, 127.8, 126.8, 126.8, 

121.0, 120.1, 119.9, 113.6 ppm 

Spectral data are in accordance with reported literature values (Figures A3, A4).[3]  
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5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorphenyl)porphyrin (TPP-F20) 

Synthesis was based on the general method reported by Lindsey et al.[4-5]  

 
Scheme 3.3. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorphenyl)porphyrin 

Pentafluorobenzaldehyde (598 mg, 3.05 mmol), pyrrole (212 μL, 3.05 mmol) and triethyl 

orthoacetate (183.3μL, 3.05 mmol) were dissolved in 300 mL of anhydrous CH2Cl2 and the 

solution was degassed by bubbling of nitrogen for at least 30 min. The vessel was wrapped in 

aluminium foil and BF3‧Et2O (185 μL, 0.5 eqv) was injected in one portion. The reaction 

mixture was stirred for 24 hours at room temperature. Then, triethylamine (280 μL, 2 eqv 

relative to BF3‧Et2O) was added to quench the acidic catalyst and the mixture was stirred for 

additional 30 min. Chloranil (1.5 g, 6.1 mmol) was added into the reaction flask, the mixture 

was refluxed overnight and afterwards the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. 

Column chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2:PE 1:9) furnished 109 mg of porphyrin TPP-

F20 as lustrous violet crystalline solid (yield 15%). 

Note: the reaction mixture appears to be colorless after condensation in the presence of Lewis 

acid as the forming porphyrinogen is quite resistant to oxidation by oxygen. This might be 

confusing as the Lindsey procedure normally leads to quick formation of a dark solution. 

1H NMR (400.1 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.93 (s, 8H), -2.90 (s, 2H) ppm. 

13C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3) δ 146.8 (dm), 142.5 (dm), 137.7 (dm), 131.4 (s), 115.7 (td), 

103.8 (s) ppm. 

19F NMR (376.5 MHz, CDCl3) δ -136.5 (dd), -151.2 (t), -161.3 (td) ppm. 

Spectral data are in agreement with the earlier reports (Figures A5 - A7).[6]  
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5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)porphyrin (TPP-(OMe)8) 

Synthesis was based on the general method reported by Lindsey et al.[4-5]  

 

Scheme 3.4. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)porphyrin TPP-(OMe)8 

2,6-dimethoxybenzaldehyde (500 mg, 3 mmol) and pyrrole (208 μL, 3 mmol) were dissolved 

in 300 mL of anhydrous CH2Cl2 and the solution was degassed by bubbling of nitrogen for at 

least 30 min. The vessel was wrapped in foil and BF3‧Et2O (38 μL, 0.1 eqv) was injected in one 

portion. The reaction mixture was stirred for 1.5 hours at room temperature. BF3 was quenched 

with triethylamine (2 eqv relative to BF3‧Et2O) and the mixture was further stirred for 30 min. 

The flask was opened to air, chloranil (1.475 g, 6 mmol) was added and the mixture was 

refluxed for 2 h. Solvent was evaporated to the volume of 20 mL under reduced pressure and 

the dark reaction mixture was transferred onto a pad of silica gel. Column chromatography 

(CH2Cl2 → CH2Cl2:CH3OH 50:1) furnished 109 mg of porphyrin TPP-(OMe)8 in the form of 

violet crystalline solid (yield 17%). 

1H NMR (400.1 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.66 (s, 8H), 7.67 (t, J = 8 Hz, 4H), 6.97 (d, J = 8 Hz, 8H), 

3.49 (s, 24H) ppm. 

13C NMR (100.6 MHz, CDCl3) δ 160.8, 129.9, 120.7, 110.9, 104.9, 56.3 ppm. 

Spectral data are in agreement with the earlier reports (Figures A8, A9).[7]  
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5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (TPP-(OH)8) 

 

Scheme 3.5. Synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin TPP-(OH)8 

Porphyrin TPP-(OMe)8 (40 mg, 0.047 mmol) was suspended in 5 mL of anhydrous CH2Cl2 

and degassed with three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The solution was cooled to -30 ℃ on a 

hexane-liquid nitrogen bath and BBr3 (40 eqv) was injected via syringe. The addition of Lewis 

acid was accompanied by immediate change of colour from red to deep green. The reaction 

was let to warm up to room temperature and stirred for 24 h. 0.5 mL of H2O followed by 10 

mL of saturated NaHCO3 solution under vigorous stirring were added to quench the acids 

present in the reaction mixture. CH2Cl2 was removed on a rotary evaporator and organics were 

extracted with ethyl acetate (3*50 mL). Extracts were combined, washed with brine, dried with 

anhydrous Na2SO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. Column 

chromatography (EtOAc:hexanes 1:3 → 1:1) yielded 24 mg of TPP-(OH)8 as a violet solid 

(yield 64%). 

Note: although literature procedures report complete dissolution of TPP-(OMe)8, an excess of 

solvent is detrimental for the progress of demethylation as we achieved removal of only 5 -

CH3 groups out of 8 when 50 mL of CH2Cl2 were used. 

1H NMR (400.1 MHz, CD3OD) δ 8.90 (s, 8H), 7.48 (t, J = 8 Hz, 4H), 6.82 (d, J = 8 Hz, 8H), -

2.74 (s, trace, suppressed by isotopic exchange with CD3OD) ppm. 

13C NMR (100.6 MHz, CD3OD) δ 159.5, 131.1, 118.1, 112.4, 108.0 ppm.  

Spectral data are in agreement with the earlier reports (Figures A10, A11).[7]  
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Manganese(III) meso-tetraphenylporphyrin acetate (MnTPP) 

 

Scheme 3.6. Synthesis of manganese (III) tetraphenylporphyrin acetate (MnTPP) 

Tetraphenylporphyrin 1 (615 mg, 1 mmol) was dissolved in 30 ml of DMF:CH3COOH (9:1) 

mixture at 120 ºC and manganese acetate tetrahydrate (1.226 g, 5 mmol) was added in one 

portion. The reaction mixture was stirred for 45 min and cooled down to the room temperature. 

The complex was precipitated from the solution by dropwise addition of water (60 mL) over 

the course of 1 h, filtered off, washed with deionized water and dried at 80 ºC overnight. The 

crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (neat CH2Cl2 → 1:19 

MeOH:CH2Cl2). Recrystallization from CH2Cl2:heptane via slow evaporation of solvent 

yielded the complex MnTPP as greenish-black crystalline compound (311 mg, 43 %). 

HRMS (ESI) calculated for C44H28N4Mn [M]+: m/z 667.16890, found 667.16770. 

UV-vis (DMF) λ (ε) 437 (63850), 465 (57800), 572 (9500), 611 (8550) 680 (2400) 

IR (KBr) ν (cm-1) 3053, 3022, 2918, 1597, 1570, 1487, 1441, 1342, 1074, 1011, 802, 754, 702. 
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Cobalt(II)  porphyrins 

Syntheses are based on the general method reported by Weng et al.[8]  

 

Scheme 3.7. Introduciton of Co into free-base porphyrins. 

Porphyrins (0.1 mmol) were dispersed in 45 mL of chloroform and the solution was brought to 

a boil. After complete dissolution of a free-base porphyrin, 15 mL of methanol and 0.5 mmol 

of Co(OAc)2‧4H2O were added and the solution was refluxed for 24 h. The reaction end point 

was detected by complete disappearance of bright red fluorescence under 365 nm UV light. If 

the fluorescence was present after 24 h, additional 0.1 mmol of Co(OAc)2‧4H2O was added and 

the reflux was continued until the reaction was finished. Afterwards, the complex was extracted 

with 100 mL of CH2Cl2 and the extract was washed with 0.1 M aqueous solution of citric acid 

(2*50 mL). Then the organic phase was washed with deionised water and brine, dried over 

anhydrous Na2SO4, the solvent was removed on rotary evaporator and the reddish-brown 

crystalline precipitate was dried in vacuo for 24 h at room temperature. A typical yield is ⁓ 

90%.  

Note: metalation of porphyrins via prolonged reflux in DMF should be avoided as in this case 

a small amount (up to 5%) of free-base ligand remains unreacted even after repetitive additions 

of the cobalt salt. 

CoTPP 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 15.91 (s, 8H), 13.14 (s, 8H), 9.94 (s, 8H), 9.73 (s, 4H) ppm 
(Figure A12) 

HRMS (ESI) calculated for C44H28CoN4 [M]+: m/z 671.16405, found 671.16284. 
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UV-vis (DMF) λ (ε) 429 (78200), 547 (10100) 

Co[TPP-F20] 

HRMS (ESI) calculated for C44H28CoN4 [M]+: m/z 1030.9756, found 1030.9739. 

UV-vis (DMF) λ (ε) 409 (147000), 527 (11000) 

Co[TPP-(OMe)8] 

HRMS (ESI) calculated for C52H44CoN4O8 [M]+: m/z 911.2486, found 911.2479. 

UV-vis (DMF) λ (ε) 431 (116800), 544 (6000) 

Co[TPP-(OH)8] 

HRMS (ESI) calculated for C46H29CoN5O8 [(M-2H)+CH3CN]2- m/z 419.0680, found 

419.0441. 

UV-vis (DMF) λ (ε) 413 (41600), 430 (61200), 540 (4400) 

3.3 Immobilisation of metalloporphyrins 

Covalent immobilisation of Mn and Co porphyrins onto carbon electrodes 

Carbon cloth was washed with concentrated dichloromethane and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in 

a Soxlet extractor for 24 h in each solvent, rinsed with concentrated HCl and water and dried. 

Then it was cut into 1*5 cm rectangular pieces, sewed with 0.5 mm silver wire through a narrow 

end the contact was sealed with melted polypropylene to leave another end free for use as a 

supporting electrode. The glassy carbon (GC) disk electrode was thoroughly polished with 

alumina slurry, washed with water and acetone and dried at 80 °C for 3 h. 

Covalent immobilisation of Mn and Co tetraphenylporphyrin was performed in two steps, the 

first of which includes grafting of tetraphenylporphyrin ligand onto the carbon surface via 

electroreduction of the corresponding diazonium salt while the second stage is the introduction 

of the metal into the porphyrin core. 5-(4-aminophenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin TPP-

NH2 (15.1 mg, 0.024 mmol) was dissolved in 6 mL of H2O:TFA (1:1) mixture and cooled 

down to -5°C in an ice-salt bath. 100 μL aliquot of NaNO2 solution (1.5 eqv) was added into 

the reaction flask dropwise and the dark green mixture was stirred for 1 h. Septum with three 

electrodes was placed on top, electrodes were soaked in the solution for 30 min and the 

potential of 0.0 V vs Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) was applied for 1, 5 or 10 min. The working electrode 
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was removed, thoroughly washed with ethanol, DMF, water and dried at 80 °C for 3 h. 

Porphyrin-modified electrodes were soaked at 0.05 M solution of Co(OAc)2 or Mn(OAc)2 in 

DMF:CH3COOH (9:1) at 120 °C for 45 min, then washed with DMF, water and dried. The 

resulting materials were denoted as CoTPP-cov/1, CoTPP-cov/5 and CoTPP-cov/10 (or 

MnTPP-cov/1, MnTPP-cov/5, MnTPP-cov/10) where 1, 5 and 10 corresponds to 

electrodeposition time in min. Immobilisation of Mn and Co porphyrin layers on the surface of 

the GC disk electrode was performed exactly in the same way as for carbon cloth. Description 

of conditions for optimisation and proof of diazonium salt formation are described in the 

Appendix. 

Noncovalent immobilisation of CoTPP and MnTPP 

Noncovalently immobilised CoTPP and MnTPP were prepared by dropping of 2 mM 

tetraphenylporphyrinate solution in DMF onto clean, dry carbon electrodes followed by drying 

at 80 °C for 3 h. The target surface coverages were 8‧10-8 mol/cm2 for carbon cloth and 3.1‧10-

8 mol/cm2 for GC disk unless otherwise noted. Electrodes were washed with deionised water 

before catalytic experiments. The resulting materials were denoted as CoTPP-noncov and 

MnTPP-noncov. 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin (Co[TPP-F20]), 

5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)porphyrin (Co[TPP-(OMe)8]), 5,10,15,20-

tetrakis(2,6-dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (Co[TPP-(OH)8]) were immobilised on carbon cloth 

electrodes using the same drop-casting technique with the target surface concentration of 8‧10-

8 mol/cm2. The difference in the loading is based on the relative electrochemically active 

surface areas (SEA) of the GC disk and carbon cloth.[9]  Details on SEA measurements are 

described in the Appendix. 

3.4 Characterisation methods 

Cyclic voltammetry in homogeneous nonaqueous systems 

Electrochemical characterization of porphyrins dissolved in DMF was performed using a 

BioLogic SP-300 potentiostat. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed in a 

25 mL round-bottom flask closed with a gas-tight septum bearing three electrodes inserted 

directly through the rubber. Degassed anhydrous DMF containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate (TBAP) was used as supporting electrolyte. Degassing was attained using 

3 freeze-pump-thaw cycles and the solutions were injected into a cell purged with nitrogen via 

syringe. An Ag wire immersed in DMF solution of 0.05 M AgNO3 and 0.1 M TBAP was 
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employed as reference electrode and a Pt coil was used as auxiliary electrode. After each 

experiment ferrocene solution as an internal standard was injected into the electrochemical cell, 

values of E0(Fc+/Fc) were measured and potentials were referenced and reported against this 

redox couple.[10]  A freshly prepared Ag electrode had the potential of -0.018 V vs Fc+/Fc. 

The typical concentration of porphyrins used in the procedures was 0.5 mM unless otherwise 

noted. 

The amount of electrochemically active complex on the electrode surface (ГEA) was estimated 

using Equation 3.1:[11]  

 𝛤 𝐸𝐴 =  
𝑄𝐶𝑉

𝑛𝐹𝐴
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟏) 

Where QCV – the charge determined via integration of CoII/CoI or MnIII/MnII reduction peak 

(C), n – the number of electrons transferred (1 in this case), F – Faraday’s constant (96485 

C/mol), A – the electrode area (cm2). 

A complimentary method of calculation was employed using Equation 3.2 to validate the ГEA 

estimation:[11]  

𝛤 𝐸𝐴 =  
4𝑖𝑝𝑅𝑇

𝐹2𝐴𝜈
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟐) 

Where ip – the peak reoxidation current of CoII/CoI reduction wave (A), R – the universal gas 

constant (8.314 J/(mol‧K), T – the electrolyte temperature (296 K), ν – the potential scan  

rate (V/s). 

As CoTPP and MnTPP are soluble in organic solvents, determination of ГEA for CoTPP-

noncov and MnTPP-noncov was performed in the same cell using degassed aqueous 0.1 M 

KOH solution as electrolyte to minimise the influence of hydrogen discharge current. Pt wire 

was used as counter electrode. An Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference was employed and the 

potentials are reported against NHE. Conversion of potentials from Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) into 

NHE scale was performed using Equation 3.3.[12]  

𝐸𝑁𝐻𝐸 =  0.210 + 𝐸𝐴𝑔/𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟑) 

Analysis of CoTPP deactivation products 

To accumulate enough CoTPP deactivation products a custom-made 3.1 cm2 carbon cloth 

electrode was employed. After a 4 h long CO2ERR at the potential of -1.05 V vs NHE, the 
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organics were washed from the surface with DCM and the solvent was allowed to evaporate at 

room temperature to yield a reddish-brown gunky residue. For studies involving NMR 

spectroscopy and HRMS, the deactivation products were collected from three identical 

catalytic experiments and combined. For CV analysis, the quantity of organic products 

obtained after two runs was sufficient for experiments. 

3.5 Electrocatalytic experiments 

Cyclic and linear scan voltammetry 

All electrocatalytic experiments were performed using a BioLogic SP-300 potentiostat at room 

temperature using an Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode and a Pt coil auxiliary electrode. 

OER studies were performed in degassed 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. ORR was studied in O2-

saturated 0.1 M KOH and 0.5 M H2SO4 solutions. For linear scan voltammetry (LCV) and 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) 25 mL round-bottom flask closed with gas-tight septum and equipped 

with Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode and Pt coil counter electrode was used as a three-

electrode electrochemical cell. Logarithms of currents were extracted from LCVs to build Tafel 

plots for ORR and OER. For OER the potential sweep rate was 1 mV/s while 10 V/s scan speed 

was employed for ORR studies. CVs relevant for CO2ERR in aqueous electrolytes were 

obtained in N2- or CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 solution using Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference 

electrode (0.21 V vs NHE). Potentials for aqueous systems are reported against NHE.  

Rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments 

ORR selectivity was determined using polarisation curves obtained on a rotating disk electrode 

(RDE). The disk-only technique was chosen over the rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) 

because the immobilisation of the porphyrin layer involves the immersion of the electrode 

assembly into the solution of TPP-N2+ in TFA/H2O which would have damaged the platinum 

ring and hence significantly affect the measurements. Further, the analysis of recent literature 

shows that both RDE and RRDE methods show similar accuracy.[13]   

For RDE measurements a 5 mm glassy carbon rotating disk electrode with digital control unit 

(Gamry) was used. The electrode was inserted into a three-electrode cell (Gamry) through a 

septum with a hole drilled at the centre. The electrolyte was saturated with O2 by bubbling the 

gas through the solution for at least 20 min before experiment. Contact between stainless steel 

rod and rubber was greased to minimise friction and O2 was continuously bubbled through the 
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solution. Ag/AgCl (3.5M KCl) was used as a reference electrode and platinum coil as a counter 

electrode. The LCV scan rate during RDE studies was 10 mV/s.  

Experimental results were treated using the Koutecky-Levich Equation 3.4 to extract the 

Levich coefficient B:[14-15]  

1

𝑗𝑚
=  

1

𝑗𝑘
+

1

𝐵√𝜔
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟒) 

Where jm is measured current density (mA/cm2); jk is kinetic current density (mA/cm2); ω is 

the angular velocity of RDE (rad/s). 

Formal electron transfer numbers (ETN) n in ORR were calculated from the slope B of the 

Koutecky-Levich plot using Equation 3.5:[15-16]  

𝑛 =  
𝐵𝜈

1
6

0.62𝐹𝐷
2
3𝐶

 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟓) 

Where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte (0.01 cm2/s); D is the oxygen diffusion 

coefficient (1.9‧10-5 cm2/s), C is the oxygen concentration in saturated solution (1.2‧10-6 

mol/cm3).  

CO2ERR controlled-potential electrolyses (CPE) 

CPE experiments were performed in a gas-tight two-compartment electrochemical H-cell with 

a Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode. 0.5 M KHCO3 saturated with CO2 was employed as 

the electrolyte unless otherwise noted. Gaseous products from the cathodic headspace were 

analyzed on a GC 2014 (Shimadzu) equipped with packed Restek 6 ft column (molecular sieves 

5 Å, i.d. 2 mm) and TCD detector. Ultra high purity helium was used as the carrier gas. Stability 

tests were performed as a series of three 4 h long CPE experiments at -1.05 V vs NHE 

(overpotential η = 500 mV). Between each run the electrochemical cell was purged with CO2 

for at least 30 min. To compare stability of different catalysts the recyclability parameter was 

calculated using equation 3.6:  

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (%) =  
𝑛(𝐶𝑂)𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑢𝑛

𝑛(𝐶𝑂)𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑑 𝑟𝑢𝑛
 100% (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟔) 
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Determination of TON, TOF and FE (CO) in CO2ERR 

Turnover numbers (TON) and turnover frequencies (TOF) in CO were determined using 

Equations 3.7 and 3.8, respectively: 

𝑇𝑂𝑁 =  
(𝐶𝑂)𝑖

Г𝐸𝐴𝐴
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟕);  𝑇𝑂𝐹 =  

(𝐶𝑂)𝑖

Г𝐸𝐴𝐴𝜏
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟖) 

Where (CO)i – the amount of CO measured with GC at a given time i (mol), τ – the reaction 

time (s).  

Faradic efficiency [FE (CO)] values were calculated from the Equation 3.9: 

𝐹𝐸𝐶𝑂 =  100
[(𝐶𝑂)𝑖 − (𝐶𝑂)𝑖−1]𝑛𝐹

(𝑄𝑖 − 𝑄𝑖−1)
 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟑. 𝟗) 

3.6 Spectral and morphological analyses 

NMR spectroscopy 

1D and 2D NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer. 

TOCSY (TOtal Correlation Spectroscopy), COSY (homonuclear COrrelation Spectroscopy), 

NOESY (Nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY), HSQC (Heteronuclear Single Quantum 

Coherence) and HMBC (Heteronuclear Multiple Bond Correlation) were performed with the 

sample spin rate of 19 Hz. 256 points were recorded to obtain the virtual axis f1 with 

accumulation of 8 scans for each spectrum along the f2 axis. DOSY (Diffusion Oriented 

Spectroscopy) spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance III 500 MHz spectrometer using a 

field gradient between 5 and 95 % without rotation. Chemical shifts of 1H and 13C peaks were 

referenced against residual solvent peaks of CDCl3 (δ = 7.26 and 77.16 ppm respectively).[17-

18]   

15N HSQC and 2D NMR experiments 

For referencing of the 15N HSQC spectrum chemical shift of nitromethane in CDCl3 was used 

(δ = 380.5 ppm).[19]  For 2D NMR lock and shim were performed on the sample of neat CDCl3 

which was swapped for the sample dissolved in CHCl3 immediately before the experiment. 
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Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

EIS measurements were performed using the same three-electrode setup and electrolytes as for 

electrocatalytic experiments at frequency range from 1.0 MHz to 0.1 Hz with perturbation 

amplitude of 10 mV. 

Raman spectroscopy and SEM 

A JEOL JSM 7100F FESEM microscope was used for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

imaging (5 kV acceleration potential). Raman spectra were recorded on Lab RAM HR 

Evolution spectrometer using a 473 nm laser. Top flat parts of carbon fibres were analysed to 

assure ⁓ 90⁰ angle between the incident laser beam and the material. 

UV-vis spectroscopy 

UV-vis spectroscopy was performed on a single-beam HACH DR/4000 spectrometer (HACH) 

in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. 

IR spectroscopy 

FTIR spectroscopy was performed on the samples pressed into KBr pellets in the transmission 

mode. 
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CHAPTER 4. COVALENT IMMOBILISATION AND 

ELECTROCATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF MANGANESE 

PORPHYRIN 

4.1 Introduction 

Modern clean energy research is highly focused on the development of efficient 

electrochemical systems such as proton-exchange membrane fuel cells and electrolyzers where 

electrocatalysts are required to drive oxygen reduction (ORR), oxygen evolution (OER) and 

carbon dioxide reduction (CO2ERR) reactions with reasonable rates at low overpotentials.[1-

7]  Among numerous examples of highly active and inexpensive electrode materials,[8]  

porphyrin-type complexes offer unsurpassed tunability of ligands by means of organic 

synthesis and simplicity of mechanistic studies.[7, 9-13]  Several excellent reviews on 

porphyrin-catalysed ORR, OER and CO2ERR are available.[12, 14]  

Although a great number of molecular catalysts have been tested in these reactions, Mn 

porphyrins are remarkable for a wide range of metal oxidation states and affinity to O2.[10, 15]  

As such, a work on the ORR activity of Mn porphyrinates with various substituents in alkaline 

medium was reported with strong emphasis on structure-activity relationships.[16] An in depth 

study of ORR mechanism catalysed by Mn tetraphenylporphyrin (MnTPP) was recently 

performed in acetonitrile and proton donors were found to greatly affect the H2O yield which 

ranged from 75 to 97 %.[10]  Moreover, it was established that dimeric Mn porphyrins offer 

optimum spatial arrangement for H2O2 binding and the separation between metal centres was 

found to play a key role with maximum catalytic O-O splitting TOF at around 4.0 Å Mn-Mn 

distance.[17]  Regarding the OER, Mn biporphyrins were also found to be effective O2 

evolution catalysts in nonaqueous medium with MnV being catalytically active species.[17-19]  

In turn, the activity of MnTPP immobilised on a gas-diffusion electrode in CO2ERR was 

reported to be extremely poor with no significant CO2 reduction current under normal 

conditions and only a minor amount of hydrocarbons formed when the CO2 pressure was 

increased to 20 bar.[20]  Also, for a structurally similar Mn phthalocyanine a FE(CO) of 7 % 

accompanied by the formation of 2 % of CH4 was reported. [21]   

However, inherent drawback of molecular catalysts is that for real world applications they have 

to be deposited on the surface of an electrode.[22-23]   In this regard, noncovalent 

immobilisation on carbon supports is a simple and efficient method based on physisorption of 
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organics on conductive hydrophobic solid materials.[24]  Just to name a few, pyrene-modified 

Co corrole was found to be a good ORR and OER catalyst due to π-π interactions with 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes.[25]  Immobilisation of Fe porphyrin bearing a proton relay 

substituent is another great example of this strategy.[24]  Interestingly, catalytic activity could 

be significantly altered by simple physical adsorption on the electrode. Indeed, Costentin et al. 

showed that the small fraction of formally homogeneous Fe porphyrin catalyst adsorbed on the 

electrode surface accounts for at least half of the catalytic current in ORR in aqueous 

electrolyte.[26]   

Another heterogenisation method is covalent ligation of complexes to the electrode surface. 

The great advantage of this methodology is that even normally soluble compounds could form 

heterogeneous systems with the structure of the catalytically active centre preserved intact. As 

such, Fe porphyrin linked to imidazole-modified carbon nanotubes is a good example of ORR 

catalyst heterogenisation via a coordination bond.[27]  Similarly, Ir pincer complexes 

covalently immobilised on carbon or ITO furnished good OER catalysts.[28-29]  

In this work we endeavoured to use the immobilisation mode of MnTPP as a tool to tune its 

electrocatalytic properties. The choice of MnTPP as a catalyst was motivated by an extremely 

wide range of oxidation states observed for Mn complexes in general and by the fact that highly 

efficient bi-centred catalytic activation of O-O bond was clearly observed on dimeric Mn 

porphyrins. Further, the ligand was chosen in such a way that at the end of synthetic sequence 

both covalently and non-covalently immobilised complexes would have identical structure. 

Porphyrin was covalently immobilised onto a carbon support using electroreduction of 

corresponding diazonium salt with the following metalation while noncovalent immobilisation 

is conveniently done via drop-casting. By variation of the electrodeposition time we aimed to 

optimize the porphyrin layer density and thus to tune the average Mn-Mn distance. It was 

assumed that in a series of materials with progressively closer situated active organometallic 

moieties it is possible to reach the point where at least two metal atoms would take part in 

electrocatalytic process. Hence, for covalently modified electrodes we anticipated to observe 

higher reaction rates and better selectivity to H2O over H2O2 formation in ORR and 

improvement of the OER reaction rate.[30]  Similar effects were anticipated to influence 

CO2ERR where a higher density of the MnTPP layer on the surface of the electrode could steer 

the reaction selectivity towards CH4 formation. 
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4.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.1 Immobilisation of MnTPP on carbon cloth 

A two-step procedure was implemented to ligate Mn porphyrin to the surface of electrodes. 

First, the tetraphenylporphyrin core was covalently linked to the carbon cloth via a phenylene 

linker (Scheme 4.1).[31-34]  To achieve this, the diazonium salt generated in-situ from the 

aminoporphyrin TPP-NH2 in H2O:TFA (1:1) mixture was electrochemically reduced at 0.0 V 

vs AgCl (3M KCl) on carbon fabric. The following treatment with hot DMF:AcOH (9:1) 

solution of Mn(OAc)2 furnished covalently tethered MnIII porphyrinate (MnTPP-cov/1, 

MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 where number is the electrodeposition time 1, 5 and 10 

min).[35]   

 

Scheme 4.1. Preparation of MnTPP-cov/1, MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 

For characterization of the resulting materials we employed cyclic voltammetry (CV), Raman 

spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It should be noted here that CV and 

Raman provide the evidence of porphyrin formation on the surface, while the direct observation 

of covalent link with the support is rather impossible due to the extremely low concentration 

of the target C-C bond. In turn, with SEM one could either confirm or disprove the formation 

of crystallites and thick organic layers on the surface. Covalent ligation could be inferred from 

indirect evidence such as insolubility of a surface layer in organic solvents coupled with 

differences of electrochemical behaviour in comparison with noncovalent counterpart. 

Cyclic voltammetry of MnTPP-cov/1 in oxygen-free dry DMF electrolyte containing 0.1 M 

tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAP) showed responses of MnIII/MnII and 

MnII/MnI redox pairs at -0.69 and -1.81 V vs Fc+/Fc that persisted after thorough washing with 

DMF (Figure 4.1a, red trace). Assignment of these waves to Mn redox transitions is evident 

from comparison with the CV of MnTPP in solution where MnIII/MnII and MnII/MnI transitions 
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took place at -0.70 and -1.81 V, respectively (Figure A17, black trace). Distinction between 

covalent immobilisation and physical adsorption could be made based on the fact that MnTPP 

is easily soluble in organic solvents. As such, removal of the drop-cast complex from the 

electrode with DMF was straightforward and complete (Figure 4.1a, blue trace) while 

immobilisation via reduction of diazonium salt furnished a layer that could not be washed away 

by any means. Additionally, MnIII/MnII cathodic and anodic peak currents showed a clear linear 

dependence on the potential scan rate rather than on its square root which supports our 

conclusion about very strong connection to the electrode surface (Figure 4.1b). This 

observation is especially significant considering that MnTPP is easily soluble in DMF and in 

case of purely Van-der-Waals interactions a nonlinear correlation would be evident.[36]  

Finally, peak separations of less than 59 mV at low scan rates are also characteristic for surface-

bound species (Figure 4.1c).  

Additional evidence of Mn porphyrin presence on the surface was obtained using Raman 

spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 4.1d, the spectrum of MnTPP-cov/1 contains signature 

signals at 1007, 785 and 394 cm-1 which are extremely close to those found in the spectra of 

MnTPP-noncov and solid MnTPP. The difference in signal intensity comes from the lower 

amount of complex deposited on the surface upon electrodeposition. As retention of main 

spectral features upon immobilisation has been reported, it is a good indication of Mn porphyrin 

being formed on the surface.[37-38]  

Next, we evaluated the amount of electrochemically active species on the carbon cloth surface 

as a function of immobilisation mode and electrodeposition time. As we sought a way to vary 

the average Mn-Mn distance, higher amounts of deposited complex would increase the 

possibility of two atoms to have an optimum distance for ORR or OER.[17]  Estimation of ГEA 

for covalently modified materials was performed by integration of the MnIII/MnII reduction 

wave in DMF. We found that ГEA increase slightly with longer electrodeposition time. As such, 

for MnTPP-cov/1 ГEA is 0.80‧10-9 mol/cm2 (as determined from CV presented in the Figure 

4.1a, red trace), in MnTPP-cov/5 this value rises to 0.91‧10-9 mol/cm2 and reaches 0.99‧10-9 

mol/cm2 for MnTPP-cov/10 (Figure 4.2a, violet and green traces, respectively). Clearly, a 10-

fold increase of electrodeposition time led to only 1.24 times higher ГEA (Figure 4.2b) which 

agrees well with the results for covalent immobilisation of NiTPP on glassy carbon electrodes 

obtained by Gross et al.[33]  
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Figure 4.1. (a) Cyclic voltammetry of MnTPP-cov/1 (red trace) and carbon cloth after MnTPP 

drop-casting and washing with DMF (blue trace); scan rate 100 mV/s. (b) Dependence of 

MnIII/MnII peak current on the potential scan rate; (c) shape of MnIII/MnII wave as a function 

of scan rate. Electrolyte: degassed DMF containing 0.1 M of TBAP in all cases; (d) Raman 

spectra of MnTPP-noncov (blue), MnTPP-cov/1 (red), bare carbon cloth (green) and pure 

MnTPP (black). 

However, with longer electrolysis time the shape of CV significantly changes. First, MnII/MnI 

reduction peak becomes more diffuse and for MnTPP-cov/10 appears as a rather broad wave. 

Additionally, new reoxidation peaks appeared at -1.25 and -1.60 V. The nature of the signal at 

-1.25 V could be inferred form the study of homogeneous MnTPP in DMF (Figure 4.2c). We 

found analogous response to appear upon addition of H2O in the system. Considering the 

propensity of Mn porphyrins to form dimeric complexes, we ascribed this feature to reoxidation 

of either μ-oxo dimeric species[17]  or the agglomerates containing direct a Mn-Mn bond which 

is a general trend for Mn complexes in low oxidation states.[39]  At the same time, a low-

intensity redox wave centred at -1.60 V was ascribed to the presence of residual surface-bound 

free tetraphenylporphyrin based on comparison with its CV in the same electrolyte (Figure 

A17, red trace). This is possible considering prolonged porphyrin electrodeposition leads to the 
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formation of thick organic film which hinders penetration of Mn(OAc)2 during the metalation 

step.[32]  Thus, it appears that the thickness of the surface layer does progressively increase, 

most probably due to the formation of a multimolecular layer, although not all of the complex 

is accessible for electrochemical reaction. Interestingly, even after 10 min electrodeposition 

SEM did not show the formation of a uniform organic layer on the surface (Figure 4.2d). For 

drop cast MnTPP-noncov, the amount of electrochemically active complex was evaluated in 

aqueous alkaline electrolyte to avoid its dissolution. A characteristic response of MnIII/MnII 

redox couple was recorded at -0.24 V vs NHE (inset in the Figure 4.2b) and ГEA estimated via 

integration of the reduction current peak is 1.6‧10-9 mol/cm2.  

 

Figure 4.2. (a) CV of MnTPP-cov/5 (violet trace) and MnTPP-cov/10 (green trace) in DMF 

electrolyte. Signals ascribed to MnII/MnI redox couple and reoxidation of dimeric species are 

highlighted. (b) Correlation between electrodeposition time and ГEA. Estimation of ГEA for 

MnTPP-noncov was performed using CV in 0.1 M KOH (featured in inset); (c) Comparison 

of CVs for homogeneous MnTPP in dry DMF (black line) and after addition of 2M of H2O 

(red line). Emerging reoxidation peak is highlighted. (d) SEM of MnTPP-cov/10. Scan rate 50 

mV/s in all cases. 

1 μm

X11.000   5.0 kV    LED    SEM      7/23/2018 11:10:33
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To sum up, we immobilised Mn porphyrin on the surface of carbon cloth electrodes in covalent 

and noncovalent modes. The amount of electrochemically active complex is the highest in case 

of MnTPP-noncov, while that in MnTPP-cov/1 is the smallest. Covalent immobilisation led 

to progressive increase of the peak at -1.25 V vs Fc+/Fc which we ascribed to reoxidation of 

dimeric Mn porphyrin species. Based on this, we speculated that for MnTPP-cov/5 and 

MnTPP-cov/10 the involvement of two Mn atoms into ORR or OER is possible. However, we 

were unable to make any conclusions regarding Mn-Mn interactions for MnTPP-noncov from 

characterization results only as the study is limited to aqueous electrolytes where the solvent 

stability window is narrow, and this information could be deduced from its catalytic properties. 

4.2.2 Catalytic activity of MnTPP in OER 

Encouraged by the results of characterization, we went on to study the performance of the 

prepared materials in electrocatalysis. First, we assessed the activity of MnTPP-derived 

electrodes in OER. CV provided good evidence that MnTPP does catalyse oxygen evolution 

(Figure 4.3a). The oxidation current has the onset at ⁓1.10 V vs NHE in all cases while carbon 

has no noticeable activity and the curve is almost flat. Interestingly, a well-defined peak current 

was found for MnTPP-noncov while for all covalently immobilised materials the CV curves 

have a broad maximum at 1.34 V vs NHE.  

To gain insight into the kinetics of the electrode reaction, we performed LCV measurements 

and Tafel analysis. LCVs at slower scan rate (Figure 4.3b) confirmed the findings of CV study 

with characteristic peaks in case of MnTPP-noncov and MnTPP-cov/1 while a more smooth 

increase of current density occurred on MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10. Analysis of 

corresponding Tafel plots (Figure 4.3c) clearly shows two regions. The first of them 

corresponds to the potentials less positive than 1.32 V vs NHE and shows slopes of 103-127 

mV/dec for all covalently immobilised complexes and 169 mV/dec for MnTPP-noncov. These 

values are in good agreement with the rate limiting one-electron transfer from Mn complex to 

the electrode and most likely correspond to the formation of the MnIV species. Notably, the 

noncovalently immobilised catalyst appears to be less prone to oxidation as the deviation from 

the theoretically expected 120 mV/dec is much higher than that of the covalently immobilised 

complexes. The second region at higher potentials is characterised by a flatter line with the 

slope of 234-267 mV/dec for all materials regardless of the immobilisation mode. This change 

of the plot slope appears to correspond to the potentials where the reaction rate is limited by 
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either diffusion to the catalytically active centre or chemical steps such as O2 loss rather than 

by electron transfer.[40-41]   

 
Figure 4.3. (a) CV study of carbon cloth (black), MnTPP-noncov (blue), MnTPP-cov/1 (red), 

MnTPP-cov/5 (violet) and MnTPP-cov/10 (green) in OER. Scan rate: 50 mV/s. (b) LSVs of 

the same materials and (c) corresponding Tafel plots. (d) EIS of MnTPP-noncov under 

potentials from 0.5 to 1.1 V and (e) between 1.2 and 1.5 V. (f) Dependence of CV peak current 

on ГEA.  
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In order to confirm catalytic oxygen generation and test the stability of the resulting electrode 

materials, 4 h long controlled potential electrolyses (CPE) were performed on MnTPP-

noncov, MnTPP-cov/5 and bare carbon under a potential of 1.55 V vs NHE (Figure A18). 

Clearly, MnTPP-noncov is the most active catalyst in good agreement with LCV data. 

However, the water oxidation current on MnTPP-noncov deteriorates faster compared to 

MnTPP-cov/5 and the corresponding curves merge after ⁓ 2.5 h of electrolysis. GC analysis 

of the gas from the anodic headspace after the experiment on MnTPP-cov/5 shows O2 to be 

the only gaseous reaction product (Figure A19). The average turnover frequencies (TOFs) were 

estimated to be 36 h-1 for MnTPP-noncov and 28 h-1 for MnTPP-cov/5. 

To explore the factors limiting the reaction rate, we chose to perform EIS on MnTPP-noncov 

as the most active electrode material. As expected, at the potentials between 0.5 to 1.1 V (Figure 

4.3d) the Nyquist plots appear as straight lines which corresponds to purely capacitive coating 

(see equivalent circuit in Figure A20a). However, at 1.2 and 1.3 V (Figure 4.3e) the lines show 

very broad semi-circles characteristic for slow reaction under kinetic control (refer to 

equivalent Randles circuit in Figure A20b) while a further increase of the potential leads to the 

appearance of characteristic diffusion polarisation at 1.4 and 1.5 V (equivalent circuit with 

Warburg impedance in Figure A20c). This sharp change between 1.3 and 1.4 V agrees well 

with the position of the peak in CVs and a critical point on Tafel plots at ⁓1.32 V. Thus, OER 

appears to be under kinetic control at the potentials below 1.32 V and under diffusion control 

above this point. 

To sum up, although covalent immobilisation of MnTPP on the surface of carbon cloth gave a 

catalytically active material, the attachment mode has very small or no effect on its OER 

activity in terms of TOF. At the same time, MnTPP-cov/5 shows superior stability compared 

to MnTPP-noncov. The reaction rate is largely proportional to the amount of the 

electrochemically active complex (Figure 4.3f) and at high overpotentials appears to be limited 

by the diffusion of H2O molecules to the catalytically active centre. Interestingly, MnTPP-

cov/10 (0.99‧10-9 mol/cm2) has an activity even slightly lower than MnTPP-cov/5 (0.91‧10-9 

mol/cm2) though its ГEA is higher (Figure 4.3b,f). EIS results give grounds to believe that the 

diffusion limitations within the dense organic layer are responsible for this anomalous decline 

in TOF.  

Finally, it is necessary to see how our results correlate to the earlier works on water oxidation 

catalysts immobilisation. As such, under 500 mV overpotential, the covalently grafted 
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derivative of Ru(dpc)(pic)3 shows a TOF of 864 h-1 [42]  while a similar noncovalently 

immobilised complex has a TOF of 49320 s-1 [43]  which represents a 57-fold increase, which 

is huge difference. Though this might seem to contradict our data, the support employed in the 

first work is glassy carbon while in the second report authors used -COOH-modified carbon 

nanotubes and this change might play a crucial role in the reaction kinetics of RuII(pdc)(pic)3-

based catalysts. What is more, works concerning covalently immobilised (Cp*)-Ir(bipy)[28]  

and Ru(tpy)2[44]  water oxidation catalysts confirm retention of catalytic activity upon covalent 

immobilisation on the carbon surface and showed good catalyst stability in agreement with our 

observations. 

4.2.3 Catalytic activity of MnTPP in ORR 

Next, the activity was studied in the oxygen reduction reaction. Catalysis in ORR by MnTPP-

modified electrodes was assessed both in acidic (0.5 M H2SO4) and alkaline (0.1 M KOH) 

media to simulate the performance of the materials in the respective types of fuel cells. LCV 

measurements were undertaken to evaluate the overall activity and Tafel analysis was used to 

obtain kinetic information. Rotating disk electrode experiments were used to estimate formal 

electron transfer numbers (ETNs). 

In acidic medium LCV showed almost no ORR activity on bare carbon cloth with slow onset 

around 0.00 V vs NHE (Figure 4.4a, black trace). Covalent immobilisation of MnTPP led to a 

characteristic shift of current onset to more positive potentials. For MnTPP-cov/5 and 

MnTPP-cov/10 the reduction current sets off at ⁓0.30 V while MnTPP-cov/1 showed even 

somewhat earlier onset at ⁓0.45 V. Notably, even though in case of MnTPP-cov/1 the ORR 

has a more positive current onset potential, MnTPP-cov/5 shows a higher reaction rate below 

0 V. This shift is most probably due to higher degrees of polymerisation and branching in the 

organic layer of MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 which impacts the accessibility of the Mn 

centre by O2 and H+ (Figure A21).[32]  Also, in case of MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 

LCVs appear to have two broad waves (Figure 4.4a) which most probably correspond to two 

consecutive reduction reactions. Unfortunately, the study of noncovalently immobilised 

complex in acidic electrolyte was impossible as MnTPP dissolves upon reduction even though 

the starting MnTPP is completely insoluble in aqueous acids.  

To gain insight into the reaction mechanism, corresponding Tafel plots were derived as shown 

in Figure 4.4c. In all cases we were able to identify a single well-defined linear region of purely 

electrochemical kinetics. As expected, bare carbon cloth has a slope of 219 mV/dec which is a 
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good indicator of very poor activity in ORR.[45]  In turn, slopes between 110 and 125 mV/dec 

for MnTPP-cov/1 – MnTPP-cov/10 (Figure 4.4b) agree well with single electron transfer as 

the rate-limiting step at low potentials. EIS of MnTPP-cov/5 shows semi-circles with Warburg 

resistance around at 0.1 V and 0 V (Figure A20a). As the potential becomes more negative, 

impedance rises, but then drops again and the diffusion component disappears leaving only 

charge transfer resistance impedance (Figure A20b). 

Figure 4.4. (a) LCVs of MnTPP-cov/1 (red trace), MnTPP-cov/5 (violet trace) and MnTPP-

cov/10 (green trace) and (b) corresponding Tafel plots. (c) LCVs obtained on RDE under 

various rotation rates for MnTPP-cov/5, and (d) Koutecky-Levich plots. Slopes corresponding 

to 2-electron (red) and 4-electron (black) reduction mechanisms are shown for reference. 

Electrolyte: O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. 

As shown in the Figure 4.4d, oxygen reduction experiments were also performed on RDE to 

estimate catalyst selectivity to H2O and H2O2. We chose MnTPP-cov/5 as it showed the 

highest ORR current densities in LCV at the potentials more negative than 0 V. Catalyst 

selectivity appears to be highly dependent on the potential applied with ETN ranging from 2.1 
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at -0.60 V to 3.2 at -0.35 V vs NHE i.e. ORR selectivity to 4e- reduction (to H2O) is around 60 

% at low overpotentials but drops to 5 % at more negative bias (Figure A22).  

Based on these results, we concluded that the ORR proceeds via a series of one-electron 

reductions furnishing H2O2 and then H2O. It appears that H2O formation is slower than 

production of H2O2 and takes place mostly at low overpotentials. 

In the next set of experiments, we studied the performance of the electrode materials in alkaline 

medium using LCV, RDE and ESI techniques as shown in Figure 4.5. In O2-saturated 0.1 M 

KOH electrolyte bare carbon cloth showed an ORR current onset at -0.10 V (as measured at j 

= 0.05 mA/cm2) with the peak at -0.19 vs NHE. MnTPP-cov/1 and MnTPP-noncov shifted 

the ORR current by ⁓80 mV in the positive direction (Figure 4.5a). Both electrodes showed a 

single maximum similar to that observed in acidic electrolyte for MnTPP-cov/1. However, for 

MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 the O2 reduction peak was less pronounced and appears to 

be rather a superposition of two poorly defined waves, thus showing the behaviour resembling 

the one observed in 0.5 M H2SO4. Though the current onsets are similar, overall currents for 

MnTPP-cov/10 and MnTPP-cov/5 at more negative potentials reach much higher values than 

on carbon and MnTPP-noncov, in particular MnTPP-cov/5 is the most active. 

Further, we studied corresponding Tafel plots (Figure 4.5b). In all cases we clearly identified 

linear regions of purely electrochemical kinetics. Carbon cloth showed a slope of 71 mV/dec 

which is rather close to the theoretically expected value of 60 mV/dec for 2e- transfer and 

agrees well with earlier reports.[46-47]  In turn, MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-noncov showed 

slopes of 133 and 109 mV/dec which could be interpreted as the result of one-electron reduction 

of MnIII to MnII species.[10, 15]  Interestingly, MnTPP-cov/1 and MnTPP-cov/10 showed 

Tafel slopes of 81 and 88 mV/dec, respectively. As these values are between 1e- and 2e- 

transfer, it appears that the reduction takes place both on carbon and Mn complex 

simultaneously.  
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Figure 4.5. (a) LCVs of bare carbon cloth (black trace), MnTPP-noncov (blue trace), 

MnTPP-cov/1 (red trace), MnTPP-cov/5 (violet trace) and MnTPP-cov/10 (green trace); (b) 

corresponding Tafel plots. (c) Koutecky-Levich plots obtained for MnTPP-cov/5. Slopes 

corresponding to 2-electron (red) and 4-electron (black) reduction mechanisms are shown for 

reference. (d) Formal electron transfer numbers obtained from the analysis of Koutecky-Levich 

plots. (e) EIS of MnTPP-cov/5 at the potentials of from 0.0 to -0.2 V and (f) between -0.3 and 

-1.0 V. High-frequency (HF) and low-frequency (LF) time constants are marked with blue 

rectangles. Electrolyte: O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH an all cases. 
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An RDE study of MnTPP-noncov in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte showed linear Koutecky-Levich 

plots with the ETN gradually decreasing from 2.9 to 2.5 with the increase of overpotential 

(Figure 4.5d). In turn, graphs obtained for MnTPP-cov/5 under the same conditions showed 

the presence of two regions (Figures 4.5c, d). The first of them corresponds ⁓ 2e- slope under 

rotation rates above 1000 RPM while the second one with slower angular velocities is quite 

close to that expected for 4e- transfer. Notably, the 4e- reduction appeared at the potentials more 

positive than -0.6 V.  In case of MnTPP-cov/10 the Koutecky-Levich plots (Figure A23) are 

similar and give ETNs very close to those calculated for MnTPP-cov/5 (Figure 4.5d). The 

variation of slope could be interpreted as the two-step reaction taking place, most probably by 

stepwise reduction of O2 to H2O2 and then to H2O.[48]  Impedance spectroscopy of MnTPP-

cov/5 showed two main features: a well-defined semi-circle at the frequencies above 1Hz 

(shown as HF in Figures 4.5e, f) and less pronounced, but clearly observable low-frequency 

constant in the mHz region (shown as LF in Figures 4.5e, f) under potentials below -0.1 V. 

This response could be understood as a circuit containing two capacitances which agrees well 

with the assumption of a two-step reduction with two separate charge carrier mechanisms and 

hence, two resistances. Finally, the stability of MnTPP-cov/5 in the ORR was assessed via 

prolonged cycling in O2-saturated alkaline electrolyte. We found that the activity was gradually 

decreasing, and after ⁓200 cycles the CV shape was quite similar to the one measured for bare 

carbon cloth (Figure A24). 

Considering the results of RDE experiments, the presence of two waves on LCVs and two time 

constants in impedance spectra we believe that H2O formation on the covalently immobilised 

complex takes place in a stepwise manner: first to H2O2 and then to H2O. Reduction happens 

as a cascade of single electron transfers as evidenced by the slope of the Tafel plot, and the 

proposed reaction mechanism is featured in the Figure A25. Similar to the acidic medium, the 

fast step of H2O2 formation precedes its slower reduction to H2O and completely takes over at 

high overpotentials. Considering that the MnIII/MnII redox transformation is centred around -

0.24 V, i.e. much earlier than ORR onset, we could conclude that the formation of active MnII 

species precedes the reaction of the catalyst with O2. Also, the noncovalent heterogenization 

mode disfavours further reduction of H2O2 even at low overpotentials most probably due to its 

inability to accommodate two oxygen atoms on two Mn centres simultaneously and only 

massive excess of drop-cast catalyst allows it to achieve an ETN of 3.1.  

In total, MnTPP-based catalysts showed lower current densities and required higher 

overpotentials than state of the art Pt/C (20%, E-TEK). The current density for the commercial 
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catalyst reaches ⁓ 6 mA/cm2 [49-51]  with the current onsets at +0.9 V in acidic medium[27, 

49]  and +0.1 V in alkaline electrolyte.[50-51]  In both media Pt/C shows the preferable 

formation of H2O across all the potential range. It is also interesting to compare the MnTPP 

catalysts with the performance of Ag/C materials which also have high ORR current densities, 

but ETNs show a variation between 4.0 and 3.8 with similarly increasing yield of H2O2 at more 

negative potentials.[50-51]  However, for metal-based catalysts neither variation of metal 

loading nor particle size appear to provide such a great degree of control over the reaction rate 

and selectivity as for MnTPP-cov-based materials.[52]  

4.2.4 Effect of immobilisation mode on the activity of MnTPP in CO2ERR 

Further, the activity of covalently immobilised MnTPP was assessed in CO2ERR. Linear scan 

voltammetry in aqueous electrolyte revealed that the immobilised layer of Mn porphyrinate 

inhibits hydrogen discharge, however no significant current increase corresponding to high rate 

of CO2 reduction was observed. Indeed, compared to bare carbon cloth, MnTPP-cov/1 shifts 

the current onset from -0.77 V to -1.02 V vs NHE as measured at j = 0.1 mA/cm2 (Figure 4.6a). 

At the same time, hydrogen evolution might mask the CO2 reduction current if the reaction rate 

is comparatively small. To find out if the surface-bound complex is reactive toward CO2, we 

performed a controlled potential electrolysis at -1.09 V vs NHE in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 

(η = 540 mV). The formation of CO as a sole product of CO2 reduction along with H2 evolution 

was detected and the reaction yielded 1.0 μmol/cm2 of CO with the maximum FE(CO) of 13.3 

% (Figures 4.6b, c, red curves). Unfortunately, a blank experiment with bare carbon cloth 

electrode led to the formation of H2 and CO as well (Figure 4.6b, black trace). The amount of 

CO produced by carbon cloth electrode was 0.8 μmol/cm2 which is only slightly smaller than 

what was obtained on MnTPP-cov/1. However, in full agreement with LSV data the maximum 

FE(CO) in blank experiment was only 1.7 % (Figure 4.6c, black trace). 

To compare the catalytic performance of the heterogeneous complex in both immobilisation 

modes, the study of MnTPP-noncov with 6.7‧10-8 mol/cm2 of the catalyst on the surface (100 

times higher loading than on MnTPP-cov/1, the amount is typical for non-covalently modified 

electrodes) and MnTPP-noncov(low)  bearing 6.7‧10-10 mol/cm2 (equivalent to the loading on 

MnTPP-cov/1) was performed. Both electrodes were manufactured via drop-casting. As seen 

from linear scan voltammograms, regardless of the amount of drop-cast complex, 

noncovalently immobilised materials have similar electrochemical behavior (Figure 4.6a, blue 

and green traces) showing moderate inhibition of hydrogen evolution with the current density 
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reaching 0.1 mA/cm2 at the potential of -0.87 V vs NHE. Electrolysis on MnTPP-noncov(low) 

at -1.09 V produced 0.2 μmol of CO in the course of a 2 h long experiment (Figure 4.6b, green 

trace). The faradic yield of CO reached a maximum of ⁓ 1.5% (Figure 4.6c, green trace). 

Interestingly, increase of the surface loading by two orders of magnitude led to a further drop 

of CO2 reduction efficiency. Though the total amount of CO generated was the same 0.2 μmol, 

the FE(CO) decreased to 0.4 % (blue traces in the Figures 4.6b and 4.6c, respectively). 

Thus, introduction of a covalent link between the immobilised complex and the electrode 

significantly suppressed the hydrogen evolution reaction and led to the increase of CO 

production rate. However, even in the case of MnTPP-cov/1 the inherent low activity of 

MnTPP in CO2ERR led to negligible amounts of CO produced in the reaction. Indeed, the Mn 

complex yielded much smaller amounts of CO compared to heterogeneous Fe and Co 

porphyrins.[53-55]  Also, considering that the carbon cloth itself is capable of driving the 

CO2ERR with low FE(CO), it is difficult to establish how much CO was produced on the 

support and on MnTPP itself. 

To elucidate whether this low activity of MnTPP in the heterogeneous system is induced by 

the use of aqueous electrolyte or this is an inherent property of the complex, analysis of the 

CO2ERR in the homogeneous system was performed as well. CV in dry DMF showed 

characteristic redox waves corresponding to the MnIII/MnII, MnII/MnI and MnI/Mn0 (Figure 

4.2c, black trace) the most negative of which becomes completely irreversible in the presence 

of CO2 showing that [Mn0TPP]2- quickly reacts with it (Figure 4.6d, violet trace). At the same 

time, the MnII/MnI wave has an intensity slightly higher than one electron meaning that the 

MnI complex has sufficient nucleophilicity to slowly react with CO2 or traces of H2O in the 

electrolyte. After addition of water to CO2-saturated electrolyte the reversibility of this wave 

almost disappeared as well due to the reaction of [MnITPP]- with H+ and CO2 though the peak 

cathodic current did not increase (Figure 4.6d, green trace). These observations gave grounds 

to believe that [MnITPP]- and [Mn0TPP]2- species may react with the species in the solution in 

two ways. First, they may act as weak electrocatalysts; however, the activity appears to be too 

low to induce a large reduction current as they are more prone to react with H+ than CO2 in 

good agreement with results obtained in heterogenous system. Another possibility is that 

MnTPP could irreversibly react with the substrate and the reduction current is wasted on 

complex decomposition instead. 
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Figure 4.6. (a) LSVs obtained for bare carbon cloth (black trace), MnTPP-cov/1 (red trace), 

MnTPP-noncov (blue trace) and MnTPP-noncov(low) (green trace); (b) amount of CO and 

(c) FE(CO) observed on the same materials during CPE under potential of - 1.09 V vs NHE. 

CO2-saturated 0.5 M aqueous KHCO3 was used as a supporting electrolyte in this 

heterogeneous system. (d) CVs of 2mM solution of MnTPP in CO2-saturated DMF before 

(violet trace) and after (green trace) addition of 2 M H2O. Scan rate 50 mV/s. (e) amount of 

CO and (d) FE(CO) measured during electrolysis of 2 mM MnTPP in CO2-saturated DMF at -

1.74 V vs Fc+/Fc. Violet traces correspond to dry solvent and brown – to the one with 2 M of 

H2O. 0.1 M TBAP was used as a supporting electrolyte in homogeneous system. 
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To elucidate the reaction mechanism, a prolonged electrolysis of homogeneous CO2-saturated 

solution of MnTPP in DMF was performed at -1.74 V vs Fc+/Fc (foot of the 

[MnIITPP]/[MnITPP]- wave). A small amount of CO was detected as a sole CO2 reduction as 

well with the cumulative production 2 times smaller than in an aqueous electrolyte with no 

noticeable MnTPP decomposition (Figures 4.6e-f, green curves). Interestingly, the CPE 

performed under the same potential in the presence of water shows a similar CO production 

rate and FE(CO) showing that the CO reduction rate most probably does not depend on the 

presence of proton donors. These experiments showed that MnITPP can react with CO2, 

although it appears to be more selective towards hydrogen production rather than CO2ERR. 

Moreover, even a small amount of CO present in the solution appears to be enough to 

coordinate to the metal centre and quench the CO2ERR as evidenced by quick drop of FE(CO) 

by the end of 2 h long CPE. Catalysis by [Mn0TPP]2- that might form via disproportionation of 

[MnITPP]- or directly under potentials more negative than -2.0 V is highly unlikely due to 

instability of the Mn0 complex. Indeed, CPE under -2.0 V vs Fc+/Fc (foot of MnI/Mn0 wave) 

was accompanied by severe catalyst decomposition which led to accumulation of a yellow 

precipitate on the surface of the carbon cloth and release of unmetalated ligand as evidenced 

by the isolation of free-base tetraphenylporphyrin from the reaction mixture (the structure was 

confirmed with 1H NMR, Figure A26). Thus, the reductive current around MnI/Mn0 redox 

transformation is based on the catalyst decomposition rather than on CO2 reduction similar to 

the case of homogeneous CoTPP-catalysed CO2ERR in DMF reported recently.[56]  

4.3 Conclusions 

To sum up, we immobilised covalently MnTPP onto carbon electrodes using electroreduction 

of the porphyrin diazonium salt with the following metalation of a surface-tethered ligand. 

Variation of electrodeposition time allows to conveniently tune the density of the organic layer 

on the surface and therefore to optimize the average Mn-Mn distance. After 5-min 

electrodeposition (MnTPP-cov/5) ГEA reaches the point where metal atoms are close enough 

to participate in multicentred electrochemical reactions to occur. This transition manifested 

itself in almost exclusive 4e- ORR in alkaline solution at the potentials where the noncovalent 

analogue had a selectivity to H2O formation of ⁓ 50 %. Also, as measured at -0.79 V vs NHE, 

the ORR current density on MnTPP-cov/5 was 2.4 times higher than on MnTPP-noncov. 

Analysis of Tafel plots, impedance spectra and appearance of two diffuse reduction waves on 

LSVs and potential-dependant Koutecky-Levich plots suggest that the ORR on covalently 
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immobilised porphyrin most likely proceeds via a two-step reduction on MnII species where 

H2O2 is produced first and then reduced further to H2O before it leaves the electrocatalyst layer. 

Meanwhile, the OER rate depends mainly on the amount of electrochemically active catalyst 

and heterogenisation method does not have a considerable effect on it. Finally, when tested in 

CO2ERR, MnTPP shows generally poor activity both in homogeneous and heterogeneous 

systems. Indeed, even in non-aqueous electrolyte the amount of CO produced during prolonged 

CPE remains extremely low and if the potential is increased further to achieve MnI/Mn0 

transformation, severe decomposition of the complex occurs. 

Thus, activity and selectivity of Mn porphyrin-based catalysts in ORR could be 

conveniently tuned using different immobilisation methods providing a much greater degree 

of flexibility than the widely studied Pt/C and Ag/C catalysts. At the same time, the 

immobilisation mode appears to be irrelevant for OER and only the amount of the 

electrochemically active catalyst influences the reaction rate. At last, even though MnTPP has 

very low intrinsic activity in CO2ERR, both the FE(CO) and the CO2 reduction rate were 

noticeably higher when covalent link with the surface is introduced. 
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CHAPTER 5. COVALENT IMMOBILISATION AND 

ELECTROCATLYTIC ACTIVITY OF COBALT PORPHYRIN 

IN CO2ERR AND ORR 

5.1 Introduction 

As we noted in the Chapter 2 the activity of Co porphyrins is remarkable both in CO2ERR and 

ORR. Interestingly, CoI is a catalytically active form of complex in case of CO2ERR only in 

aqueous medium where these complexes are not readily soluble. This is in strong contrast to 

homogeneous systems where the formation of highly reactive Co0 species is required to drive 

CO formation.[1]  In case of ORR the activity of Co binuclear porphyrin complexes was found 

to be dependent on the Co‧‧‧Co separation and the interatomic distance could be tuned using 

various bridges between porphyrin cores, but a similar effect could be achieved by the creating 

of a dense layer of the complex on the surface.[2-4]  Hence, the development of an effective 

heterogenisation technique is paramount for this class of catalysts.  

Noncovalent electrode modification via drop-casting has been widely used for heterogenisation 

of Co macrocyclic complexes. As such, high activity of Co tetraphenylporphyrin (CoTPP) and 

Co phtalocyanine composites with carbon nanotubes (CNT) rely on high surface area of the 

CNT to maximize CO2 reduction activity.[1, 5]  Pyrene-appended Fe porphyrin makes use of 

π-π interactions between the CNT carbon plane and its pyrene unit.[6]  Approaches based on 

incorporation of the porphyrin core into metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [7-8]  and covalent 

organic frameworks (COFs) [9-10]  produced good catalysts with the latter yielding TON of 

up to 2.9‧105 with an overpotential of 550 mV. Notwithstanding their utility, noncovalently 

immobilised catalysts may suffer from slow electron transfer and leaching due to weak 

connection to the electrode.[6, 11]  Noncovalent immobilisation of the simplest Co porphin 

complex was found to trigger 4e- ORR, most probably due to its small size, which positions 

the flat molecules in the face-to-face position.[4]  However, for readily available CoTPP this 

effect was not observed.[2]  

In turn, covalent attachment is a rather appealing option since a catalyst could be tethered to 

the electrode via a stable chemical bond assuring fast electron transfer onto the catalytically 

active centre and protecting material against physical damage in the conditions of severe 

effervescence. However, reports of covalently immobilised CO2ERR catalysts are much 

scarcer due to more sophisticated preparation and so far, TONs/TOFs reported for covalently 
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tethered complexes have been quite low. As such, Fe hexahydroxyporphyrin was grafted to 

carbon nanotubes via an amide linker accumulating TON of 532 over 3 h in aqueous electrolyte 

at -1.06 V vs NHE.[12]  In another example, Co porphyrin was attached to conductive diamond 

via a long 1,2,3-triazolyl-terminated alkyl chain. This hybrid electrode maintained a CO2 

reduction current after 103 cycles between -0.5 and -1.8 V vs Ag/Ag+ in acetonitrile.[13]  CO 

formation was unambiguously detected by FTIR; however, no TON was experimentally 

measured. The third example is covalent grafting of Co terpyridine onto glassy carbon with the 

following study of its activity in hydrogen evolution reaction and CO2ERR in DMF.[14]  

Although in the presence of CO2 the faradic current dropped to baseline levels within 30 min, 

the catalyst showed a TON in CO of 70. Notably, potentially explosive pure diazoniums salts 

have often been used as grafting agents.[12, 14-15]  For ORR, covalent immobilisation of Co 

porphyrin incorporated into a COF-like structure based on graphene oxide, showed excellent 

4e- selectivity, however as there was no noncovalently immobilised analogue in this study, it 

is difficult to determine the exact cause of the dramatic shift in the reaction selectivity.[16]  

In the present work, we endeavoured to attach covalently CoTPP to the surface of carbon cloth 

via a phenylene linker using electroreduction of the corresponding diazonium salt safely 

generated in situ. We assumed such a short conductive linker would enhance the rate of electron 

transfer onto the Co centre, impart higher stability to the resulting material and increase the 

surface concentration of the electrochemically active complex.[17]  Furthermore, as on the 

example of Mn porphyrins we showed that it is possible to increase the contribution of 4e- ORR 

pathway in the reaction mechanism, we sought to determine if a similar effect could be 

observed for Co analogues which normally behave as 2e- ORR catalysts.[3] CoTPP was chosen 

as a catalyst since its great stability in CO2ERR is well known (the cumulative TON of up to 

2.9‧105 was reported)[10] and compared to the Fe analogues CoTPP is more active in the 

aqueous medium as discussed in the section 2.5. It is also notable that the CoTPP is an excellent 

catalyst for the ORR as well, but the reaction proceeds predominantly via 2e- mechanism and 

hence it would be highly desirable to trigger the 4e- reduction pathway without any losses in 

terms of activity. As in the case of study on Mn porphyrinates, the choice of 

tetraphenylporphyrin core as a ligand was largely dictated by the fact that the synthetic 

procedure would furnish a covalently immobilised material with the catalyst structure identical 

to the one found in noncovalently heterogenised analogue. 
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5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1 Immobilisation of CoTPP on carbon cloth 

Covalently immobilised Co tetraphenylporphyrin (CoTPP-cov/1) was prepared using the 

multistep procedure as described in the Scheme 5.1. Diazotation of TPP-NH2 in aqueous 

trifluoroacetic acid (1:1) at -5°C generates TPP-N2+ and the following electroreduction at 0.0 

V vs Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) in potentiostatic mode on a carbon cloth electrode furnishes a layer 

of covalently grafted porphyrin.[18-21]  Introduction of the cobalt atom into surface-tethered 

porphyrin core was attained via treatment with 0.05 M solution of Co(OAc)2 in 

DMF/CH3COOH (9:1) at 120 °C with the formation of hybrid material CoTPP-cov/1.[22]  A 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study revealed the lack of visible crystalline deposits and 

scattered thin patches of polymerized material (Figure 5.1a). Energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) mapping shows uniform distribution of nitrogen and Co throughout the 

surface of carbon fibres confirming good coverage with Co porphyrinate (Figure 5.1b). Also, 

we believe that the rather positive potential used for grafting allowed to mitigate overreduction 

of transient radicals and achieve their connection with the carbon surface.[15, 21]   

 

Scheme 5.1. Preparation of covalently immobilised Co tetraphenylporphyrin (CoTPP-cov/1). 

To compare properties of the same catalyst in noncovalent immobilisation mode we prepared 

electrodes via drop-casting of CoTPP solution in DMF onto the carbon cloth (denoted as 

CoTPP-noncov). The total amount of the deposited complex was 8‧10-8 mol/cm2 unless 

otherwise noted.  

Raman spectroscopy and electrochemical studies were performed to confirm the formation of 

the covalently immobilised porphyrin layer. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) in dry oxygen-free DMF 

containing 0.1 M of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAP) as supporting 

electrolyte (Figure 5.1c, red trace) showed typical responses of CoII/CoI and CoI/Co0 redox 
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pairs at -1.30 V and -2.39 V vs Fc+/Fc respectively. These values are close to the formal redox 

potentials of [CoIITPP]/[CoITPP]- and [CoITPP]-/[Co0TPP]2- in homogeneous solution (-1.31 

and -2.42 V vs Fc+/Fc, Figure 5.1c, blue trace). The covalent nature of the complex 

immobilisation could be inferred from the fact that the CoTPP-noncov is easily washed away 

from the electrode with DMF leaving pristine carbon fabric without any characteristic redox 

behavior. In turn, removal of electrodeposited complex could not be attained by any means 

without destruction of the electrode. CV measurements in degassed aqueous 0.5 M KOH gave 

a surface loading of the electrochemically active complex (ГEA) of ⁓ 6.9‧10-10 mol/cm2 with 

clear linear correlation between peak current and potential scan rate (Figure 5.1d-e). Values of 

ГEA found by integration of the reduction wave using Equation 3.1 and from the reoxidation 

peak currents through Equation 3.2 are in good agreement. 

 
Figure 5.1. (a) SEM imaging and (b) EDS mapping of CoTPP-cov/1; elements shown are: C 

(cyan), N (yellow) and Co (violet). (c) CV of CoTPP and CoTPP-cov/1 in DMF containing 

0.1 M of TBAP as a supporting electrolyte, scan rate 100 mV/sec, currents are normalized to 

the CoII/CoI reoxidation peak; (d) dependence of CV shape and (e) peak current density on the 

potential scan rate in degassed 0.5 M aqueous KOH electrolyte; (f) Raman spectra of CoTPP-

cov/1, CoTPP-noncov and solid CoTPP. TBAP: tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate.  
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Raman spectra provided additional evidence of CoTPP formation on the surface (Figure 5.1f). 

Since retention of signature signals is expected upon immobilisation, a band at 385 cm-1 found 

in the spectra of CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov could be identified as the strongest peak 

of the CoTPP spectrum.[5, 23]  Notably, both for CoTPP-noncov and CoTPP-cov/1 the peak 

is shifted compared to the unsupported complex by 9 cm-1 and in the latter case it is more 

diffuse. Also, a group of bands corresponding to C-H vibrations between 3000 and 3200 cm-1 

is clearly visible in the spectra of CoTPP-noncov and free CoTPP does not appear in the case 

of CoTPP-cov/1 (Figure 5.1f). Overall, changes in CoTPP Raman spectra upon attachment to 

the carbon support could be interpreted as a result of strong electronic interactions with its 

surface.[5]  [24]   

 
Figure 5.2. (a) CV of CoTPP-noncov on a carbon cloth electrode and (b) anodic and cathodic 

peak currents of CoI/CoII redox pair in 0.5 M degassed KOH at various scan rates; (c) SEM 

image and EDS mapping of CoTPP-noncov. 

Regarding CoTPP-noncov, the CV response of the reversible redox couple 

[CoIITPP]/[CoITPP]- in degassed 0.5 KOH was also used to calculate ГEA. Clearly, only 2.9‧10-

10 mol/cm2 or 0.36 % of all deposited complex is electrochemically active (Figure 5.2a). 

Typical for heterogeneous systems, a linear dependence of peak current on the potential scan 

rate is clearly seen and ГEA calculated by integration of the reduction wave correlates with the 

value obtained from the peak reoxidation current (Figure 5.2b). Representative SEM imaging 

of the resulting material revealed formation of flaky crystals greatly segregated on the edges of 

carbon cloth (Figures 5.2c, A27). EDS mapping showed high concentrations of cobalt and 

nitrogen in these aggregates with uniform distribution of these elements across other parts of 

the surface (Figure 5.2c). Clearly, most of the area bears uniformly adsorbed layer of CoTPP 

while crystals are formed by the material left after surface saturation.  
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We also estimated the average surface area occupied by a single porphyrin unit. The ratio of 

the electrochemically active surface area (SEA) to the geometric area (SG) for carbon cloth was 

found to be 2.6 using double layer capacitance (DLC) measurements as shown in the Figure 

A29. Considering ГEA of 6.9‧10-10 mol/cm2, each porphyrin moiety in CoTPP-cov/1 on average 

takes 0.4 nm2 while this value for CoTPP-noncov is 0.9 nm2. These values give grounds to 

believe that we deal with a thin multilayer rather than with a monolayer on the surface of 

CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov as well.  

Additionally, the immobilisation mode considerably affects the double layer capacitance. As 

measured in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte, carbon cloth and CoTPP-noncov have a DLC of ⁓ 289 

and 219 μF/cm2, respectively (Figures A16 and A29 respectively). We believe the organic film 

in noncovalent immobilisation mode is quite permeable and it is possible for electrolyte to 

reach the electrode surface under the layer of complex while a 70 μF/cm2 drop is rather caused 

by the presence of microcrystals isolating the carbon from the electrolyte. In turn, the DLC of 

CoTPP-cov/1 is 391 μF/cm2 (Figure A29) which is 102 μF/cm2 higher than that of the bare 

carbon fabric showing that the electrodeposited layer of hydrophobic porphyrin is quite dense 

as the capacitance increase comes from the diffusion limitations imposed on solvated ions by 

organometallic moieties. [25]  

To sum up, we immobilised Co porphyrin on the surface of carbon cloth in covalent and 

noncovalent modes. Carbon fibers are uniformly covered with the redox active layer of Co 

porphyrinate in both cases as clearly evidenced by electrochemical studies and Raman spectra. 

Covalent ligation of the porphyrin core to the surface of carbon cloth could be inferred from 

the facts that the immobilised complex in CoTPP-cov/1 is not soluble in organic solvents and 

appear to closer interact with carbon fibers than in CoTPP-noncov which results in higher a 

DLC capacitance.[25]  In the following study we consider values of ГEA as the active amount 

of complex taking part in CO2ERR (Figures 5.1c and 5.2a). 

5.2.2 Catalytic activity of CoTPP in CO2ERR  

CV was used to assess the overall activity of CoTPP in both immobilisation modes. 

Voltammograms showed poorly defined irreversible reduction peaks heavily overlapped with 

H+ discharge (Figures 5.3a-b). A characteristic increase of the reduction current and shift of its 

onset towards more positive potentials upon saturation of the electrolyte with CO2 were clearly 

observed as well.[10]  As such, for CoTPP-noncov in degassed electrolyte the reduction 

current of 1 mA/cm2 was attained at -0.99 V vs NHE while in the presence of CO2 the same 
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value was reached at -0.92 V (Figure 5.3a). Comparison of CoTPP-noncov and CoTPP-cov/1 

shows that the overall activity of the latter is considerably higher. As measured at -1.0 V, the 

faradic current in CO2-saturated electrolyte rose from 1.7 to 4.7 mA/cm2 with the introduction 

of the covalent link (Figure 5.3a, red trace and Figure 5.3b, blue trace). Interestingly, CV of an 

electrode bearing 8‧10-10 mol/cm2 of CoTPP (the amount is similar to ГEA of CoTPP-cov/1) 

was close to the one recorded for bare carbon cloth (Figure 5.3b, violet trace). An increase of 

surface loading to 1.6‧10-7 and 2.4‧10-7 mol/cm2 did not improve the catalytic activity thus 

additionally proving saturation of the carbon surface with CoTPP (Figure 5.3b, green and 

brown traces, respectively). To confirm the results obtained from the analysis of CV curves, 4 

h long electrolyses at -1.10 V (η = 550 mV) were undertaken. CoTPP-cov/1 exhibited a much 

higher CO production rate of 82 μmol/cm2 with the FE(CO) of 71 % and a current density of 

⁓ 1.5 mA/cm2 while CoTPP-noncov produced only 40 μmol/cm2 of CO with FE(CO) of 52 % 

and a current density of ⁓ 1 mA/cm2 (Figure 5.3c-e, red and blue traces, respectively). In good 

agreement with CV data, a decrease of the complex loading to 8‧10-10 mol/cm2 led to a sharp 

drop of CO2 reduction efficiency to 1.9 μmol/cm2 with FE(CO) of 5 % only (Figures 5.3c-e, 

violet traces). Bare carbon cloth also produces 1.7 μmol of CO with FE(CO) of 1.7 %, but 

immobilisation of the porphyrin layer almost completely suppresses its activity (Figure A30a). 

Also, the NMR analysis of the electrolytes after 4 h long electrolyses failed to detect the 

formation of any liquid products such and methanol or formate in good agreement with the 

earlier reports.  

Encouraged by the results of the preliminary evaluation, we performed a series of 30 min 

electrolyses at potentials between -1.00 and -1.20 V vs NHE. The aim of this electrokinetic 

study was to optimize the electrode potential in CO2ERR, gain insight into the influence of the 

covalent bond with the electrode on the reaction mechanism and clarify the nature of active 

sites responsible for concurrent hydrogen evolution. As clearly seen from Figure 5.4a, the total 

amount of CO produced by CoTPP-cov/1 is much higher at all potentials reaching 16.1 

μmol/cm2 at -1.20 V as opposed to CoTPP-noncov which yields 7.1 μmol/cm2 under the same 

conditions. 
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Figure 5.3. (a) CVs of CoTPP-cov/1 in N2- and CO2-purged aqueous electrolyte, CVs of bare 

carbon cloth are shown for clarity; (b) CV traces of CoTPP-noncov with the variable amount 

of noncovalently immobilised CoTPP in CO2-saturated electrolyte; (c) total amount of CO, (d) 

FE(CO) and (e) current densities observed during 4 h long controlled potential electrolyses 

(CPE) at -1.10 V vs NHE in CO2-saturated electrolyte. Electrolyte: 0.5 M KHCO3 in all cases, 

potential scan rate is 100 mV/s.  

Although the better overall CO evolution rate is not surprising considering the higher amount 

of electrochemically active complex in CoTPP-cov/1, a striking difference between 

immobilisation modes becomes apparent from the comparison of TOF values (Figure 5.4a). At 

the lowest studied potential of -1.00 V CoTPP-cov/1 has TOF of 4.8 s-1 which is 2.4 times 

higher than that of CoTPP-noncov. However, at the potentials more negative than -1.10 V the 

difference in per site activity is less pronounced and TOF reaches 13 s-1 at -1.20 V in both 

cases. Clearly, the covalent ligation of the catalyst to the carbon surface markedly increases the 

CO2ERR rate at low potentials. 
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Figure 5.4. (a) total amount of CO produced and (b) TOF observed for CoTPP in both 

immobilisation modes as a function of the applied potential; (c) Tafel plot of CO2ERR; (d) 

FE(CO); (e) Tafel plot of H2 evolution. Experiments were performed as 30 min runs in CO2-

saturated 0.5 M aqueous KHCO3; measured values and standard deviation bars represent 

average of three measurements; (d) total amount of CO obtained during 24 h long electrolysis 

at -1.05 V vs NHE. 

To elucidate factors affecting the reaction speed, we plotted the logarithm of the average CO2 

reduction current density against overpotential (Figure 5.4c). For CoTPP-noncov, the Tafel 

plot has the slope of 222 mV/dec. This value is generally consistent with 255 mV/dec reported 

by Hu et al for the CoTPP-CNT composite,[1]  but considerably higher than 165 mV/dec found 

for Co porphyrin embedded in MOF.[7]  In strong contrast to CoTPP-noncov, for CoTPP-

cov/1 the slope is 477 mV/dec that is close to 470 mV/dec reported by Lin et al for CoTPP-

based COF.[10]  Also, the current-overpotential relationship follows Ohm’s law rather than the 

Tafel’s and analysis of earlier works shows similar behaviour for other macrocyclic catalysts 

containing a Co atom. 

One could clearly see that the kinetic behaviour of CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov are 

distinctively different. Although CO2ERR is a complex multistep process,[26-27]  the 
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following observations provide important clues: (i) the Tafel plot steepness drops with the 

introduction of a conjugated linker between porphyrin and electrode; (ii) the TOF at the 

potentials close to that of the reversible CoI/CoII redox couple substantially increases upon 

introduction of a conductive linker (iii) CO evolution kinetics shows apparent deviation from 

logarithmic behaviour coupled with the absence of curve flattening at high overpotentials. 

Clearly, the diffusion polarization could not be a limiting factor as otherwise the line flattening 

would be evident while purely electrochemical kinetics should lead to an exponential rise of 

the CO2ERR curve.[28]  Thus, we conclude that the CO formation reaction is fast compared to 

the speed of the CoITPP species regeneration and the electron transfer onto the complex is a 

primary rate-limiting step at the potentials more positive than -1.10 V vs NHE. It appears that 

this process is responsible for the observed resistance polarization and the π-system of the 

phenylene anchoring group significantly improves the CoII to CoI transformation. Meanwhile, 

more negative bias renders the electron transfer from the electrode to the catalyst fast enough 

regardless of the immobilisation mode and either CO extrusion or nucleophilic attack on CO2 

becomes the slowest process of the catalytic cycle which manifests itself in merging of TOF 

curves (Figure 5.4b).  

FE(CO) is also dependent on the applied potential (Figure 5.4d). The highest average FE(CO) 

of 67 % for CoTPP-cov/1 was achieved at -1.05 V. However, this value for CoTPP-noncov 

was only 50 % at -1.10 V, i.e. at 50 mV more negative electrode bias. Regarding the 

dependence of FE(CO) on the electrode potential, two distinctively different mechanisms could 

lead to simultaneous formation of gases: both are produced solely on CoTPP or CO forms on 

the catalyst and H2 on the support. Analysis of water discharge kinetics on CoTPP-cov/1 and 

CoTPP-noncov reveals a clear logarithmic dependence of the hydrogen evolution current on 

the potential (Figure A32).  Tafel plots derived from these curves are rather parallel having 

slopes of 213 mV/dec for CoTPP-cov/1 and 250 mV/dec for CoTPP-noncov (Figure 5.4e). 

Although H+ reduction measured on the bare carbon cloth has a slope of 105 mV/dec (Figure 

A31), this difference is expected considering that around half of the current is spent on 

CO2ERR. Based on this, the carbon fabric is responsible for concurrent H2 production while 

CoTPP itself has selectivity to CO2 of not less than 91 % as measured by Hu et al.[1]  Thus, 

FE(CO) is defined by the superposition of H2 evolution kinetics which is governed by the 

exponential law and that of CO2ERR that is rather a function of the amount of accessible 

catalyst, its nature and the rate of electron transfer from the electrode surface onto the 
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catalytically active centre. Hence, the point of the highest FE(CO) corresponds to the balance 

where the CO2ERR is already fast and water discharge is still slow. 

Finally, we studied the long-term performance of CoTPP-modified electrodes under a potential 

of -1.05 V vs NHE where CoTPP-cov/1 showed the highest FE(CO). By the end of 24 h long 

electrolysis CoTPP-cov/1 produced 252 μmol/cm2 of CO as opposed to CoTPP-noncov with 

the overall CO production of 38 μmol/cm2 (Figure 5.4d). The cumulative TON of CoTPP-

cov/1 was calculated to be 3.9‧105 while that of CoTPP-noncov was 1.3‧105 only (Figure 

A33a). The FE(CO) for CoTPP-cov/1 reached 81 % and the catalyst maintained a high FE(CO) 

for at least 8 h (Figure A33b). Clearly, the TON observed for CoTPP-cov/1 was 3 times higher 

with better FE(CO) which means that covalent immobilisation does improve the overall 

stability of the electrode material. However, by the end of electrolysis the FE(CO) and TOF 

dropped in both cases due to changes in porphyrin structure.[1]  Based on these observations, 

we concluded that more than one mechanism is responsible for the catalyst deactivation.  

Strong bond with the electrode surface does prevent such phenomena as leaching and 

recrystallisation while the stability of the complex itself is largely unaffected by the 

heterogenization mode. 

Table 5.1. Comparison of heterogeneous metalloporphyrin catalysts operating in 
aqueous medium. 

Entry Catalyst V vs NHE Electrolyte FE(CO), % TOF, s-1 Ref. 
1 CoTPP-cov/1 -1.05 0.5 M KHCO3 67 8.3 This work 
2 CoTPP-noncov -1.05 0.5M KHCO3 45 4.4 This work 
3 CoTPP/CNT -1.10 0.5M KHCO3 91 2.75 [1]  
4 COF-367-Co -1.09 0.5M KHCO3 91 0.56 [10]  
5 COF-367-Co 

(1%) (1%) 

-1.09 0.5M KHCO3 40 2.6 [10]  
6 CATPyr/CNT -1.03 0.5M NaHCO3 93 0.04 [6]  
7 CATCO2H -1.06 0.5M NaHCO3 86 0.05 [12]  

Compared with earlier reports concerning CoTPP-based catalysts, TOF values obtained in our 

work both for CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov (Table 1, entries 1 and 2) are clearly higher. 

As not all noncovalently deposited complex is electrochemically active, in case of CoTPP/CNT 

hybrid this difference is most likely due to the fact that we used ГEA values instead of total 

catalyst loading (Table 1, entry 3).[1]  In case of COFs the resulting TOF most probably is 

affected by CO2 diffusion limitations within porous framework structure.[10]  At the same 

time, an estimation of surface loading for Fe counterparts was performed in the same manner 

and the catalytic activity of our CoTPP-cov/1 is ⁓ 200 and ⁓160 times higher than that of 

CATPyr and CATCO2H respectively (Table 1, entries 6 and 7).[6, 12]  Although the average 
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FE(CO) that we measured in our work is somewhat lower than that described in previous 

reports, it is the result of the carbon fabric being used as a support instead of CNTs. 

5.2.3 Catalytic activity of CoTPP in ORR 

Next, the activity of Co porphyrin was studied in the oxygen reduction reaction. In the first 

step of our investigation we endeavoured to assess the catalytic activity and stability of CoTPP 

in acidic (0.5 M H2SO4), neutral (0.1 M KClO4) and alkaline (0.1 M KOH) media. CV and 

LCV measurements were performed to evaluate the overall activity while Tafel analysis of 

linear scans was employed to obtain kinetic information. It should be noted that for the initial 

screening of the reaction conditions we employed CoTPP-noncov and based on these results 

the activity of covalently immobilised electrodes was studied. Also, we intentionally avoided 

the use of Nafion resin for immobilisation in order to observe the intrinsic activity of the 

complex as otherwise slow diffusion of H2O2 through the layer of polymer might have 

interfered with the kinetic measurements. 

The general activity of CoTPP in ORR was assessed using CV. The CV study of CoTPP-

noncov in alkaline medium (Figure 5.5a, black trace) showed well-defined quasi-reversible 

redox couple at 0.02 V vs NHE. A similar behaviour was observed in a neutral electrolyte, 

however the intensity of reoxidation wave significantly decreased and the E1/2 shifted to 0.07 

V bs NHE and a further increase of pH led to a complete disappearance of the reoxidation peak. 

This behaviour could be explained by the formation of the HO2
- anion that could be transformed 

back to O2 upon reversed scan. Importantly, the variation of the CV scan rate showed a linear 

dependence of the peak current on the square root of the scan rate which is typical for 

homogeneous systems (Figure A34). Thus, this is indeed O2 transformation that is responsible 

for this redox couple as extremely low solubility of CoTPP would furnish a typical 

heterogeneous system with nonlinear line shape.[29]  

A further study of the ORR using LSV showed that indeed the onset of the reduction current 

(as measured at 0.1 mA/cm2) shifted from 0.05 V at pH = 13 to 0.13 V at pH = 7 and further 

to 0.53 V at pH = 0 (Figure 5.5b). This drift of the current onset corresponds to 13 mV shift 

per unit of pH in alkaline medium which quickly increases to 67 mV/pH in neutral and acidic 

electrolytes. This observation gives grounds to believe that the reaction furnishes molecular 

H2O2 in acidic medium as for normal H2O2 or H2O formation the theoretically expected value 

would be 59 mV/pH which is quite close to the experimentally recorded value. At the same 

time, in alkaline solutions the ORR shows an anomalously low dependence on pH. Indeed, 
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even considering the participation of one H+ in the reaction mechanism would furnish the slope 

of 30 mV/dec. Thus, this deviation from the thermodynamically expected value most probably 

could be interpreted as a result of a mixed mechanism of ORR furnishing the HO2
- anion and 

either the ‧O2
- anion radical or the HO2‧ radical that can diffuse into the solution and quickly 

react with O2 thus giving rise to a mechanism resembling homogeneous redox catalysis 

described by Savéant et al.[30]  

Further investigation of the reaction mechanism using Tafel analysis (Figure 5.5c) shows a 

quick increase of the slope with the increase of pH. As such, in acidic medium the slope is 105 

mV/dec which correlates well with the expected 118 mV/dec value for a first single electron 

transfer being the rate-determining step. Further, in neutral electrolyte the plot slope changes 

to 58 mV/dec which is close to the value expected for the 2e- electron transfer as a rate-

determining step. This could be the result of proton-coupled electron transfer with the catalyst 

going through the CoII/CoIV redox cycle. Finally, the slope reaches 45 mV/dec in alkaline 

medium. This value correlates well with the mechanism where the transfer of the second 

electron is a rate-determining step.[31]  Our conclusions agree well with the theory of 

multielectron transfer described by Koper which implies the highest probability of proton-

coupled electron transfers to the systems with pH close to the pKa of reactants and products.[32]  

To evaluate the viability of the reaction pH, we performed an express study of the catalyst 

stability under various pH values (Figure 5.5d-f). In this series of experiments the CoTPP-

noncov electrode was subject to 500 cycles in O2-saturated electrolyte under various pH. 

Clearly, in case of an acidic medium the current onset gradually shifts towards more negative 

potentials and the appearance of new peaks was recorded which might stem from oxidation of 

CoTPP or carbon cloth support (Figure 5.5d). In neutral medium, the stability appears to be 

higher, however, a similar effect of reduction current onset drift was observed. Interestingly, 

the intensity of the reoxidation peak also quickly decreased in this case which is most probably 

the result of CoTPP decomposing to new products (Figure 5.5e). Finally, only in alkaline 

medium CoTPP showed good stability without any significant drift of the peak potentials both 

for reduction and oxidation waves (Figure 5.5f). Based on these observations, the following 

studies were performed in 0.1 M KOH to assure stability of the electrocatalyst. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) CVs, (b) LSVs and (c) corresponding Tafel plots of CoTPP-noncov in O2-

saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 (red trace), 0.1 M KClO4 (blue trace) and 0.1 M KOH (black trace). CV 

and LSV scan rates 50 mV/s and 10 mV/s respectively. (d) – (f) stability study of CoTPP-

noncov as a function of the solution pH.  

Next, we investigated the influence of covalent immobilisation of CoTPP activity and 

selectivity of ORR in alkaline medium. LSV study confirmed that the immobilisation mode 

had little effect on the reduction current onset and the difference between prolonged TPP 

electrodeposition times appears to minor (Figure 5.6a). However, the current onset is largely 

defined by the nature of the catalyst rather than by its heterogenisation mode and thus the 

experimental evidence falls in line with the theoretically expected results. At the same time, 

we found that the diffusion-limited current was increasing steadily. Indeed, as measured at -

0.6 V vs NHE ORR current for CoTPP-cov/1 was 0.41 mA/cm2 which increased to 0.52 

mA/cm2 for CoTPP-cov/5 and to 0.63 mA/cm2 on CoTPP-cov/10. The latter observation is of 

high importance as this may signify that the reaction transfers more electrons while consuming 

the same amount of substrate. 

Further, a dramatic difference between covalently and noncovalently immobilised complexes 

is evident from the CV study. Indeed, even though the CoTPP-cov/x electrodes exhibit similar 
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onset of the reduction current compared to CoTPP-noncov around 0.00 V vs NHE (Figure 

5.6b), they show significantly reduced intensity of HO2
- reoxidation peak that could possibly 

mean a higher contribution of the 4e- reduction pathway as more of the peroxide is consumed 

during reductive stage of the experiment. Further, the heterogenisation mode drastically 

changed the slope of Tafel slope (Figure 5.6c). Indeed, while CoTPP-noncov showed 45 

mV/dec slope, the steepness for CoTPP-cov/x decreased to 82 mV/dec for CoTPP-cov/10, 86 

mV/dec for CoTPP-cov/1 and 102 mV/dec for CoTPP-cov/5. This change falls in line with 

the change of the reaction mechanism from 1e- transfer to 2e- transfer being a predominant 

mechanism. However, the deviation from expected 59 mV/dec most probably stem from the 

fact that the 1e- transfer is still present and thus interferes with the reaction mechanism.  

Further, to confirm that the covalent immobilisation of the complex could increase the rate of 

H2O2 reduction forming in the course of ORR, we performed a series of CV experiments in 

0.05 M alkaline solution of H2O2 (Figure 5.6d). Indeed, the peak reduction current for CoTPP-

noncov was 1.4 mA/cm2 which increased to 3.1 mA/cm2 for CoTPP-cov/1 and rose further to 

3.4 mA/cm for CoTPP-cov/5 and CoTPP-cov/10. Thus, with longer electrodeposition time 

the activity of covalently immobilised CoTPP in H2O2 dramatically increases and amounted to 

increase by the factor of 2.4. Moreover, we noted that under more negative potentials this 

difference becomes even more significant, especially for CoTPP-cov/5 and CoTPP-cov/10 for 

which the H2O2 reduction current reached 11.1 and 12.0 mA/cm2 that is 2.9 times higher than 

for CoTPP-noncov. Thus, these observations gave grounds to believe that it is possible to 

enhance the contribution of 4e- reduction mechanism using prolonged electrodeposition time. 

Interestingly, H2O2 reduction appears to be quasireversible on all the electrodes in question and 

agrees well with the E1/2 obtained for ORR thus additionally confirming that the assignment of 

the reoxidation peak to HO2
- to O2 was correct. 
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Figure 5.6. (a) LSVs, (b) CVs and (c) corresponding Tafel plots of CoTPP-cov/1 (red trace), 

CoTPP-cov/5 (violet trace) and CoTPP-cov/10 (green trace). Electrolyte: O2-saturated 0.1 M 

KOH an all cases. CV and LSV scan rates 50 mV/s and 10 mV/s respectively. (d) CV study of 

CoTPP-cov/x and CoTPP-noncov in H2O2 reduction. Electrolyte: N2-purged 0.1 M KOH 

containing 0.05 M of H2O2. (e) Koutecky-Levich plots obtained for CoTPP-cov/10. Slopes 

corresponding to 2-electron (red) and 4-electron (black) reduction mechanisms are shown for 

reference. (f) Formal electron transfer numbers obtained from the analysis of Koutecky-Levich 

plots as a function of electrode potential.  

Finally, we performed RDE studies of all electrode designs in order to estimate the formal 

electron transfer numbers using Koutecky-Levich analysis. In this case we expected to observe 

a gradual increase of electron transfer number as a function of electrodeposition time. Indeed, 

we were able to obtain linear plots across the potentials corresponding to diffusion-limited 

currents and the example of this for CoTPP-cov/10 is shown on the Figure 5.6e. Comparison 

of ETNs observed for all electrodes is shown in the Figure 5.6d. One could clearly see that the 

ETN corresponding to CoTPP-noncov is even below 2 which could be a direct consequence 

of mixed catalysis of ORR by heterogeneous CoTPP and reduced ‧O2
- or HO2‧ radicals in the 

bulk solution. At the same time, CoTPP-cov/1 showed the line corresponding to almost 

excusive H2O2 with ETN of 2.1-2.2 across all the potentials. However, accumulation of a more 
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dense catalyst layer on the surface of the carbon electrode led to a significant increase of the 

ETN which reached as high as 2.9 for CoTPP-cov/5 and 3.1 for CoTPP-cov/10, especially 

under potentials around -0.7 V vs NHE. This change corresponds to an increase of the H2O 

formation contribution to ORR from ⁓ 0 % to 55 % even though H2O2 is a kinetically preferable 

pathway.[33]  

Thus, we were able to experimentally observe the enhancement of ORR selectivity towards 4e- 

reduction on CoTPP similar to the one we reported for Mn-based systems.[3]  It appears that 

this change of the reaction mechanism upon covalent immobilisation is a general phenomenon 

and not restricted to the class on Mn-based macrocycles. As the macrocyclic moieties are 

forced to form a dense layer of catalytically active centres during potentiostatic 

electrodeposition of the ligand, this most probably triggers multicentred catalysis described in 

multiple reports concerning binuclear Co porphyrin – based catalysts.[2]  At the same time, our 

method obviates the need for lengthy preparation of complex bridged structures thus providing 

a cost effective access to the complexes with high selectivity to 4e- ORR pathway. It is worth 

to note that our study was focused on a system without a layer of Nafion which could further 

increase the catalyst selectivity, however a detailed analysis of the proton delivery mechanisms 

was far outside of the scope for the current research.[16, 34]  

Compared to the results reported for purely inorganic ORR catalysts, covalently immobilised 

CoTPP shows a current onset potential of 0.0 V vs NHE (as measured at 0.1 mA/cm2) in 

alkaline electrolyte which translates into η = 460 mV (Figure 5.6a). Clearly, this is comparable 

to the state-of-the-art ORR catalysts such as Pt/C (20% E_TEK) and Ag/C catalysts which 

show current onset around + 0.1 V in alkaline electrolyte.[35-36]  At the same time, 

organometallic counterparts are not based on the precious metals and provide an unsurpassed 

degree of control over the reaction rate and selectivity. Moreover, our study clearly shows that 

depending on the application (either fuel cell design or synthesis of H2O2 from O2), the reaction 

direction could be chosen at will by simple change of the heterogenisation method. 

5.3 Conclusions 

In summary, we studied the effect of covalent ligation to carbon cloth on electrocatalytic 

activity of CoTPP in CO2ERR in aqueous medium. Due to the presence of π-conjugated linker 

between the carbon electrode and CoTPP, the TOF at overpotentials below 550 mV rose by the 

factor of ⁓ 2 compared to CoTPP-noncov. Moreover, the surface density of electrochemically 

active species significantly increased and FE (CO) also reached the highest value at a 50 mV 
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less negative potential. As a result of simultaneous improvement in TOF and ГEA, CoTPP-

cov/1 produced 6.6 times more CO than noncovalently deposited counterpart in a 24 h long 

catalytic experiment with FE (CO) reaching 81 %. The cumulative TON of 3.9‧105 is one of 

the highest reported to date. Electrokinetic data show that the phenylene linker enhances the 

electron transfer rate from the electrode to porphyrin core functioning virtually as a conductive 

molecular wire while H2 is produced on the carbon support. Thus, covalent immobilisation is 

a key element in the overall design of efficient heterogeneous electrocatalysts for CO2ERR. A 

more detailed study of the reaction mechanism and catalyst deactivation pathways will be 

reported in due course. 

In turn, the ORR selectivity of Co porphyrin-based catalysts could be conveniently tuned using 

either a covalent or noncovalent heterogenisation technique. Indeed, while noncovalently 

immobilised CoTPP shows ETN of less than 2.0 (100 % H2O2), this number was as high as 3.1 

(45 % H2O2) for the same catalyst deposited by 10 min electrodeposition. Thus, by a simple 

change of the synthetic procedure one could avoid tedious synthesis of multinuclear complexes 

while still observing good selectivity towards H2O formation. Future research directed into the 

influence of proton conductive polymers is required to elucidate the proton delivery 

mechanisms and to achieve a complete change of the reaction direction upon covalent 

immobilisation of organometallic catalysts. 
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CHAPTER 6. RATIONAL DESIGN OF STABLE COBALT 

PORPHYRIN-BASED CATALYSTS FOR CO2ERR 

6.1 Introduction 

The electroreduction of CO2 (CO2ERR) in aqueous medium is an excellent strategy to facilitate 

the widespread utilization of this cheap and abundant feedstock.[1-2]  However, because of the 

notoriously high overpotential required to drive single-electron CO2 reduction, the cathodic 

processes must follow an electrocatalytic multielectron proton-assisted pathway.[3-4]  The 

development of highly active organometallic CO2ERR electrocatalysts has been a long-

standing goal and a number of efficient molecular catalysts been discovered as described in a 

series of excellent reviews.[5-7]  Although significant progress has been made in the direction 

of catalyst activity improvement, catalyst stability has largely been neglected, and the 

discovery of durable materials has been quite serendipitous rather than based on a detailed 

understanding of decomposition pathways.[5, 7]  

Only a small number of studies that elucidate deactivation mechanisms and subsequently 

design catalysts capable of withstanding negative potentials have been reported.[8-9]  For 

example, in the case of Re(bipy)(CO)3, one of the first CO2ERR catalysts, the formation of 

dimeric species was found to be the main degradation mechanism.[8]  In another example, 

Jiang et al. proposed to utilize Zn bacteriochlorin as a CO2ERR catalyst[9]  as it is already 

reduced and thus less prone to further reductive decomposition compared to porphyrins 

(pathway (a) in Scheme 6.1).[10-11]  Notably, in this work authors also performed a control 

CO2ERR experiment on a Zn porphyrin and HRMS analysis of the reaction mixture failed to 

detect the expected formation of reduced macrocyclic species.[9]  Though not discussed in the 

report, that is an important finding which provides evidence that the protonation might 

ultimately be not responsible for the activity loss. 

Fe porphyrins are among the most active CO2ERR catalysts but there is limited information 

regarding their deactivation. In some cases, CO evolving during the reaction can poison the 

catalyst since it has a considerably higher affinity to the metal centre than CO2 (pathway (b) in 

the Scheme 6.1).[12]  The most active catalyst of this class, tetrakis-(2-

trimethylamminophenyl)porphyrin, was found to show minor, yet unexplained, changes in the 

UV/Vis spectrum and cyclic voltammograms (CV) after a 4 h long CO2ERR experiment.[13]  

For a number of other Fe porphyrins the maximum TONs were reported between 210 and 600 
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depending on the structure of the catalyst, however no mechanistic information was reported 

as well.[14-15]  Grodkowski et al. in their insightful work also proposed that chlorin might be 

a decay product of Fe porphyrin.[16]  

The complexes described above are active in non-aqueous medium while use of aqueous 

electrolytes and heterogenized catalysts provides additional challenges due to competition from 

the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). In this regard, Maurin and Robert successfully 

transferred activity of Fe hydroxyporphyrins into aqueous-based medium using pyrene-

appended derivative immobilised carbon nanotubes and in this case reported gradual activity 

loss over a 12 h-long controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) which was assigned to leaching 

and chemical degradation of the complex.[17]  Loss of metal upon one-electron reduction 

reported for Cu porphyrins and phthalocyanines is one of the few examples where the 

decomposition products were actually studied (pathway (c) in the Scheme 6.1).[18-19]  At the 

same time, carbon-supported Co porphyrins are among the best macrocyclic catalysts which 

exhibit excellent activity and FE  to CO with cumulative TONs in neutral aqueous electrolyte 

as high as 3.0‧105 for COF[20]  and 3.9‧105
 for covalently immobilised complexes.[21]  

Although initial TOFs are impressive, activity drops in the course of prolonged 

electrolysis.[20-22]  Moreover, minor changes in the UV/Vis spectrum were reported after 

CO2ERR catalysed by CoTPP immobilised on carbon nanotubes though the exact nature of 

transformation was not studied.[22]  

 
Scheme 6.1 Metalloporphyrin decomposition pathways. 

Herein, we report a systematic study shedding light on the mechanism of Co porphyrin 

deactivation mechanism during CO2ERR in aqueous electrolyte and establishing a viable 

strategy to overcome this unfortunate impediment. First, we evaluated the influence of leaching 
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and possible catalyst poisoning by the evolving CO. Subsequently, a combination of high-

resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), NMR spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry (CV) was 

employed to study organometallic products formed from CoTPP. Then, based on our 

understanding of the deactivation mechanism, we attempted to improve catalyst longevity 

using thermodynamic stabilization of the reactive [CoI]- intermediate through axial 

coordination of pyridine and introduction of electronegative substituents. Finally, approaches 

based on kinetic suppression of deactivation process were devised and evaluated. Our results 

show that understanding of degradation mechanisms is a crucial step in the catalyst design and 

provides a solid framework for systematic development of stable and potentially commercially 

viable electrocatalysts. 

6.2 Results and discussion 

6.2.1 Deactivation pathway of CoTPP 

The loss of activity by a heterogeneous molecular catalyst during prolonged CO2ERR might 

be caused by a number of factors such as leaching, poisoning, chemical decomposition or a 

combination of these factors.[23-24]  To determine the contribution of each pathway, we 

systematically investigated all of these possibilities. 

First, to clarify if leaching is a major cause of deactivation, we compared long-term 

performance of covalently and noncovalently immobilised complexes i.e. CoTPP-cov/1 and 

CoTPP-noncov, respectively, in Figure 6.1a. It was expected that if the activity decay takes 

place only due to detachment of the catalyst from the electrode surface, stability would 

significantly improve upon introduction of a covalent bond with the carbon cloth in CoTPP-

cov/1 compared to the noncovalently heterogenized counterpart CoTPP-noncov.[25]  To test 

this hypothesis, we performed a series of three 4 h long CO2ERR on CoTPP-cov/1 and 

CoTPP-noncov at -1.05 V vs NHE purging the cell with CO2 between each CPE (Figure 6.1b). 

Clearly, CO production on CoTPP-cov/1 dropped from 37.2 μmol/cm2 in the first run to 11.0 

μmol/cm2 in the third experiment which represents a 70 % decline in catalytic activity 

(recyclability 30 %). At the same time, CoTPP-noncov produced 14.8 μmol/cm2 of CO at the 

beginning of the sequence and only 5.9 μmol/cm2 in the last electrolysis amounting to 60 % 

activity loss over three catalytic runs (recyclability 40 %). To sum up, even though CoTPP-

noncov showed marginally better stability, both covalently and noncovalently immobilised 

catalysts lose activity in a similar fashion. 
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Next, we attempted to establish the nature of any potential organometallic decomposition 

products formed on the electrodes and in the electrolyte after catalysis. The CV of CoTPP-

cov/1 after one 4 h CO2ERR run (Figure 6.1c) was recorded in DMF to determine the nature 

of residual surface species. A single faint redox response was found at -1.34 V vs Fc+/Fc which 

is close to -1.30 V reported for CoIITPP/[CoITPP]- couple measured in homogeneous solution 

in DMF.[21]  At more negative potentials only non-specific reduction current was recorded. 

Further, organic material recovered from CoTPP-noncov after identical long run CO2ERR was 

also studied using CV in non-aqueous electrolyte (Figure 6.1d). In this case, we identified two 

reversible redox pairs. First wave at -1.31 V clearly corresponds to CoIITPP/[CoITPP]- 

transformation while second redox pair at -1.47 V represents a response of some new, yet 

unknown product. Finally, we extracted organic products from electrolyte with DCM and no 

CoTPP was found using 1H NMR spectroscopy in both cases (Figure A36), however traces of 

unknown organics were detected. 

These results lead to two important conclusions. First, the catalyst degrades regardless of the 

heterogenization method. Covalent immobilisation of CoTPP on the surface of carbon cloth 

electrode[21]  or carbon nanotubes[26]  does improve its activity but has no considerable effect 

on stability and recyclability. Second, CoTPP survives electrolysis at least partially and was 

detected only on the electrode surface but is absent in the bulk solution. Hence, complex 

leaching is not responsible for the deactivation process as otherwise covalently immobilised 

CoTPP-cov/1 would be more stable[25]  than CoTPP-noncov and for the latter electrode the 

complex would have been found in the extract from aqueous electrolyte after CO2ERR 

assuming no chemical side-reactions take place. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

work confirming that even noncovalent immobilisation of an insoluble catalyst is sufficient to 

keep the structural integrity of electrocatalyst/carbon hybrid intact during CO2ERR. It is also 

worth comparing our results with those obtained for pyridine-appended Fe 

hexahydroxyporphyrin immobilised on carbon nanotubes where there was a decrease in 

catalytic current after multiple scans and decline in the rate of CO production during CPE 

notwithstanding strong π-π interaction with the carbon plane of the electrode.[17]  These 

changes were explained by leaching and deactivation, however no additional details were 

provided which makes it difficult to confirm if the immobilisation mode had a direct effect on 

the catalyst stability.  

As inhibition by the reaction product is known for Fe porphyrin electrocatalysts,[12]  our next 

step was to evaluate the influence of CO on Co derivatives. To estimate if CO coordination to 
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Co could interfere with the reaction, we performed CV of CoTPP dissolved in DMF under CO 

and N2 atmospheres (Figure 6.1e). We chose to use nonaqueous electrolyte for this experiment 

because CoTPP is not soluble in water and HER is the dominant electrode process at the 

potentials of CoII/CoI redox transformation. Clearly, no significant changes occurred upon 

introduction of CO in the cell as the potentials of CoII/CoI and CoI/Co0 redox pairs exactly 

matched those obtained in N2-saturated electrolyte and no significant changes in current density 

took place. Further, FTIR was employed to detect the presence of CO bound to the Co centre 

in the products after electrolysis (Figure A35). Normally, strong CO bands are expected to 

appear between 1750 and 2100 cm-1,[27-29]  however no new signals were found in this region 

thus excluding the possibility of CO significantly impeding the catalytic process, especially in 

aqueous electrolyte where CO solubility is 2.6 times lower compared with DMF.[30-31]  

The observations described above indicate that CO poisoning is also an unlikely mechanism of 

the catalyst deactivation. It was reported that CO forms a 1:1 adduct with Co porphyrins,[32-

33]  however it seems that the affinity of CO to the metal centre is too weak to give any response 

in CV and affect the catalytic process. Furthermore, one could assume from Figure 6.1d that 

the new peak might correspond to the [CoTPP-CO] redox pair, but this is clearly not the case. 

Thus, it appears that the Co complex suffers significant chemical changes which render it 

unreactive towards CO2 and at least one product formed in the process is characterised by 

distinctive redox couple at -1.47 V vs Fc+/Fc. 

To confirm the chemical nature of CoTPP deactivation, we performed 1H NMR analysis of the 

complex recovered from CoTPP-noncov after CO2ERR. First, we performed 1H NMR 

spectroscopy of CoTPP after 4 h long reduction in the presence of CO2 in 0.5 M KHCO3 (Figure 

6.1f). The resulting spectrum shows a striking difference with that of the pure complex.[21]  

Broad singlets consistent with the presence of CoTPP were observed at 15.87, 13.13, 9.93 and 

9.73 ppm, however a large number of new peaks appeared after prolonged electrolysis. The 

aromatic region features a signal at 9.0 ppm which resembles the signal of the β-protons in the 

porphyrin core and multiplets at 8.20-8.19 and 7.77-7.75 ppm most likely corresponding to a 

monosubstituted Ph group. A compound or a mixture of isomers giving rise to these signals 

was denoted as component X for the future discussion. Next, there is an alkenyl-like multiplet 

at 5.36-5.33 ppm overlapping with a wide peak, probably from -OH or -NH groups. Finally, 

the most prominent feature of the spectrum is a group of multiplets between 0.5 and 2.5 ppm 

corresponding to aliphatic protons, possibly overlapped with amine and hydroxyl signals which 

typically appear in this region as well. Notably, from the position of signals in the aromatic 
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region one could assume that it is nonmetalated tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) that gives rise to 

these peaks, however, the lack of the characteristic singlet corresponding to shielded pyrrolic 

NH protons at -2.71 ppm rules out this hypothesis. A 1H NMR spiking experiment also 

confirmed the lack of free-base TPP after the catalytic reaction (Figure A37). 

 
Figure 6.1 (a) schematic representation of CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov; (b) CO 

evolution on CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov during three catalytic runs at -1.05 V vs NHE 

in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3; (c) CV in dry degassed DMF of CoTPP-cov/1 recovered after 

4 h long CO2ERR (red trace) and bare carbon cloth electrode (black trace); (d) CV in DMF of 

the catalyst recovered from CoTPP-noncov after 4 h long CO2ERR; (e) CV of CoTPP in the 

N2-purged (red trace) and CO-saturated (blue trace) DMF electrolyte; (f) 1H NMR spectrum of 

CoTPP-derived products recovered from CoTPP-noncov after CO2ERR in aqueous medium. 

CV scan rate 100 mV/s in all cases. 
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Thus, NMR results clearly show that the deactivation stems from chemical degradation of the 

electrocatalyst and the next step of investigation was directed towards identification of the new 

products. First, in a control experiment a 4 h long electrolysis at -1.05 V on a bare carbon cloth 

electrode was performed in the absence of a catalyst and 1H NMR spectroscopy was used to 

detect organics formed from the carbon support itself. The aliphatic and alkenyl signals 

observed earlier correspond to the products of the reduction of carbonaceous support rather 

than the complex itself (Figure A38). Moreover, the same NMR pattern was observed for the 

organic products extracted from the electrolytes after CPE on CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-

noncov (Figure A36). Further, running CO2ERR in a fully deuterated system containing CO2-

saturated 0.5 M KDCO3 in D2O gave almost the same result only with a signal at 0.9 ppm 

losing around half of its intensity. This experiment pinpoints a spectral footprint of protons 

introduced from the electrolyte and indicates that the protonation of the porphyrin core is not 

responsible for the formation of component X (Figure A41). Interestingly, 2D NMR recorded 

in CHCl3 showed no signals except natural abundance deuterium in the solvent (Figure A42), 

however it is possible considering deuterium’s quadrupolar nucleus with I = 1 renders it 

insensitive especially in the presence of paramagnetic CoTPP. These observations show that 

the component X is the only product formed from CoTPP and no protons are taken up from 

the aqueous electrolyte. 

The next important question is whether the component X is formed due to CoTPP participation 

in CO2ERR or simply because of its reaction with water. To investigate how saturation of 

electrolyte with CO2 affects structural changes of the catalyst under negative potentials, we 

performed identical experiment in N2-sparged 0.1 M KClO4 to exclude the presence of CO2, 

both directly or from equilibrium with HCO3
-. The resulting spectrum (Figure A40) also shows 

unreacted CoTPP and reduction products of carbon, however, the peaks in the aromatic region 

are extremely weak compared to the sample extracted from the reaction in CO2-saturated 

electrolyte. As expected, no CO was formed during the electrolysis in CO2-free electrolyte. 

Considering this, it is CO2 that induces the formation of deactivation product rather than water. 

To gain a better insight into the structure of the resulting product, we used a range of 2D NMR 

experiments performed on the residue recovered from CoTPP-noncov. First, to separate 

overlapped signals we employed a range of homonuclear correlation methods. The TOCSY 

pulse sequence allowed us to establish chemical shifts of components in each spin system of 

the product. As shown in (Figures 6.2a), component X clearly contains two spin systems, the 

first of which corresponds to the groups resembling β-CH porphyrin protons while phenyl 
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substituents constitute the second system of J-coupled protons. However, as there are two J-

coupled β-CH signals, the porphyrin core is asymmetric and most likely has some proton-free 

substituents. The COSY spectrum (Figure A43) was also recorded and the resulting 1H-1H 

correlations are in good agreement with TOCSY. A NOESY experiment was employed to 

identify through-space interactions and indicates that the protons of the macrocycle and the 

ortho-protons of the phenyl group are located in close proximity (Figure A44). 

  
Figure 6.2. 2D NMR spectra of CoTPP deactivation products extracted from CoTPP-noncov 

after 4 h long CO2ERR at -1.05 V vs NHE. (a) TOCSY; (b) DOSY; (c) HSQC and (d) HMBC. 

Only aromatic region is shown for clarity.  

Next, we used DOSY NMR to measure chemical shifts of the components against their 

diffusion coefficients (Figure 6.2b). As one could clearly see, all aromatic signals at 9.06 – 

7.67 ppm correspond to one derivative or a group of structural isomers with D = 7.4‧10-10 m2/s 

which means that component X is a single product rather than a mixture. Further, 15N HSQC  

was performed to study 1J (15N-1H) correlations which give evidence of N-H bond formation 

during CO2ERR (Figure A39). Results clearly indicate that there are three types of N-H groups 
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represented by 15N signals at 325.1, 102.0 and -23.0  ppm, however all of them correspnd to 

the products of carbon cloth reductive decomposition. At the same time, there is no free-base 

porphyrin formed during CO2ERR which means that Co is not lost in the process. Finally, 13C 

HSQC was employed to study 1J (13C-1H) correlations (Figure 6.2c) and 13C HMBC was used 

to detect long-range (13C-1H) couplings (Figure 6.2d). From these experiements we found that 

component X contains 4 inequivalent phenyl groups with overalapped proton signals (meta-, 

ortho- and para- protons). Also, porphyrin-like β-CH signals correlate to quaternary carbons 

which give peaks at 144.0 and 146.4 ppm thus providing additional evidence of connection 

between phenyl group and the rest of the molecule. 

 

Figure 6.3. (a) positive mode HRMS spectrum of CoTPP deactivation product and (b) 

proposed structures of deactivation products. 

To finalize this structural study, we performed a positive-mode HRMS analysis of the reaction 

mixture which allowed us to identify molecular masses of two major constituents in the mixture 

(Figure 6.3a).  First, the biggest peak with m/z 671.1633 in HRMS clearly corresponds to 

CoTPP ([M]+, ∆ = -1.0 ppm). Surprisingly, the next major signal with m/z 703.1536 

corresponds to the product of addition of two oxygen atoms to the complex ([M]+ ∆ = -0.43 

ppm). As this is the only product corresponding to the structure similar to the starting complex, 

that ion most probably corresponds to the sought-after component X. One could assume that 

this might be simply a coordination complex with atmospheric O2, but this is not the case as 

HRMS of fresh CoTPP does not show this peak and its NMR has no non-paramagnetic 

aromatic signals.[21]  Moreover, oxidation of CoTPP with H2O2 in an attempt to simulate the 

presence of adventitious oxidizers also did not produce the expected product. Analysis of 

separately prepared [CoIIITPP]Cl also shows that [CoIII]+ complex could not be responsible for 
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the observed signals as the respective NMR 1H and the electrochemical behaviour both are 

different to those of component X (Figures A45 and A46, respectively). Based on the findings 

described above we proposed structures of deactivation products described in the Figure 6.3b. 

So far, our efforts to clarify the structure further using single crystal X-ray diffraction were not 

successful due to formation of carbon reduction products which are difficult to separate and 

prevent growth of high-quality crystals. 

Based on the observations described above, we deduced the deactivation mechanism shown in 

Scheme 6.2. As in CO2-free reaction this product is not formed, oxygen is transferred during 

CO2ERR from CO2, most likely within the [CoTPP-CO2]- intermediate. Since the aromaticity 

of the macrocycle is retained, the oxygen is inserted into C-N bond of the pyrrolic moiety with 

the formation of an oxazine structure or into the N-Co bond forming an N-oxide product. In a 

normal catalytic cycle, [CoTPP-CO2]- is protonated by the solvent, loses a water molecule and 

the resulting [CoTPP-CO] yields CO and starting CoTPP with the latter entering the catalytic 

cycle again.[34-35]  In turn, adjacent bonds in [CoTPP-CO2]- might fulfil the same role as 

protons and form oxygenated adducts through a minor, but apparently irreversible side 

reaction. These oxygenates distort the structure of the reactive porphyrin complex thus 

rendering the catalyst inactive in catalysis. We must admit here that the actual mechanism 

might be much more complex, but the Scheme 6.2 provides enough understanding of the 

deactivation pathway to devise a strategic framework for a rational design of durable catalysts. 

 
Scheme 6.2. Proposed CoTPP decomposition mechanism. 
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6.2.2 Rational design of a stable CO2ERR catalyst 

The observed decomposition product suggests that the development of stable catalysts requires 

inhibition of oxygen migration from CO2. To solve this problem, the thermodynamic and 

kinetic stabilization of [CoTPP-CO2]- intermediate could be utilized. Thermodynamic 

stabilization is directed towards lowering of the CoII/CoI redox potential through axial 

coordination of the metal centre or introduction of electronegative substituents. Generally, the 

purpose of these changes is to make intermediate less reactive towards its own ligand.[14, 36]  

Meanwhile, the kinetic approach is based on the use of bulky substituents around the metal 

centre which restricts access to the vulnerable internal aromatic ring and introduction of proton 

donors around the metal atom to speed up protonation of [CoTPP-CO2]- and thus reduce the 

probability of oxygen insertion into the porphyrin itself.[37]  

From a thermodynamic point of view, the simplest method of complex stabilization is its 

coordination with δ-donors such as pyridine (Py) (Figure 6.4a).[36, 38-39]  CV recorded for 

CoTPP in DMF in the presence of 1 M Py shows the appearance of new redox wave at -0.65 

V vs Fc+/Fc which had the same shape both in degassed and CO2-saturated electrolyte and most 

probably corresponds to the electron transfer onto the coordinated Py ligand (Figure 6.4b). 

Interestingly, a second redox wave corresponding to electron transfer onto the porphyrin itself 

shifted to the more negative potential of -1.42 V compared to pure CoTPP (-1.30 V). These 

observations agree well with the reports showing that Py forms an adduct with Co 

porphyrins.[33, 39]  Interestingly, the second redox wave becomes irreversible and splits into 

two in the presence of CO2, most probably because the complex quickly reacts with it. 

However, this is an undesirable process as the complex undergoes irreversible changes even 

on the CV timescale. 

Next, we studied the performance of CoTPP-cov/1 in CO2ERR in the presence of 1 M pyridine 

in aqueous electrolyte. During prolonged electrolysis FE (CO) was as low as 1.6 % at the 

beginning of the reaction and dropped to 0.2 % by the end of the process (Figure 6.4c). The 

reaction quickly slowed down as well, and the total amount of CO produced in the experiment 

dropping by the factor of 20 compared to the pyridine-free electrolyte which means that the 

ligands competing with CO2 are in fact catalytic poisons. Moreover, considering that [CoTPP-

Py]- reacts with CO2 irreversibly, this result agrees well with CV data (Figure 6.4b). Instead, 

H2 was mostly produced in good agreement with pyridine-catalysed HER in CO2-saturated 

electrolytes studied by Dirdi et al.[40]  
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Figure 6.4. (a) coordination of pyridine with CoTPP; (b) CV of CoTPP in DMF/1M pyridine 

electrolyte saturated with N2 (blue trace) and CO2 (red trace); (c) CO evolution (red curve) and 

FE (CO) (green curve) during CO2ERR in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 containing 1 M of 

pyridine. 

As the coordination approach was unsuccessful, we turned our attention to the design of the 

macrocyclic ligand itself. A significant body of works is available on the improvement of 

catalyst activity via introduction of electron-deficient substituents[14, 41]  and proton 

relays.[17, 31, 42-43]  Interestingly, the concept of using bulky moieties to protect vulnerable 

parts of the molecule is well-known in purely organometallic chemistry,[37]  but 

underrepresented in the field of electrocatalysis.[44]  Also, the influence of substituents on Co 

porphyrin activity has been studied only recently and electron withdrawing substituents were 

shown to have a detrimental effect on CO2 reduction rate, however, stability aspects have not 

been discussed.[45]  In this regard we synthesized porphyrins Co[TPP-F20], Co[TPP-(OH)8] 

and Co[TPP-(OMe)8] with the structures shown in Figure 5a-c (synthetic procedures are 

described in the Chapter 3). Co[TPP-F20] is an example of purely thermodynamic stabilization 

of CoI centre due to the lower redox CoII/CoI potential compared to CoTPP.[13, 41]  The next 

derivative Co[TPP-(OH)8] was chosen as we expected that introduction of a proton donor into 

the reactive intermediate directly would enhance the local concentration of H+ around Co in 

the [Co([TPP-(OH)8])-CO2] intermediate and thus lower the probability of oxygen migration 

from -CO2 during CO2ERR.[31, 43]  The third complex Co[TPP-(OMe)8] was synthesised to 

test a kinetic-only stabilization approach as this complex contains eight bulky -OCH3 groups 

around the porphyrin ring thus denying the oxygen atom the direct access to the macrocycle. 
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Figure 6.5. Structure of (a) 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin 

(Co[TPP-F20]); (b) 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (Co[TPP-(OH)8]); (c) 

5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)porphyrin (Co[TPP-(OMe)8]); (d) CV study of 

three complexes in degassed DMF/0.1 M TBAP electrolyte. 

To gain insight into the electrochemical behaviour of these complexes, CVs of solutions in 

degassed DMF were recorded (Figure 6.5d). All curves show well-defined CoI/CoII transitions. 

Interestingly, for the Co[TPP-F20] redox couple [CoIITPP-F20]/[CoITPP-F20]- is 

quasireversible which is most probably due to high electronegativity of fluorine atoms pulling 

electron density from the porphyrin moiety onto the pentafluorophenyl substituent. In turn, the 

first redox couple of Co[TPP-(OH)8] and Co[TPP-(OMe)8] is reversible. However, one could 

clearly see that the reversibility of this wave is nearly perfect only for Co[TPP-(OMe)8] while 

Co[TPP-(OH)8] shows a clear intensity drop of the reoxidation peak, likely because of -OH 

deprotonation. Further, the CoI/Co0 couple is partially reversible for Co[TPP-F20] and 
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completely irreversible for two other derivatives. We believe that this loss of reversibility takes 

place due to the extrusion of F-, MeO- and OH- groups from dianions. 

More information about the electron density distribution in the synthesized complexes could 

be drawn from comparison of the redox potentials summarised in Table 6.1. The introduction 

of strong electron withdrawing and donating groups has a limited influence on the potential of 

the CoII/CoI redox couple as the difference with CoTPP is only 0.13 - 0.16 V after introduction 

of -C6F5 and -C6H3(OH)2 groups. In turn, the substituent effect reaches 0.27 V for CoI/Co0 

transformation both for electron donating and withdrawing groups. These results indicate that 

the first reduction is mostly macrocycle-centred while the second electron is accepted onto yet 

uncharged phenyl ring. Our conclusions fall in line with earlier the reports which showed that 

the electrons accepted by porphyrins are indeed located on the ligand rather than on the 

metal.[46-47]  Hence, strong electron withdrawing substituents could significantly draw 

electron density onto lateral moieties even for the first redox transformation. Also, it shows 

that simple shift of CoII/CoI to more positive potentials is hardly a viable strategy for stability 

improvement due to unfavourable redistribution of electron density in the active form of the 

catalyst. This is an important finding as keeping the negative charge on the porphyrin moiety 

instead of letting it delocalize on the lateral substituents would boost the catalysis and prevent 

destruction of the phenyl aromatic system.  

Table 6.1 Summary of CoII/CoI and CoI/Co0 redox potentials. 

complex E0 (CoII/CoI) ∆E0 (CoII/CoI) E (CoI/Co0) ∆E0 (CoI/Co0)a 

CoTPP -1.30 - -2.43 - 
Co[TPP-F20] -1.17 0.13 -2.16 0.27 

Co[TPP-(OH)8] -1.46 -0.16 -2.36b 0.07 
Co[TPP-(OMe)8] -1.45 -0.15 -2.70 -0.27 

a potentials for CoI/Co0 were measured and compared at 80 μA/cm2 because the redox waves for  
Co[TPP-(OH)8] and Co[TPP-(OMe)8] were irreversible even at the scan rate of 10 V/s. 
b current is most probably defined by the reduction of protons derived form -OH groups in the molecule 

To validate our theory all three complexes were immobilised on carbon cloth electrodes and 

studied using CV in aqueous medium to evaluate their activity (Figure 6a-c) while three 

consecutive 4 h long CPE experiments were performed to assess their stability and recyclability 

in long-run electrolyses under a potential of -1.05 V (Figure 6.6d-f). CVs of all three complexes 

show an increase of the reduction current in the presence of CO2, which however might arise 

from CO2 reduction itself as well as from an enhanced HER rate due to slightly higher acidity 

in the presence of CO2. Notably, the potentials of current onsets in all cases match well with 

the redox behaviour observed in nonaqueous electrolyte. However, we note that Co[TPP-F20] 
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shows almost no distinctive wave corresponding to the CoII/CoI pair most likely because the 

complex undergoes chemical transformations even without CO2. In turn, Co[TPP-(OH)8] 

shows a distinctive CoII/CoI wave in the degassed electrolyte which does not disappear even in 

the presence of CO2. This behaviour is most probably the result of reduction-first pathway due 

to the presence of proton donors around the Co centre.[48]  Finally, Co[TPP-(OMe)8] shows 

a very distinctive quasi-reversible redox wave in the degassed solution which immediately 

disappears in the presence of CO2. 

 
Figure 6.6. CV of carbon-supported (a) Co[TPP-F20],   (b) Co[TPP-(OH)8] and (c) Co[TPP-

(OMe)8] in degassed (blue trace) and CO2-saturated (red) electrolyte; (d) amount of CO 

evolved and (e) FE (CO) observed on all porphyrins in three consecutive electrolyses; (f) 

recyclability of all noncovalently immobilised catalysts described in this Chapter under the 

potential of -1.05 V vs NHE in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KHCO3 and with surface loading of 8‧10-

8 mol/cm2. 

Next, we evaluated the stability of each catalyst using repetitive CPE experiments. As 

expected, Co[TPP-F20] shows the worst result out of three catalysts both in terms of stability 

and activity with the amount of CO produced steadily decreasing from 0.17 μmol/cm2 in the 

first run to 0.08 μmol/cm2 in the third experiment thus representing 53 % decline in activity 
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(47 % recyclability, Figures 6.6d, f). The FE (CO) is not only extremely small but also drops 

from 0.41 % to 0.28 % (Figure 6.6e).  

At the same time, Co[TPP-(OH)8] shows much better CO2ERR rate even though the CoII/CoI 

redox couple required more negative potential to drive the reaction. This catalyst produced 2.58 

μmol/cm2 of CO with FE (CO) of 18.1 % in the first catalytic run. However, the reaction slowed 

down after repetitive catalyst reuse by 42 % as only 1.51 μmol/cm2 of CO was produced in the 

last run (58 % recyclability) and FE (CO) dropped to 10.3 %. Interestingly, both FE (CO) and 

CO evolution rate levelled off after first significant drop as the activity decay between the 

second and the third electrolysis was as little as 9 %. Clearly, introduction of proton donors 

into the complex does improve its lifespan compared to CoTPP-noncov and Co[TPP-F20] 

(Figure 6.6f), however the deactivation still takes place. 

In turn, the activity of Co[TPP-(OMe)8] was found to be between that of Co[TPP-F20] and 

Co[TPP-(OH)8] with 0.28 μmol/cm2 of CO detected after the first experiment and FE (CO) of 

2.7 % while its recyclability proved to be exceptionally high as no noticeable decay was 

detected if the overpotential is kept at 500 mV (for the performance of Co[TPP-(OMe)8]  under 

more negative potentials see Figure A47). Moreover, a 7 % increase of CO2ERR current 

density by the third electrolysis was observed, most probably due to the system gradually 

reaching a steady state. We also attempted to combine the positive influence of bulky groups 

and proton donors using a catalyst with a partially demethylated TPP-(OMe)3(OH)5 ligand, 

however the resulting catalyst Co[TPP-(OMe)3(OH)5] had lower activity compared to 

Co[TPP-(OH)8] while showing almost the same recyclability of 57 % over the course of three 

catalytic runs (Figures 6.6f and A48).  

The stability study is summarised in the Figure 6.6f. Clearly, CoTPP is the least stable catalyst 

followed by Co[TPP-F20], Co[TPP-(OH)8] and Co[TPP-(OMe)8]. These results show that 

the presence of bulky groups around the catalytically active site provides the biggest boost in 

terms of recyclability (from 40 % for CoTPP to ⁓ 100 % for Co[TPP-(OMe)8]) due to steric 

protection of the reactive centre. Proton donors also prolong the lifetime of the complex, though 

to lesser extent. Conversely, thermodynamic stabilization of the Co(I) oxidation state only 

marginally improves the operational life of the catalyst (to 47 % for Co[TPP-F20]) while its 

activity is 87 times lower than that of CoTPP. It should be pointed out here that the ability of a 

catalyst to be reused might be even more important than its absolute activity as an electrode 

featuring moderate reaction rate indefinitely would be economically more viable than a more 
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active one with the lifespan of mere several hours. Thus, our observations firmly establish the 

kinetic inhibition of decomposition reactions as the most promising method for the 

development of stable electrocatalysts for CO2ERR. 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this work we studied the deactivation pathway of a heterogeneous CoTPP catalyst in 

CO2ERR in aqueous electrolyte. Migration of oxygen from the adsorbed CO2 onto the 

porphyrin ligand was found to be the main process responsible for the loss of catalytic activity 

while leaching, demetallation and poisoning by CO make little to no contribution to the 

deactivation process. The study of substituted porphyrins led us to the conclusion that the most 

efficient method of the catalyst stabilization is steric protection of the macrocyclic core via 

introduction of bulky lateral groups as this approach yielded 100 % recyclable catalyst. Proton 

donors around the porphyrin core promote protonation of CO2 and thus also improve the 

catalyst lifetime. In turn, electron withdrawing substituents pull the electron density away from 

the reaction centre and essentially quench the catalysis while not giving any advantages in 

terms of the catalyst longevity. Furthermore, our attempt to stabilize the catalyst by 

coordination of an additional pyridine ligand to the Co centre led the formation of a complex 

which is unable to reduce CO2. Generally, kinetic suppression of catalyst decomposition was 

found to be the most successful strategy for the development of highly stable electrocatalysts 

and this result could be used as a general guidance in the search of economically viable 

electrocatalysts. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

7.1 Conclusions 

This thesis describes the influence of heterogenisation modes on the performance of porphyrin-

based heterogeneous electrocatalysts designed for energy applications operating in aqueous 

medium. Covalent immobilisation of the complexes onto the carbon surface was conveniently 

achieved via potentiostatic electroreduction of the corresponding diazonium salt with the 

following introduction of a metal atom. Noncovalently immobilised catalysts were prepared 

using the conventional drop-casting technique. Following successful preparation of the desired 

materials, their structure and electrocatalytic performance in CO2 electroreduction (CO2ERR), 

oxygen reduction (ORR) and oxygen evolution (OER) were evaluated.  

First, a reliable procedure for covalent immobilisation of Mn porphyrin on the surface of carbon 

cloth electrodes was developed. Electroreduction of porphyrin diazonium salt safely generated 

in situ with the following treatment of the electrode with hot solution of Co(OAc)2 in 

DMF/CH3COOH was found to be a reliable tool for covalent ligation of the macrocyclic 

complex. The resulting layer of Mn tetraphenylporphyrin retained spectral and electrochemical 

features characteristic for noncovalently immobilised complex as evidenced by the results of 

Raman spectroscopy and CV analysis. Electrodeposition duration was found to be a convenient 

tool to control the amount of electrochemically active catalyst on the electrode. Analysis of 

electrochemical data suggests that the increase of porphyrin surface concentration upon 

prolonged electrodeposition shortens the average Mn‧‧‧Mn distance and proportionally 

enhances the probability of at least two metal atoms simultaneously participating in a catalytic 

process.  

With the established synthetic procedure in hands the influence of covalent immobilisation on 

the performance of Mn tetraphenylporphyrin in ORR, OER and CO2ERR reactions was 

evaluated. Optimisation of the organic layer density was found to have a profound effect on 

the catalyst performance in ORR in alkaline medium. 5 min electrodeposition furnishes the 

best catalyst which features predominantly a 4-electron pathway at low overpotentials where 

noncovalent counterpart shows selectivity to H2O of ⁓50 %. What is more, the overall catalytic 

current at -0.79 V vs NHE was 2.4 times higher for covalently immobilised porphyrinate. 

Electrokinetic measurements and impedance spectroscopy suggest that the reaction proceeds 

via formation of an MnII intermediate with stepwise O2 reduction to H2O2 and then to H2O. 
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Similar effects were observed in an acidic electrolyte. The OER rate was found to be less 

sensitive to the immobilisation mode and mainly dependant on the amount of electrochemically 

active catalyst only. The study of Mn porphyrins in CO2ERR showed that the complex is 

largely inactive in aqueous medium and significant portion of CO evolution takes place on the 

supporting carbon cloth electrode instead. Nevertheless, the competing hydrogen evolution was 

largely suppressed when covalent immobilisation was used, most probably due much better 

coverage of the carbon surface compared to drop-casting. Analysis of homogeneous CO2ERR 

in the presence of MnTPP shows that CO coordinates strongly to the metal centre effectively 

quenching the reaction catalysed by [MnITPP]- species. In turn, [Mn0TPP]2- species generated 

under more negative potentials does not support catalysis and react irreversibly with CO2 which 

leads to rapid irreversible decomposition of the complex accompanied by liberation of the free 

ligand due to demetallation. 

Based on the encouraging results obtained for MnTPP-based catalysts the strategy of covalent 

immobilisation was expanded to encompass CoTPP analogues which are known for their 

excellent activity both in CO2ERR and ORR. Synthesis of covalently immobilised Co 

porphyrin using a two-step procedure was successfully undertaken thus proving high reliability 

of this technique. Compared to the noncovalent mode, covalent ligation leads to a 2.4 times 

higher surface density of electrochemically active species with retention of signature Raman 

and CV features. Furthermore, ligation of CoTPP via the resulting phenylene group had a 

profound effect on the electrocatalytic performance in CO2ERR. Indeed, the formation of CO 

in neutral aqueous electrolyte at –1.05 V vs NHE (η = 500 mV) occurs with a TOF of 8.3 s-1 

while noncovalent counterpart exhibits TOF of 4.5 s-1 only and a maximum FE(CO) of 67 % 

is achieved at 50 mV less negative potential. The catalyst accumulated an impressive TON of 

3.9‧105 in a 24 h long electrolysis surpassing performance of the drop-cast analogue by a factor 

of 3 and showed FE(CO) of up to 81 %. Notably, the TON and TOF values achieved in our 

study are among of the highest reported to date surpassing those measured for Fe 

hydroxyporphyrins and Co porphyrin-based covalent organic frameworks. Electrokinetic 

analysis demonstrated that the electron transfer from the electrode onto porphyrin moiety plays 

an important role in overall reaction kinetics, especially at minimal overpotentials. Thus, the 

short covalent link with the support is a key element of heterogeneous catalyst design for 

CO2ERR.  

The performance of CoTPP-modified carbon cloth electrodes was further evaluated in ORR. 

Screening of the reaction conditions revealed that the complex is stabile only in alkaline 
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electrolyte and noncovalently immobilised porphyrin shows an ETN of less than 2 which 

corresponds to 100 % selectivity to H2O2 formation. The following study of covalently 

modified electrodes shows that the effect of multicentred catalysis also manifests itself upon 

increase of immobilisation time similar to the case of Mn porphyrin-catalysed reaction. Indeed, 

we achieved an ETN of 3.1 on CoTPP-cov/10 (10 min long electrodeposition) which 

corresponds to 55 % selectivity towards H2O formation. However, the current onset 

overpotential is independent of the complex immobilisation mode. These observations fall in 

line with H2O2 reduction activity of the electrocatalysts which has current onset close to that 

of the ORR and at the same time shows a significant increase of the reaction rate upon covalent 

immobilisation of CoTPP. Thus, the effect of covalent ligation on the ORR is not limited to 

Mn complexes and is a rather general phenomenon. 

Finally, the problem of stability of molecular electrocatalysts under long-term operation was 

studied. Co porphyrin was chosen as an example of a highly active catalyst and its 

decomposition pattern in CO2ERR was investigated. In contrast to earlier reports, the 

experimental evidence described in this dissertation shows that it is uptake of oxygen from CO2 

by the macrocyclic core that leads to the loss of activity while leaching, demetallation, 

poisoning by CO and reduction to chlorins play no significant role in the deactivation process. 

Interestingly, the immobilisation mode has little to no effect on reusability of heterogeneous 

CoTPP-based catalysts. This insight into the reaction mechanism made it possible to establish 

a strategy for the development of more stable porphyrin-based catalysts. Indeed, introduction 

of steric protection into the porphyrin core in the form of eight bulky -OCH3 groups furnishes 

100 % recyclable heterogeneous molecular catalyst Co[TPP-(OMe)8], though with lower 

overall activity compared to CoTPP. Lateral proton donors also significantly improve catalyst 

lifetime due to favourable protonation of [CoTPP-CO2]- intermediate. In turn, thermodynamic 

stabilisation of the CoI active form by electronegative substituents or additional axial ligands 

does not give any advantage in terms of stability while significantly decreasing the CO2ERR 

rate. This work shows that the careful analysis of catalyst deactivation mechanism and its 

following kinetic inhibition are crucial tools in the quest for industrially viable electrocatalysts. 

7.2 Future work 

This thesis is focused on the influence of immobilisation modes on the performance of 

heterogeneous porphyrin-based catalysts for CO2ERR, ORR and OER. It was demonstrated 

that the introduction of covalent link between the catalyst and the supporting electrode could 
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bring about increased TOFs and significantly affect ORR selectivity. Also, a framework for 

the development of more durable macrocyclic complexes was proposed and validated. Despite 

enormous advances in the field, the development of molecular electrocatalysts still requires 

significant breakthroughs in several areas.  

One of the biggest problems is their low stability in prolonged electrolyses. Indeed, even 

though numerous examples of extremely active catalysts have been reported, decomposition 

under operation conditions largely negates advantages of high TOFs. Though this issue is well 

known, the mechanistic studies of decomposition processes are severely underrepresented in 

the current literature. Moreover, scrutiny shows that the deactivation pathways are mostly 

assumed rather than studied. At the same time, this is understandable as the challenges implied 

by the work of this type are truly formidable due to tedious separations of minute quantities of 

final products. More than that, the resulting organometallics may have unexpected structures 

requiring elaborate spectral and crystallographic characterisations. However, this is the 

challenge to answer as unstable catalysts cannot be economically viable. Hence, additional in-

depth studies of decomposition pathways are necessary to build a solid theoretical background 

for the development of durable materials. Only then, combined with the current knowledge 

regarding structure-activity relationships, it will be possible to achieve effective long-term 

operation required for industrial applications. As an example, the reduction of macrocyclic core 

could be counteracted by the introduction of electronegative substituents. Similarly, the 

reductive demetallation may be suppressed by the addition of the pendant coordinating groups 

such as pyridine that would stabilise the metal centre. More radical solutions include the use 

of novel complexes with an extremely rigid structure (such as phthalocyanines) and lateral 

proton donors (such as the -OH or -NH2 groups) lowering the energy of the transition complex. 

Closely connected to the direction mentioned above would be the studies on the influence of 

catalytic poisons on the performance of electrocatalysts in CO2ERR utilisation of the effluent 

gases with minimum purification can significantly decrease the feedstock costs. A first step has 

already been done as one recent study showed that the porphyrin-based catalysts can reduce 

CO2 in the presence of appreciable amounts of O2. At the same time, the raw products of natural 

fuel combustion could also contain trace amounts of SO2, NO and other catalytic poisons which 

may affect the catalytic activity. Similarly, the use of ambient air with possible pollutants may 

have significant detrimental effects on the performance of fuel cells and more work on the 

molecular interactions of ORR catalysts with such compounds as H2S and NH3 should be 

performed.  
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Further, as it was clearly demonstrated on the examples of Co and Fe porphyrin catalysed 

CO2ERR, the transition to the aqueous medium often changes the reaction pathways rendering 

some of the complexes much less active. At the same time, the mechanistic understanding of 

this change has not been elucidated yet. Considering the wide range of available information 

on the reaction mechanisms obtained in homogeneous non-aqueous systems it would be highly 

desirable to generalise the results accumulated to date and extend them to heterogeneous 

systems. Hence, detailed studies of the solvent effects in electrocatalytic reactions are required. 

This would allow to unify the research framework and close the gap between homogeneous 

and heterogeneous catalysts. 

A fourth direction can be described as the development of new catalysts and reaction conditions 

with improved selectivity to multielectron reductions and one-pot syntheses. Indeed, for 

CO2ERR it would be desirable to produce the products such as ethylene right in the cell. Also, 

CO2ERR coupled with other reactions such as carbonylations within a single system would 

allow to synthesise high-value products from the feedstocks of zero or negative cost. A similar 

approach could be applied to ORR and OER where mild in-situ oxidations could replace 

currently used oxidants such as H2O2. Moreover, it is highly beneficial to find ways to tune 

selectivity without lengthy de novo syntheses, for example using novel supporting electrodes. 

Clearly, it is possible to achieve using immobilisation effects at least on the example of ORR 

and further development in this direction for CO2ERR is necessary. 

Finally, more attention is to be devoted to the development of the efficient continuous flow-

type reactors. This is especially important for such reactions as CO2ERR since the solubility of 

CO2 in aqueous electrolytes is low and the elimination of diffusion limitations by running the 

electroreduction on gas-diffusion electrodes could potentially eliminate this problem. Also, 

departure from a classic H-cell design implied use of ion-exchange polymers that may either 

improve or hamper the proton and electron delivery mechanisms. Hence, running CO2ERR in 

the presence of ionomers normally is yet to be described in detail. 
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APPENDIX 

A1. NMR spectra of porphyrins 

 

Figure A1. 1H NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin 1 (CDCl3, 400 MHz). 

 
Figure A2. 13C NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin 1 (CDCl3, 100 MHz). 
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Figure A3. 1H NMR spectrum of 5-(4-aminophnenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin  

TPP-NH2 (CDCl3, 400 MHz). 

 
Figure A4. 13C NMR spectrum of 5-(4-aminophnenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin  

TPP-NH2 (CDCl3, 100 MHz). 
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Figure A5. 1H NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorphenyl)porphyrin 
TPP-F20 (CDCl3, 400.1 MHz). 

 
Figure A6. 13C NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorphenyl)porphyrin 
TPP-F20 (CDCl3, 100.6 MHz). 
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Figure A7. 19F NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorphenyl)porphyrin 
TPP-F20 (CDCl3, 376.5 MHz). 

 
Figure A8. 1H NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)porphyrin 

TPP-(OMe)8 (CDCl3, 400.1 MHz). 
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Figure A9. 13C NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)porphyrin  
TPP-(OMe)8 (CDCl3, 100.6 MHz). 

 
Figure A10. 1H NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin 

TPP-(OH)8 (CD3OD, 400.1 MHz). 
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Figure A11. 13C NMR spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dihydroxyphenyl)porphyrin 

TPP-(OH)8 (CD3OD, 100.6 MHz). 

 

 
Figure A12. 1H NMR spectrum of cobalt (II) 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin CoTPP  

(CDCl3, 100 MHz). 
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A2. Determination of the potential for carbon cloth covalent modification 

Aminoporphyrin TPP-NH2 (12.6 mg, 0.02 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL of TFA:H2O (1:1) 
mixture in a 50 mL round-bottom flask and cooled down to -5 ºC. NaNO2 (66.4 mg) was 
dissolved in 10 mL of deionized water and 250 µL aliquot (1.2 eqv) was added into the flask 
under stirring. Reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min at -10 ºC, then the septum with three 
electrodes was placed on top and cyclic voltammograms were recorded. Blank experiment 
without addition of NaNO2 was performed under the same conditions. The appearance of 
irreversible reduction peak around -0.05 V vs AgCl (3M KCl) after addition of NaNO2 
corresponds to the reduction of -N2

+ group and the formation of transient aromatic radicals 
attacking carbon surface (Figure A13a). Notably, during the first scan insulating organic layer 
was formed as evidenced by the lack of significant redox responses during the second cycle 
(Figure S6A) in strong contrast to the blank acidic solution of TPP-NH2 (Figure A14b). Since 
overreduction of aromatic radicals upon cycling to -0.4 V vs SCE was reported by Picot et 
al.,[1]  we opted to use more positive potential of 0.0 V vs AgCl in the potentiostatic mode.  

 

Figure A13. CV of (a) TPP-N2+ formed via diazotation of TPP-NH2; (b) CV of TPP-NH2 
without NaNO2 in TFA/H2O (1:1). 

A3. Evidence of TPP-N2
+ formation in the grafting solution 

Although TPP-N2+ was not isolated form the reaction mixture during carbon cloth 
modification, its formation is evidenced by the formation of a corresponding  
5-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-10,15,20-trihenylporphyrin TPP-OH as depicted in the Scheme A1.  

 
Scheme A1. Formation of 5-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (TPP-OH). 
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Solution left after 5 grafting experiments was brought to a boil and solvent (TFA + H2O) was 
distilled off. The gunky residue was neutralised with saturated aqueous solution of NaHCO3, 
organics were extracted with CH2Cl2. Extract was dried with anhydrous Na2SO4 and solvent 
was removed under reduced pressure. The main product of the reaction was isolated by column 
chromatography (CH2Cl2:PE 1:4 → neat CH2Cl2) (13.4 mg; 18 %). No aminoporphyrin was 
found in the mixture confirming 100 % consumption of TPP-NH2 in diazotation.  
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.89 – 8.85 (m, 8H), 8.24 – 8.22 (m, 6H), 8.07 – 8.05 (m, 2H), 
8.03 – 8.00 (m, 2H), 7.79 – 7.74 (m, 9H), 7.16 – 7.14 (m, 2H), 5.13 (s, 1H), -2.75 (s, 2H) ppm 

13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 155.6, 142.4, 142.3, 135.8, 134.9, 134.7, 131.2, 127.9, 126.8, 
120.3, 120.2, 120.0, 113.8 ppm 

HRMS (ESI) calculated for C44H31N4O [M+H]+: m/z 631.24924, found 631.24845. 

Spectral data are in accordance with reported literature values (Figures A14, A15).[2]  

 

 

Figure A14. 1H NMR spectrum of 5-(4-hydroxyphnenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin  
TPP-OH (CDCl3, 400 MHz). 
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Figure A15. 13C NMR spectrum of 5-(4-hydroxyphnenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin  
TPP-OH (CDCl3, 100 MHz). 

A4. Determination of carbon cloth relative electrochemically active surface 

area 

Electrochemically active surface area of carbon cloth was determined via measurements of 
double layer (DL) capacitance in aqueous 0.1 KClO4 at – 0.39 V vs NHE where no faradic 
current was observed.[3]  5 mm polished glassy carbon disk electrode was used as a standard. 
CVs were recorded at scan rates from 0.05 to 0.5 V/s and linear correlation of capacitance 
current on sweep rate was observed. Slopes of the graphs indicate DL capacitance values 
(Figure A16) 

 
Figure A16. Anodic capacitive current densities obtained for carbon cloth and polished 5 mm 
glassy carbon disc electrodes. 
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Ratio of electrochemically active surface area (SEA) to geometric area (SG) of carbon cloth was 
found using Equation A1: 

𝑆𝐸𝐴
𝑆𝐺

⁄ =  
𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑡ℎ

𝐶𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
= 2.6 (𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐀𝟏) 

Where Ccarbon cloth is DL capacitance of carbon cloth (μF/cm2) and Cglassy carbon is DL capacitance 
of polished glassy carbon (μF/cm2). 

A5. Electrochemical behaviour of MnTPP and tetraphenylporphyrin in 

DMF  

To determine the nature of complex electrodeposited on carbon, MnIII/MnII (-0.70 V) and 
MnII/MnI (-1.81 V) redox waves of MnTPP were recorded (Figure A17, black trace). 
Additionally, CV study of free-base ligand was performed to confirm the identity of weak 
redox response centred around -1.60 V (Figure A17, red trace). 

 

Figure A17. CVs of manganese porphyrinate (MnTPP) (black trace) and free-base 
tetraphenylporphyrin (red trace) recorded in dry degassed DMF electrolyte. Scan rate: 50 mV/s; 
TBAP concentration: 0.1 M; concentration of analytes: 2 mM. 
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A6. Long-run OER experiments on MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-noncov 

  

Figure A18. (a) CPE curves for MnTPP-noncov (blue trace), MnTPP-cov/5 (violet trace) and 
bare carbon cloth (black trace) under 1.55 V vs NHE; (b) CPE curves of MnTPP-noncov and 
MnTPP-cov/5 with background subtracted. Electrolyte: degassed 0.5 M H2SO4. 

 

Figure A19. GC analysis of anodic headspace gases after CPE on MnTPP-cov/5. 
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A7. Equivalent circuits for EIS analysis 

Equivalent circuits simulating EIS characteristics are presented in Figures A20a-c.  

     

Figure A20. Schematic representation of equivalent circuits: (a) purely capacitive coating; (b) 
Randles circuit; (c) circuit containing Warburg impedance. Abbreviations: R1 - solution 
resistance, R2 charge transfer impedance (resistance due to limited rate of electrochemical 
reaction), C2 – capacitance of electric double layer, W1 – Warburg impedance (arising from 
diffusion limitations). 

A8. Structure of MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 

 

Figure A21. Schematic representation of MnTPP-cov/5 and MnTPP-cov/10 structures. 
Polymerization and more extensive branching of organometallic moieties is thought to affect 
current onset compared to MnTPP-cov/1. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
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A9. ETNs observed MnTPP-cov/5 in acidic electrolyte 

 

Figure A22. Electron transfer number observed in ORR on MnTPP-cov/5 in acidic medium. 
Electrolyte: O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. 

 

A10. Koutecky-Levich plots of MnTPP-cov/10 in alkaline medium 

 

Figure A23. Koutecky-Levich plots obtained for MnTPP-cov/10 during RDE experiments in 
O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH. 
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A11. Stability study of MnTPP-cov/5 in ORR 

 

Figure A24. Changes in CV of MnTPP-cov/5 upon prolonged cycling in the conditions of 
ORR. CV of bare carbon cloth is shown for clarity (black dotted line). Electrolyte: O2-saturated 
0.1 M KOH; scan rate: 50 mV/s. 
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A12. Proposed mechanism of MnTPP-cov/5-catalysed ORR 

 

Figure A25. Proposed mechanism of ORR catalysed by MnTPP-cov/5 in alkaline medium. 
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A13. NMR study of MnTPP reductive decomposition products  

 

Figure A26. 1H NMR spectrum of meso-tetraphenylporphyrin isolated after electrolysis of 

MnIIITPP at -2.0 V vs Fc+/Fc (CDCl3, 400 MHz). 

A14. Morphology of CoTPP-noncov 

     
Figure A27. Representative SEM images of CoTPP-noncov. Flaky and needle-shaped crystals 
of CoTPP are clearly seen. 
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XRD of pulverized carbon cloth and CoTPP-noncov showed that carbon cloth is essentially a 
fiber-like graphite (Figure A28).[4]  Although formation of microcrystals is evident from SEM, 
the amount of complex is well below the threshold of XRD sensitivity and hence, both 
materials have identical diffraction pattern.  

 

Figure A28. XRD patterns of carbon cloth and CoTPP-noncov.  

A15. CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov double layer capacitance 

 
Figure A29. Anodic capacitive current as a function of CV scan rate measured for CoTPP-
cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov in degassed 0.1 M KOH electrolyte. 
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A16. CO2ERR blank experiments 

4 h long electrolysis on carbon cloth working electrode at -1.10 V vs NHE showed evolution 
of 1.7 μmol/cm2. Deposition of 8‧10-8 mol/cm2 of catalytically inactive zinc 
tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP) further decreased the amount of CO to 0.5 μmol/cm2 (Figure 
A30a). 

 

Figure A30. (a) CO evolution on bare carbon cloth and on a carbon cloth electrode loaded with 
8‧10-8 mol/cm2 of zinc (II) tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP) during 4 h long electrolysis at -1.10 
V vs NHE; (a) CO evolution on carbon cloth treated with Co(OAc)2 and (b) Tafel plot of CO 
reduction current. 

Also, a series of 30 min electrolyses at various potentials was performed on the carbon cloth 
treated with hot solution of Co(OAc)2 in DMF/CH3COOH and washed with DMF and water 
(Figure A30b). 0.9 μmol of CO was produced at -1.20 V vs NHE and Tafel plot slope was 110 
mV/dec (Figure A30c) which is close to theoretically expected 118 mV/dec for an uncatalysed 
process with the single-electron reduction being a rate-limiting step. FE (CO) did not exceed 
4% at any potential. 

Experiments described above clearly evidence that almost all CO2 reduction current comes 
from CoTPP. Moreover, deposition of porphyrinate further decreases activity of carbon cloth 
to negligible levels. Based on these, we neglected activity of the support since it is well within 
the experimental error. 

 

Figure A31. (a) H2 evolution current on bare carbon cloth and (b) corresponding Tafel plot. 
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A17. H2 evolution currents on CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov 

 

Figure A32. Water discharge currents observed during electrokinetic studies of CoTPP-cov/1 
and CoTPP-noncov. 

A18. 24 h-long CO2ERR on CoTPP-cov/1 and CoTPP-noncov 

 
Figure A33. (a) TON and (b) FE (CO) during 24 h long CPE on CoTPP-cov/1 and  

CoTPP-noncov.  
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A19. Homogeneous nature of ORR redox couple observed on CoTPP-noncov 

 

Figure A34. Dependence of ORR peak current on square root of the scan rate observed on 

CoTPP-noncov in 0.1M KOH. 

A20. FTIR spectroscopy of CoTPP deactivation products 

 

Figure A35. FTIR spectra of pure CoTPP (black trace) and its deactivation products after 
CO2ERR (red trace). 
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A21. NMR 1H of organics extracted from the electrolyte after CO2ERR 

Extraction of organics from electrolyte with CH2Cl2 and the following removal of the solvent 
also gave colourless substance which was found in the blank experiment. Clearly, no signals 
corresponding to CoTPP were detected as it is ether absent in the mixture the amount is below 
the NMR detection limit. 

 

 

 

Figure A36. 1H NMR spectra of the products extracted from the electrolyte after CO2ERR on 
(a) CoTPP-noncov and (b) CoTPP-cov/1. No CoTPP signals were found in both cases. The 
only organics detected were the products of carbon fabric reduction. 

(a) 

(b) 
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A22. NMR spiking experiment 

As free-base tetraphenylporphyrin has an 1H NMR spectrum very similar to the one of 
deactivation product, we performed a spiking experiment to additionally confirm absence of 
Co loss during electrolysis. To do that, an 1H NMR spectrum of CoTPP deactivation products 
was recorded (green trace in the Figure A37a), then a crystal of TPP was added to the same 
tube and the new spectrum was observed (red trace in the Figure A37a). The result shows clear 
difference in β-CH shifts of the component X and TPP (Figure A37a) and the appearance of 
characteristic NH signal after TPP addition (Figure A37b) thus excluding demetallation during 
CO2ERR as a possible decomposition pathway.  

 

 

Figure A37. (a) 1H NMR spectrum of CoTPP deactivation products before (green trace) and 
after addition of TPP (red trace); (b) full spectrum of the mixture of component X and TPP. 
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A23. Blank CPE on bare carbon cloth 

Standard 4 h long CO2ERR was performed on a 4 cm2 bare carbon cloth electrode at -1.05 V 
vs NHE. The organics were washed off with CH2Cl2 and the solvent was removed. Small 
amount of colourless residue was collected and transferred to NMR tube. The resulting 
spectrum is shown in Figure A38. Clearly, signals of alkenyl and aliphatic protons originate 
from the products of reductive decomposition of carbon fabric itself. Notably, the same NMR 
pattern was found even for carbon cloth which was previously repetitively washed for 24 h 
with boiling trifluoroacetic acid, chlorobenzene and chloroform. Thus, we could ascribe the 
appearance of aliphatic signals to the reduction of carbon cloth itself rather than to impurities 
present on the surface. 

 

Figure A38. 1H NMR spectrum of organics extracted from the surface of bare carbon cloth 
electrode after its exposure to standard conditions of CO2ERR (CD3OD, 400.1 MHz). 

Probably, the reduction of carbon itself is facilitated by the presence of nitrogen in the structure 
as 15N HSQC experiment performed on CoTPP decomposition products shows presence of 
three types of NH groups (Figure A39). 
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Figure A39. 15N HSQC NMR of CoTPP decomposition products 

A24. Deactivation in CO2-free medium and in fully deuterated electrolyte 

 

Figure A40. NMR 1H of CoTPP after electrolysis in degassed 0.1 M KClO4. 
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Figure A41. NMR 1H of CoTPP after electrolysis in CO2-saturated 0.5 M KDCO3 in D2O. The 
peak showing decrease of intensity compared with the reaction performed in protonated solvent 
is shown with arrow. 

 

Figure A42. NMR 2D of CoTPP after electrolysis in fully deuterated system. 
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A25. COSY and NOESY NMR spectra of CoTPP deactivation products 

 

Figure A43. COSY NMR of CoTPP decomposition products. 

 

Figure A44. NOESY NMR of CoTPP decomposition products. 
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A26. Spectra and electrochemical behaviour of [CoIIITPP] 

It is known that CoTPP could be oxidised to [CoIIITPP]L where L is a negatively charged 
monodentate ligand. We suspected that this oxidation might take place on the surface of 
electrode immediately upon completion of electrolysis and influence catalytic activity of the 
complex. To test this hypothesis we synthesised [CoIIITPP]Cl using the methodology reported 
earlier[5]  and studied its behaviour.  

To see if this complex is formed during CO2ERR, we performed NMR 1H analysis of the 
resulting product (Figure A45). Clearly, there are no wide singlets at 8.63, 8.23, 7.78 and 7.73 
ppm in the spectra of deactivation products which means that CoIII porphyrin is an unlikely 
deactivation product (see the main text, Figure 6.1).  

 

 

Figure A45. NMR 1H of [CoIIITPP]Cl, 400.1 MHz (CDCl3). 

Further, we studied its electrochemical behaviour in aqueous and non-aqueous media using 
CV. Even though CV of [CoIIITPP]Cl in DMF is similar to the one recorded for CoTPP, its 
catalytic activity in aqueous electrolytes is inferior compared to CoIITPP, most probably due 
to slow loss of the axial ligands (-Cl and -OH2) upon reduction. This is possible considering 
that reductions are ligand-centred and any additional ligands coordinated to the metal core are 
detrimental for catalysis in aqueous medium as we have already shown on the example of 
pyridine. 
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Figure A46. CV of [CoIIITPP]Cl in the degassed (blue line) and CO2-saturated (red line) 
solvents: (a) DMF; (b) water. 

A27. Performance of Co[TPP-(OMe)8] at -1.10 V vs NHE 

Additionally, we attempted to improve the CO2ERR rate on Co[TPP-(OMe)8] via increase of 
electrode potential to -1.10 V vs NHE. The application of only 50 mV more negative potential 
led to increase of FE (CO) to 12 % in the first CPE and 6 times higher CO production rate 
(Figure A47). However, stability started to suffer under these conditions, and the reaction rate 
again dropped by 55 % by the third run. Thus, the catalyst with bulky donating groups was 
very durable, however this was restricted to low reaction rate only. This drop of stability at 
higher reaction rate might stem from the increase of pH in the proximity of reaction centre 
which, as we found earlier, may lead to the migration of oxygen from CO2. 

 

Figure A47. (a) amount of CO and (b) FE (CO) observed for  Co[TPP-(OMe)8] during three 
4 h long catalytic runs in aqueous electrolyte. 

A28. Stability and activity of Co[TPP-(OMe)3(OH)5] 

We also studied activity and stability of Co[TPP-(OMe)3(OH)5] prepared through the partial 
demethylation of TPP-(OMe)8 with the following metalation of free-base porphyrin (Figure 
A47). We assumed that the presence of several bulky substituents would increase the activity 
of the catalyst to the levels comparable to Co[TPP-(OH)8] and retain stability of Co[TPP-
(OMe)8].  

The resulting catalyst showed the activity intermediate between Co[TPP-(OMe)8] and 
Co[TPP-(OH)8]. CVs also show increase of current density upon saturation of electrolyte with 
CO2 while FE (CO) in CPE was better than for both analogues. Even though stability of the 
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catalyst was also better that that of CoTPP, it was still similar to that of Co[TPP-(OH)8] with 
the total activity decrease of 42% over three 4 h long catalytic runs at -1.05 V vs NHE. 

To sum up, this approach furnished a catalyst with relatively low activity and did not provide 
significant improvement in the catalyst lifetime. 

 

 

Figure A48. (a) CV of Co[TPP-(OMe)3(OH)5] in degassed (blue line) and CO2-saturated (red 
line) 0.5 M KHCO3 electrolyte; (b) amount of CO and (c) FE (CO) observed during three 4 h 
long catalytic runs in aqueous electrolyte. 
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